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ABSTRACT

Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN) have developed to widely utilized technolo-
gies for short-range telecommunications. While the technologies enable various new
services, the wireless environment and the constraints of WLAN devices set new
requirements for network security and its realization. In addition to a security speci-
fication, a security processing implementation has a key role in protecting WLANs.
This Thesis presents designs and implementations for protecting WLANs using cryp-
tographic mechanisms.

The focus of the Thesis is on the security of the standard WLAN technologies which
have recently been driving the markets and the research work. The technologies, their
problems, and proposed improvements are surveyed. A design specifically address-
ing the vulnerabilities of Bluetooth is presented. Furthermore, designs for protecting
stored data and maintaining time synchronization in WLANs are developed. The
generally accepted security design practices and the constraints of the WLAN de-
vices are respected throughout the presented designs.

Cryptographic software implementations cannot often provide security with high per-
formance and usability while meeting the restrictions of WLAN devices. Therefore,
the Thesis presents cryptographic hardware architectures that can efficiently be used
for securing WLANs. The architectures support the cryptographic mechanisms of
the standard WLANs as well as the mechanisms proposed in the Thesis. Several
solutions providing different trade-offs between performance and resource consump-
tion are developed for Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), Triple Data Encryption
Standard (3DES), and RC4 as well as for the modular exponentiation of public-key
schemes. Related implementations are surveyed and compared.

As an example of a full, security-oriented application, the separate components are
integrated into a novel wireless Real-Time Betting (RTB) application. It utilizes the
security designs and implementations on the wireless data link layer as well as on
the application layer in order to support efficient embedded terminal implementa-
tions. The RTB application is especially seen well-suited for providing local services
through WLANs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

During the recent years, wireless network technologies have achieved an important
role as telecommunications media [14]. Whereas wired networks provide only fixed
network topologies, wireless networks support low-cost and effortless installations,
ad hoc networking, portability of network devices, and mobility of network users.
The application area of wireless networks has extended from limited speech services
into high-speed data transfer and multimedia along with the growth of network ca-
pacities [182]. A need for low-cost, low-rate, and very low-power technologies has
emerged at the other end of the wireless technology spectrum as well [183]. Devices
supporting multiple wireless technologies are appearing and envisioned to provide
ubiquitous network access with a large variety of services [14, 16, 101, 106, 194, 203,
P10].

Wireless communication technologies can be categorized according to their typical
application fields, data rates, and coverage [105,220]. Table 1 illustrates the generally
used classification that originates from the IEEE [123]. In the table, the presented
values are not definitive but they are provided for perceiving the relationships of the
different classes. The wireless transceiver is assumed to be a radio although other
wireless physical layers, such as infrared, can be used as well.

Wireless Wide Area Networks (WWAN) and Wireless Metropolitan Area Networks

Table 1. Classification of wireless communication technologies.
Class Nominal 

data rate
Radio 
coverage

Typical applications Example technologies

WWAN < 10 Mbit/s > 10 km Telephony, mobile Internet GSM, UMTS, satellite

WMAN < 100 Mbit/s < 10 km Broadband Internet IEEE 802.16, HIPERMAN

WLAN < 100 Mbit/s < 100 m Wired LAN replacement IEEE 802.11, HIPERLAN/2

WPAN < 10 Mbit/s < 10 m Personal data transfer Bluetooth, IEEE 802.15.4

WSN < 1 Mbit/s < 1 km Monitoring, control proprietary, RFID
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(WMAN) provide the widest geographical coverage. The highly utilized WWANs
mainly consist of the traditional digital cellular telephone networks and their exten-
sions [105], such as Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) and Uni-
versal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS). Communication satellites be-
long to this class as well. WMANs are emerging technologies developed for broad-
band network access as an alternative to cable networks and Digital Subscriber Lines
(DSL) in homes and enterprises. Examples of WMAN technologies are IEEE 802.16
[124] and HIgh PErformance Radio Metropolitan Area Network (HIPERMAN) [56].

Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN) have recently gained a significant share of
the wireless market [172, 173]. They were originally developed for extending or re-
placing wired computer LANs. Currently, WLANs are utilized whenever a local con-
nection is needed only temporarily, mobility is desired, or when cabling is costly and
inconvenient. WLANs are used in meetings, offices, healthcare, automation, stock-
piling, and education. They are also widely employed for providing network access
in public buildings and enterprises and for sharing or replacing DSL connections in
homes. WLANs commonly support centralized and ad hoc topologies, depicted in
Fig. 1. The prevailing WLAN technology is IEEE 802.11 [121]. Another exem-
plar technology is HIgh PErformance Radio LAN type 2 (HIPERLAN/2) [56], the
utilization of which has mainly remained at the level of standardization.

The class closely related to WLANs consists of Wireless Personal Area Networks
(WPAN), such as Bluetooth [24] and IEEE 802.15.4 [116]. WPANs are generally
targeted at data communications between personal devices, including Personal Dig-

WLAN 
terminal

WLAN link

WLAN 
access 
point

Wired LAN

WLAN 
terminal

WLAN link

WLAN 
access 
point

Wired LAN

(a)

WLAN 
terminal
WLAN 
terminal

(b)

Fig. 1. Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) topologies. In the centralized topology (a), one
device operates as a coordinator and usually acts as an Access Point (AP) providing
connections to a wired infrastructure network. In the ad hoc topology (b), the devices
are equal and connect directly or through multiple hops to each other for peer-to-peer
communications.
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ital Assistants (PDA), mobile phones, and laptops [220]. WPANs are also used for
low-rate and low-power communications e.g. in automation and alarm systems [116].
Furthermore, WPAN technologies can be used for providing wireless access to an
infrastructure LAN [25] and for enabling high-speed multimedia content delivery
[115]. Hence, WPANs are not clearly distinct from WLANs. The differences rather
lie in the non-functional requirements, such as cost, power, and range [105].

The fifth and emerging class of wireless technologies is Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN) [152, 225]. WSNs consist of independent, collaborating, highly resource-
constrained nodes or actuators that sense, process, and exchange data as well as act
according to the collected data content. In contrast to WLANs and WPANs, WSNs
are typically larger, self-organizing, and application-oriented. The radio coverage
can vary from centimeters to hundreds of meters [152]. Currently, WSNs are mainly
implemented as proprietary solutions [152]. Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID)
can be placed to the class of WSNs as well.

While the various wireless technologies have enabled new types of services, they
have set new requirements for the authentication of users, devices, services, and net-
works as well as for securing data transfer, information storages, and wireless de-
vices themselves [12, 101, 196, 198, 199, P10]. In wired networks devices have fixed
connections and information is exchanged inside a cable. On the contrary, wireless
devices and networks are discoverable and transmissions available to anyone within
the radio coverage. Transmissions are always broadcast by their nature. Portability
exposes wireless devices to additional security threats as they can easily be captured
physically [66, 103, 189, P10]. Moreover, the limited power supplies and processing
capacities of low-cost wireless devices enable new forms of Denial-of-Service (DoS)
attacks, such as battery draining [103]. Hence, new security designs and implemen-
tations that accommodate to the requirements and the constraints of the wireless op-
eration environment are needed.

Standardization is required for spreading out designs, advancing commercialism, and
specifically for enabling the ubiquitous wireless connectivity through interoperabil-
ity. However, most standard and standard-like wireless technologies have failed in
their security solutions. Even the newest and revised specifications contain short-
comings, still allow using the flawed procedures, and/or leave certain vital security
components, such as authentication, unspecified. Furthermore, a new design is al-
ways a unique combination of components, which can imply new weaknesses even
if the components alone were secure. The security specifications generally define
the executed procedures, not how they should be used and combined with other pro-
cedures, what security guarantees they offer, or how to implement them efficiently.
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The lack of implementation during the specification process often implies inconsis-
tencies, shortcomings, and inefficient design choices. Hence, security development
for wireless technologies is a continuing process.

Security procedures are generally among the tasks consuming most of the overall
processing capacity in network devices [10, 158, 198, 261]. In addition, the security
requirements of wireless environments have increased the amount of security pro-
cedures compared to wired networks [66]. The constantly increasing data rates and
real-time requirements call for increased throughputs. Therefore, the security pro-
cessing implementation has a key role in maintaining the desired level of security
specifically in the embedded, wireless devices [103,133,198–200,219]. Efficient im-
plementations prevent degenerating response times and communication latencies as
well as increase the operating times of battery-powered devices. The system clock
rate can be decreased and/or more processing time can be provided to the other tasks
of a device. The knowledge that certain algorithms and protocols can be implemented
efficiently facilitates the security design process. Furthermore, efficient implementa-
tions improve usability, which prevents users from switching security off.

1.1 Objective and Scope of Research

Security can be defined as a state of defense against willful acts of smart adversaries—
people. Security implicitly covers safety to some extend. Safety is defined as the de-
fense against random events, such as accidents and failures. The terms security and
protection are used interchangeably in this Thesis. Security design involves speci-
fying a selection of procedures for providing security, such as algorithms, protocols,
and their usage. As discussed above, another key aspect of security development,
specifically in wireless networks, is to design an efficient implementation of the se-
lected procedures, consisting of their components and interaction.

This Thesis considers the security of short-range wireless communication technolo-
gies. Because of their similarities, the WLAN and WPAN classes are combined into
a single class and referred to as WLANs. The focus of the Thesis is on the secu-
rity of WLANs provided through cryptography [171], its usage and implementation
for encryption and authentication. The objective of the research has been to develop
designs and implementations for efficiently realizing and maintaining cryptographic
protection in WLAN devices. The term efficient refers to a design (specification) or
an implementation which results in a good balance between cost (required processing
resources), power consumption, and performance. Performance refers to the time re-
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quired for performing the task in question. Resource and power consumption are not
significantly sacrificed for improving performance. A procedure involving cryptogra-
phy is considered secure if it has been proven secure [77] or it is generally believed to
be secure against computationally bounded adversaries or beneficial attacks against
the procedure are not known.

The protocol stack of the Thesis along with the Open Systems Interconnections (OSI)
reference model [126] is illustrated in Fig. 2. The OSI layers directly related to
WLANs are the physical layer, which is assumed to be a radio, and the data link layer.
Although the data link layer often corresponds to more than one layer in WLANs, in
this Thesis all these layers are regarded to belong to a single Medium Access Control
(MAC) layer. The terms (data) link layer and MAC layer are used interchangeably.
This Thesis concentrates on the cryptographic security of WLANs at the MAC layer.
The other addressed layer is the application layer. An application-driven design is
presented in [P10].

The Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) suite is often utilized
between the application layer and the lower protocol layers in WLAN devices. Hence,
it is included in Fig. 2. In addition, WLAN MAC layers have adopted solutions orig-
inally purposed for protecting TCP/IP connections, such as [2]. However, security
issues specific to the TCP/IP layers are not discussed in this Thesis. From the point
of the MAC layer, all the upper protocol layers are seen as a part of the application
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erence model.
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layer. Fig. 2 shows which layers the topics considered in this Thesis are related to.

The Thesis especially concentrates on the efficient implementation of cryptographic
processing in WLAN devices through hardware design. The implementations are car-
ried out in Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) and in a configurable processor
architecture called Transport Triggered Architecture (TTA) [37]. TTA and its design
environment are aimed at embedded Application Specific Instruction set Processor
(ASIP) development.

The implementations in FPGA technologies are targeted at the different prototype
generations of TUTWLAN [132, 148, 231], which is a WLAN developed in the
Institute of Digital and Computer Systems at Tampere University of Technology
(TUT) [105]. TUTWLAN has been developed for research purposes, not to meet
any specific standard. This allows freely experimenting with different functionali-
ties, ranging from the application layer to radio selection and including both stan-
dard and non-standard solutions. Instead of being a single, fixed WLAN technology,
TUTWLAN can rather be seen as a development environment in which various so-
lutions related to WLANs are examined. FPGA-based prototypes have enabled this
wide range of experiments.

FPGA technologies are currently not considered mature for wireless end-user prod-
ucts because of their high power consumption [151]. Specifically, static power dis-
sipation is significantly higher than in dedicated hardware [63, P2]. Therefore, due
to the usage of FPGAs as prototyping and verification platforms, power consumption
is not discussed in detail in the Thesis. The focus is on hardware resource consump-
tion and performance. In FPGA technologies power consumption reductions can
be achieved with compact implementations, particularly if they allow switching to a
smaller FPGA device.

A security design for TUTWLAN has also been specified [212]. However, instead
of this or other proprietary WLAN security solutions, the Thesis concentrates on
various algorithms and protocols that relate to commercially significant and emerg-
ing standard WLAN technologies. The Thesis specifically addresses IEEE 802.11
[112] and its security improvements [118], Bluetooth [24], and IEEE 802.15.4 [116].
TUTWLAN is used as a prototyping and verification environment.

As one example of a full, security-oriented application, the Thesis combines the sep-
arate cryptographic components into a novel wireless Real-Time Betting (RTB) ap-
plication [97, 104, P10]. It utilizes the security designs and implementations on the
wireless link layer as well as on the application layer in order to support efficient
embedded terminal implementations. The RTB application is especially seen well-
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suited for providing local services through WLANs. The design includes features
that are regarded advantageous in future WLAN devices, related to protecting stored
data and maintaining reliable time synchronization.

The security of WLANs includes the security considerations of all the other com-
puter systems. Hence, it is a broad subject even when limited to the security provided
through cryptography. However, the security aspects related to mobility (e.g. hand-
offs, roaming, and interworking between technologies), routing, network architec-
tures, intrusion detection, Virtual Private Networks (VPN), and firewalls are regarded
as tasks of other protocol layers than the ones considered in this Thesis. Furthermore,
security policies, accounting, digital rights management, anonymity, software threats
(e.g. viruses and worms), and design of physical protection (e.g. tamper-resistant
hardware and prevention of side channel attacks), and mechanisms for random num-
ber generation are out of the scope. Nevertheless, the designs and implementations of
this Thesis can be used for addressing also these aspects, even though not explicitly
discussed.

To summarize, the statement is that the designs and implementations presented in
this Thesis can be used for efficiently securing WLANs. The security designs can
be used for securing WLANs in general. The implementations ensure that the se-
curity level does not have to be decreased due to the limitations of WLAN devices.
Even though the Thesis considers specific WLAN technologies, their link layer, and
specific prototyping platforms, the designs and implementation methods can be gen-
eralized and applied in other environments, protocol layers, and technologies, also
beyond WLANs. For example, in order to share processing resources, the encryption
implementations can be utilized throughout the protocol stack of a wireless device.

1.2 Main Contributions and Outline of Thesis

The Thesis consists of an introductory part and ten publications. The introduction
provides the technical background, motivates the work, and reviews related work.
The publications present the main results. As a summary, the main contributions of
the Thesis are:

• A review of the security designs and problems of the most significant and
emerging WLAN technologies. Proposed improvements are examined as well.

• An up-to-date survey of resource-efficient hardware architectures and special-
ized processor architectures for the secret-key cryptography of WLANs.
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• The design and implementation of dedicated hardware architectures for effi-
cient cryptographic processing in WLANs, related to encryption and authenti-
cation. Both public-key and secret-key algorithms as well as various encryp-
tion modes are considered.

• The design and implementation of compact, reconfigurable ASIPs utilizing
TTA for supporting the secret-key algorithms of WLANs.

• The design and prototype implementation of a novel security layer for Blue-
tooth utilizing the presented hardware implementations. The design improves
security, increases performance, and decreases resource requirements com-
pared to the standard Bluetooth design. The proposed solution enables sup-
porting the security processing of all significant WLAN technologies with a
single, efficient implementation.

• Design and prototype implementation of the novel wireless offline RTB appli-
cation. The RTB design is argued to be secure with a proper configuration and
shown to overcome the processing and scalability limitations of online systems.

The rest of the introductory part is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 introduces the security considerations related to wireless communications,
specifically to WLANs.

Chapter 3 focuses on the field of cryptography, which provides the tools for imple-
menting security as considered in this Thesis.

Chapter 4 surveys the security of the most significant and emerging WLAN technolo-
gies.

Chapter 5 concentrates on hardware architectures for WLAN cryptography.

Chapter 6 presents the main results of the research.

Chapter 7 summarizes the contents of the publications and clarifies the contribution
of the author.

Chapter 8 concludes the Thesis.



2. SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS IN WIRELESS
COMMUNICATIONS

This chapter examines general security considerations related to wireless commu-
nications, specifically in the light of WLANs. Wireless security threats as well as
common security objectives and services are introduced. The properties of (crypto-
graphic) security realizations on different protocol layers are compared and the im-
portance of a WLAN link layer security realization is argued. Cryptographic mech-
anisms for security services are covered in Chapter 3. The security mechanisms and
issues of specific WLAN technologies are examined in detail in Chapter 4.

2.1 Wireless Security Threats

Four types of security threats and attacks, illustrated in Fig. 3, can be identified
for communication systems: interception, modification, fabrication, and interruption
[134, 223]. Due to the broadcast nature of the communication channel as well as the
usage of unlicensed frequency bands, the threats and resulting attacks are specifically
inherent in WLANs [42, 201].

The attack types can be categorized into two main classes: passive attacks and ac-
tive attacks [134, 223], presented in Fig. 4. A passive attack can either result in the
disclosure of message contents (eavesdropping) or successful traffic analysis. In traf-
fic analysis, the adversary is not able to learn message contents but is able to find
out useful information by analyzing e.g. message headers and transmission frequen-
cies [84].

Active attacks consist of modification and fabrication of messages and interruption
of transmissions. Masquerading and message replay are the two forms of fabrication
attacks. Modification includes changing, delaying, deleting, and reordering mes-
sages. The wireless channel, processing constraints, and limited battery life make
WLAN devices specifically vulnerable to interruption, i.e. Denial-of-Service (DoS),
attacks [42, 94].
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Fig. 3. Security threats and attacks in communication systems: (a) interception, (b) modifi-
cation, (c) fabrication, and (d) interruption [223].

The portability of WLAN devices exposes them to additional security threats com-
pared to wired devices. An adversary can easily gain physical access to a device
[66, 103, 189], which calls for protecting data stored in WLAN devices as well as
locally limiting the usage to authorized entities [P10].

2.2 Security Objectives and Services

Clearly, protection against the various threats of WLANs is required. The protection
is realized by providing security services. A security service is defined as a method
to provide some specific aspect of security [171]. A security service consists of
one or more components called security mechanisms (procedures), which have been

Attacks

Passive Active

Eavesdropping Traffic analysis

Interception Modification InterruptionFabrication

Replay Masquerading

Fig. 4. Classification of attacks.
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designed to prevent, detect, or recover from attacks. The goal of a communication
system implementing security is to achieve the following security objectives using
corresponding security services [171, 223]:

• Confidentiality meaning that information can only be seen by authorized enti-
ties.

• Integrity ensuring that information has not been corrupted or altered by unau-
thorized entities.

• Availability guaranteeing that information is available to authorized entities
within predetermined response times.

• Authentication providing assurance of the identities of entities. Entity authen-
tication assures that an entity really is the one it claims to be and data origin
authentication ensures that the data are from the source they claim to be from.
Data origin authentication implicitly covers the integrity of data and is often
referred to as data authentication or message authentication.

• Non-repudiation preventing an entity from denying previous commitments or
actions in case disputes arise.

2.3 Network Security Model

Fig. 5 illustrates the security model of communication networks, including WLANs
[223]. The data storage of a WLAN device can also be seen as a form of a commu-
nication channel, communicating information into the future [P10].

The goal of the two principals is to exchange messages through the communication
channel without that the adversary is able to threaten the security objectives described
above. The Trusted Third Party (TTP) is utilized for creating a secure channel be-
tween the two principals. TTP manages and distributes secret information (keys)
required for the establishment of the secure channel. The management procedures of
secrets are referred to as key management [17]. In some cases, TTP is absent and the
principals exchange the establishment information e.g. by meeting in person.

After the two principals have obtained the establishment information, a communica-
tion session between the principals typically consists of the following phases:

1. Entity authentication: The principals verify each other’s identities utilizing the
channel establishment information and an authentication protocol.
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Fig. 5. Security model of communication networks [223].

2. Key agreement: The principals agree on a temporary secret for protecting the
communications during the rest of the session.

3. Protected communications: The principals use the temporary secret for the se-
curity-related processing in the transmission and reception of messages.

4. Destruction of session parameters: The principals destroy the temporary secret
in order to prevent compromising the session through leaking the secret later.

2.4 Placement of Security Services

There are several properties that are affected by the choice of the protocol layer for
the realization of the security services in WLANs. In this section these choices are
compared. The lowest feasible layer for achieving the security objectives by the
means of cryptography is the MAC layer.

The higher the protocol layer is the larger the distance for the protection also is. Here
the distance refers to the number of network devices through which a protected mes-
sage travels. The application layer can provide end-to-end protection independent of
the distance of the principals. The MAC layer only ensures the security of wireless
links.
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An end-to-end realization can provide interoperability with the lowest effort since the
data protected with security mechanisms appear as regular payload data to the lower
protocol layers as well as intermediate network devices [90]. On the contrary, a MAC
layer implementation requires that all the intermediate devices are capable of security
processing. Nevertheless, the higher protocol layer is chosen, the larger the number
of required security implementations gets. Whereas the application layer implies a
separate security implementation for each application, the MAC layer can protect all
applications with a single implementation.

An application layer implementation can result in a large initial communication over-
head over a single WLAN link since each application must negotiate its own pro-
tected connection with the peer. On the other hand, a MAC layer implementation
means larger overhead per message during the regular data transfer since MAC layer
messages are typically smaller than higher layer messages and each of them includes
security-related fields, e.g. for integrity verification.

The MAC layer protects the largest amount of data, transparently protecting all the
communications of a WLAN device. An application implementing security can only
protect itself and, for instance, the Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) [136] and Trans-
port Layer Security (TLS) [43] protocols protect only themselves and the applications
run above them. Specifically, the MAC layer has the advantage in preventing traffic
analysis as all the higher layer headers can be hidden.

Typically, processing at the MAC layer is carried out by embedded implementations
including dedicated hardware/firmware whereas higher protocol layers are imple-
mented in software. Therefore, the MAC layer is far better in energy-efficiency but
also more difficult to update. Furthermore, the application layer requires more pro-
cessing before tampered data protected with an integrity verification field are dis-
carded. The data has to travel through the other protocol layers and assembled from
the lower layer fragments. As a result, a larger amount of data becomes discarded as
well since complete messages are deduced tampered even if only one of their MAC
layer fragments was invalid. On the other hand, the MAC layer has more data to pro-
tect, which increases the amount of security-related processing but also significantly
improves security as discussed above. MAC layer security implementations provide
better protection against DoS attacks due to the early decisions and the processing
efficiency.

As a summary, a WLAN MAC layer security implementation should always be uti-
lized as it protects the largest amount of data and the highest number of applications
and protocols. It provides high energy-efficiency as well. When the topology of
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the connection between the principals is not known and/or the intermediate network
devices cannot be trusted, also an application layer implementation is required for en-
suring the end-to-end security. Beyond network communications, application layer
implementations are required for locally protecting data in WLAN devices [P10].

2.5 Discussion

The most reliable security solutions can be realized by respecting the most recent
knowledge and accepted practices [28]. It is beneficial to utilize components that
have proven security bounds [77] and that are long-lived, widely-used, and trusted.
Instead of adding security services after the other parts of a system are finished,
security issues should carefully be considered throughout the system design process.
Security designs following these recommendations are presented in [P9, P10].

A typical misconception is that standardized security solutions are always secure. An
example of a failure from the WLAN field is the Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP)
protocol of IEEE 802.11 [112], examined in Chapter 4. However, a benefit of a
widely utilized and trusted security standard, such as AES [61], for an application
designer is that she can safely decide to use it. If the standard turns out to be insecure,
no one can blame the designer for making the choice as everybody else has also
trusted it. On the contrary, if the designer chooses to use something non-standard
which later fails, she will be blamed for not choosing the standard [65].

An interesting aspect about the relationship of academic research and security stan-
dards is that it is far more rewarding for researchers to search and publish flaws in es-
tablished standards than get involved in the standardization process [250]. Therefore,
the academic research on WLAN security has also concentrated on evaluating the
security of standardized WLAN technologies. The other focused field has been the
implementation of the security protocols and algorithms related to standard WLANs.

If a security mechanism of a communication protocol is found flawed, the protocol
can either be fully redesigned or a new security layer can be added above it. Even
though a completely new design potentially results in higher level of security, there
are benefits in the latter approach as well [P9]. If the flawed mechanism is widely
deployed and implemented, specifically as fixed hardware components, the approach
can be used in order to be backwards compatible with the old design and to enable
higher level of security using the already fielded components. The drawback is that
the approach is constrained by the existing components, which can require trading
security to feasibility and interoperability [31, 250, P9]. Both the methods have been
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utilized in the fixed IEEE 802.11 security design [118]. The latter approach is utilized
for Bluetooth [24] in [P9].

Due to the numerous security threats of wireless communications and the security
problems of standard wireless technologies, National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology (NIST) [181] has published a 120-page special publication discussing the
considerations and recommending guidelines for the usage and management of wire-
less handheld devices in its agencies [134]. The publication specifically considers the
security risks associated with WLAN devices utilizing IEEE 802.11 and Bluetooth.
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3. INTRODUCTION TO CRYPTOGRAPHY

This chapter introduces the field of cryptography, highlighting the main ideas and
common practices related to the work presented in this Thesis.

3.1 Basic Terminology

Cryptography can be defined as a science of mathematical techniques related to infor-
mation security and aiming at achieving the security objectives of Section 2.2 [171].
One of the basic applications of cryptography is encryption, which is used for provid-
ing confidentiality. An encryption algorithm (cipher) transforms legible information
(plaintext) into an illegible format (ciphertext) using a piece of information called
an encryption key. The inverse process of encryption is called decryption. Plain-
text cannot be recovered from ciphertext within a reasonable amount of time without
knowing the corresponding decryption key. Hence, the decryption key provides au-
thorized entities with a trapdoor, a secret piece of information that enables reversing
the encryption process.

An encryption process can be presented as

C = Ee(P), (1)

in which C stands for ciphertext, P for plaintext, and Ee refers to encryption using the
encryption key e. Similarly, decryption is

P = Dd(C), (2)

in which Dd denotes decryption under the decryption key d.

3.2 Cryptographic Algorithms

Since encryption algorithms can be utilized for providing other security services be-
yond confidentiality, they have a significant role in cryptographic security service re-
alizations. Generally, cryptographic algorithms can be divided into three categories:
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secret-key algorithms, public-key algorithms, and keyless algorithms. The categoriza-
tion is illustrated in Fig. 6. The figure lists only the most utilized subcategories [171].

3.2.1 Secret-Key Algorithms

The decryption key of a secret-key encryption algorithm can effortlessly be deter-
mined from the encryption key and vice versa [171]. Typically, the same key is
directly applicable to both encryption and decryption, i.e. e = d. Thus, these algo-
rithms are often referred to as symmetric-key algorithms or shared-key algorithms. In
the remainder of this Thesis the encryption key of a secret-key encryption algorithm
is referred to as K and the decryption process DK is assumed to include the deriva-
tion of the decryption key from K. Secret-key encryption algorithms can be further
divided into block ciphers and stream ciphers.

Block Ciphers

A block cipher transforms a plaintext block to a ciphertext block of the same length.
Thus, a block cipher can be thought as a memoryless bijective substitution, determin-
istically mapping plaintext blocks to the corresponding ciphertext blocks under the
influence of the secret key [171]. A complete plaintext is encrypted and ciphertext
decrypted by processing a block at a time. For example, the encryption is

Ci = EK(Pi) (i = 0,1, ...,n−1), (3)

in which Pi is a plaintext block, Ci a ciphertext block, and n the length of the plaintext
and ciphertext as a number of blocks. For instance, the size of the block and the key
can be 128 bits.
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Fig. 6. Classification of cryptographic algorithms.
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Previously, the most widely used and trusted block ciphers have been Data Encryp-
tion Standard (DES) [59] and Triple-DES (3DES) [18], standardized by NIST1. Cur-
rently DES is deprecated due to its small key size (56 bits) [18] and 3DES is often
considered too slow and complex because of its bitwise operations, large number of
operations, and small block size (64 bits). However, 3DES is still trusted and used in
a number of applications. In the year 2001, the new standard block cipher AES [61]
was announced by NIST as a replacement for DES and 3DES. It uses the block size
of 128 bits and the key sizes of 128, 192, and 256 bits as well as provides a number of
trade-offs for implementations [P2, P5]. AES has rapidly become the default choice
in most new applications. It was derived from the block cipher called Rijndael.

Utilizing a block cipher directly for encryption is not secure in most applications. As
can be seen in Eq. 3, similar plaintext blocks of a message result in similar ciphertext
blocks, which can give an attacker an advantage for breaking the encryption scheme.
This method for using a block cipher (mode of operation) is called the Electronic
CodeBook (ECB) mode [48].

Instead of the ECB mode, block ciphers should usually be utilized in a mode of
operation which evolves the encryption function as the processing proceeds [171].
Such modes related to WLANs are CounTeR (CTR) [48], CipherBlock Chaining
(CBC) [48], as well as CTR with CBC Message authentication code (CCM) [242],
described in [P2, P9]. In this Thesis, the CBC message authentication code technique
is referred to as CBC Message Integrity Code (CBC-MIC) as the acronym MAC has
been reserved for medium access control. CBC-MIC [58] is a technique for using a
block cipher for data authentication.

Stream Ciphers

In contrast to block ciphers, a stream cipher encrypts a bit or a byte of plaintext at a
time. The key size is e.g. 128 bits. Similarly to the CTR and CBC modes of block
ciphers, the encryption function evolves along with the processing. Hence, a stream
cipher contains memory as a form of an internal state [171].

Stream ciphers often generate a pseudo-random key stream which is combined with

1 Data Encryption Standard (DES) is actually the name of the NIST publication [59]. The pub-
lication defines two algorithms, Data Encryption Algorithm (DEA) and Triple Data Encryption
Algorithm (TDEA). However, these two algorithms are typically referred to as DES and Triple-
DES, respectively. DEA has been deprecated and TDEA reaffirmed in [18].
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plaintext to produce ciphertext by performing an eXclusive-OR (XOR, ⊕) operation

ci = pi ⊕ ki (i = 0,1, ...,m−1), (4)

in which pi is a bit (a byte) of plaintext, ci a bit (a byte) of ciphertext, ki a bit (a byte)
of key stream, and m the length of the plaintext and ciphertext in bits (bytes). The
key stream is based on the encryption key. Decryption is performed in the same way,
simply by switching the plaintext into the ciphertext

pi = ci ⊕ ki (i = 0,1, ...,m−1). (5)

It is necessary that the key stream is never reused under the same encryption key [28].
This same requirement applies to the CTR mode, which alters a block cipher into a
stream cipher, operating in the same way on blocks instead of bits or bytes. Violating
this requirement has lead into many vulnerabilities in IEEE 802.11 as discussed in
Section 4.1.2.

Related to the WLAN technologies addressed in this Thesis, the stream ciphers are
RC4 [217] and ciphers based on Linear Feedback Shift Registers (LFSR) [171], such
as that of Bluetooth [24]. A LFSR is depicted in Fig. 7. It consist of delay elements,
each capable of storing one bit and having one input and one output. The output of
the highest element is used as ki in Eq. 4 and fed back to define the next state of the
LFSR. The encryption key defines the initial state of a LFSR-based stream cipher.
RC4 is described in [P5].

Other Secret-Key Algorithms

In addition to encryption algorithms, there exist other secret-key algorithms specifi-
cally designed for providing data authentication, non-repudiation, and pseudo-random
number generation [171]. A secret-key algorithm utilized in WLANs is Hashed Mes-
sage Authentication Code (HMAC) [145]. It is a construction that can be used for
modifying a hash algorithm (Section 3.2.3) to provide data authentication. HMAC
produces fixed-size Message Integrity Codes (MIC) for variable-length messages us-
ing a secret key.

Delay 
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Delay 
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Delay 
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Fig. 7. Example of a 4-bit Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR).
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3.2.2 Public-Key Algorithms

As opposed to secret-key algorithms, it is infeasible to determine the decryption key
from the encryption key for a public-key algorithm and vice versa [171]. There-
fore, these algorithms are also called asymmetric algorithms. The encryption key
e is called public key and the decryption key d is private key. The benefit of the
asymmetry is that the public key can be freely distributed and published. While any
other entity can use the public key for encryption, only the entity possessing the pri-
vate key can perform decryption. Compared to secret-key algorithms, the property
significantly alleviates key distribution.

Public-key algorithms are considerably slower and they often use significantly larger
keys than secret-key algorithms [155]. Hence, in WLANs public key algorithms are
typically only used for the entity authentication and key agreement phases of Section
2.3. Another application of public-key encryption algorithms is digital signing which
can be used for data authentication as well as non-repudiation services [171, P10].

In communication networks, digital signatures are specifically utilized for creating
public-key certificates. A public-key certificate is a digitally signed piece of infor-
mation containing a public key, a validity period, and the identity of the owner of
the public-key. In the model of Fig. 5, TTP issues the public-key certificates to the
principals and the certificates allow the principals to verify the authenticity of each
other’s public keys before proceeding with the entity authentication. The principals
have earlier obtained the public-key of TTP. In this context, TTP is usually called
Certificate Authority (CA) and the overall arrangement is Public-Key Infrastructure
(PKI) [87].

Public-key algorithms are based on mathematical problems that can be computed ef-
fectively but inverting them is believed to be infeasible without the knowledge of
a trapdoor. The most common problems are the integer factorization problem, the
discrete logarithm problem, and the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem [171].
The cryptographic algorithms and protocols commonly related to WLANs and the
designs of this Thesis are RSA [206], Diffie-Hellman-based key agreement proto-
cols [45], and Secure Remote Password (SRP) protocol [254]. The techniques are
traditionally derived from the integer factorization problem and the discrete logarithm
problem. The common operation for the techniques is the modular exponentiation of
large integers using an odd modulus.
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3.2.3 Keyless Algorithms

The most widely utilized keyless algorithms are hash algorithms. A hash algorithm
takes in an arbitrarily-length data input and compresses it into a fixed-size output
value called hash. The output is e.g. 160 bits wide. In contrast to the hash functions
of other fields, the distinguishable properties of cryptographic hash algorithms are
preimage resistance, 2nd preimage resistance, and collision resistance [171]. For a
preimage-resistant hash algorithm, it is computationally infeasible to find any input
that hashes to a given output. 2nd-preimage resistance means that it is computa-
tionally infeasible to find any second input which hashes to the same output as any
specified input. Collision resistance ensures that it is computationally infeasible to
find any two distinct inputs that hash into the same output.

The hash algorithms used in WLANs are Message Digest 5 (MD5) [205] and the
family of Secure Hash Algorithms (SHA) [60]. Recently, MD5 and SHA-1 of the
SHA family have been found to provide lower level of security than previously as-
sumed [237, 238]. Hence, other algorithms, e.g. SHA-256 [60], are suggested to be
used in new applications.

3.3 Using Cryptography for Protecting Communications

An exemplar protected communication session involving public-key, secret-key, and
hash algorithms and using the network security model of Section 2.3 is described
below. The principals A and B have generated public key–private key pairs and re-
quested certificates for their public keys from TTP earlier. It must be noted that the
procedures below are only simplified examples, aiming at illustrating the main princi-
ples of the utilization of cryptography for protecting communications. For example,
the first step is vulnerable to a man-in-the-middle attack if the identities of the entities
are not included in the encrypted messages [163]. It is particularly easy to design en-
tity authentication protocols which seem secure but turn out completely flawed after
more detailed analyses [65].

1. Entity authentication: The principals transmit their public-key certificates to
each other and verify them using the public-key of TTP. A generates a random
number RA, encrypts it with B’s public key, and transmits the result to B. B
decrypts the message with her private key and gets the result R′

A. Then B
generates another random number RB and encrypts the concatenation of R′

A

and RB using A’s public key. B sends the encryption result to A, who decrypts
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the message and verifies that R′
A = RA. The decryption result R′

B is encrypted
and sent back to B, who verifies that R′

B = RB.

2. Key agreement: A and B generate random numbers KA and KB, respectively.
B encrypts KB with A’s public key and sends the result to A and A encrypts
KA with B’s public key and sends the result to B. Then the principals decrypt
the received messages and hash the concatenation of KA and KB to yield a
temporary secret key K, typically known as a session key.

3. Protected communications: The session key K is divided into two parts, the
first one is used as the encryption key and the second one as the secret key for
MIC computation during the communications.

4. Destruction of session parameters: The principals destroy all the exchanged
parameters, including K. A new session between A and B requires restarting
from the entity authentication phase.

The purpose of the random numbers in the example is to provide freshness. An object,
such as a message, a session, or a key, is fresh if it is new and recently created, not
replayed, reused, or expired. Freshness can be seen as a component of authentication.
The entity authentication method used above is a challenge-response scheme. A
principal challenges the other with an encrypted random number, which the other
principal decrypts. By presenting the correct value in the response, the principal
proves her fresh knowledge of the private key.

In addition to freshness, the key aspects that should typically be ensured by any secure
communication channel are the mutual entity authentication, the influence of both
the principals in the generation of the session key K, the usage of separate keys for
separate purposes, as well as the protection of the actual communications for both
confidentiality and data authentication [P10].

Mutual authentication means that both the principals prove their identities to each
other. As an opposite, in one-way authentication only one of the principals becomes
authenticated. The facts that A and B are both involved in determining the shared
secret K and that K is a hash of their values ensure that even if one of the principals
generates her part of the secret poorly, K is still secure. Separated keys prevent
endangering the others if one of them is compromised.

A typical misconception is that encryption equals security. Encryption can directly
provide only confidentiality. For example, authentication can often be more impor-
tant than encryption [65, P10]. An attacker can typically cause more damage by
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breaking authentication than by breaking confidentiality. Therefore, an encryption
scheme should always include a data authentication mechanism.

All these aspects have been violated in the security designs of WLANs, which has
led to various weaknesses and attacks.



4. SECURITY IN WLAN STANDARDS

During the recent years, the intensive development of standards and standard-like
specifications has been fueling the research work and the markets of WLANs [105].
This has also reflected to the academic research on WLAN security as it has concen-
trated on evaluating and implementing the security procedures of standard WLANs
as well as proposing improvements for them. Being no exception to a typical security
design process, the development of WLAN security has been a constant race between
hackers, researchers, vendors, and standardization bodies.

This chapter reviews the security designs of the most significant WLAN technologies
and their current status. The focus is placed on IEEE 802.11 [121], Bluetooth [22],
which corresponds to IEEE 802.15.1 [120], and the emerging IEEE 802.15.4 [116],
which is utilized by the ZigBee specification [262]. IEEE 802.11 is the most wide-
spread [125] and the most intensively researched WLAN technology. The related
academic research is reviewed in the sections discussing the security vulnerabilities
and improvement proposals of the technologies, in Chapter 5, and in the publications.

Throughout this chapter, messages transmitted by the MAC layer are referred to as
frames, even if the technology specification in question addressed them with a differ-
ent term. The messages of the protocol layer above MAC are referred to as packets.
If necessary, packets are fragmented across several frames. In the text, a piece of a
packet, delivered in a single frame, is referred to as a frame payload. Furthermore,
a secret key used for protecting a wireless link at the MAC layer is referred to as a
link key. A pairwise key is a link key shared only by two principals and a group key
is a link key shared by more than two principals, possibly by the whole WLAN. The
keys and their usage are illustrated in Fig. 8.

4.1 IEEE 802.11

The IEEE 802.11 technology has been developed for more than ten years. During that
time improvements have been made to support higher data rates, different frequency
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Fig. 8. Types of link keys (a) and their usage (b) in Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN).

band, and better interoperability. However, despite of numerous vulnerabilities, the
security design has been modified and improved only recently [118]. The original
security design [112] of the IEEE 802.11 technology is referred to as 802.11 and the
updated security standard [118] as 802.11i.

The 802.11 standard [112] specifies a single MAC layer and three physical layers, one
for infrared and two for 2.4 GHz radios. The physical layers provide up to 2 Mbit/s
link rate. The supplement standards, 802.11b [113], 802.11g [117], and 802.11a
[114], define additional physical layers for the 2.4 GHz and 5.0 GHz radio bands.
The link rates are increased to 11 Mbit/s and 54 Mbit/s. All the variants utilize
the common MAC layer specified in the original 802.11 standard. Currently, most
802.11 products include both the radio bands as well as the higher link rates [125].
The technology is being further developed e.g. for supporting Quality of Service
(QoS), higher data rates, interworking with other technologies, and data exchange
between high-speed vehicles [121]. The 802.11 technology supports centralized and
ad hoc topologies.

The 802.11 technology is often referred to as Wi-Fi (Wireless Fidelity). Wi-Fi Al-
liance is an industry consortium established for promoting the spread and the inter-
operability of 802.11 WLAN products [243]. The alliance grants Wi-Fi certificates
to products meeting its requirements.

4.1.1 Security Design of IEEE 802.11

The 802.11 standard [112] specifies cryptographic mechanisms aiming at providing
confidentiality, integrity, and entity authentication. The security is based on pair-
wise keys and group keys. 802.11 does not include any method for generating or
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exchanging keys. Instead, it is assumed that they are pre-shared secrets. The same
key, either group or pairwise, is directly utilized for all the services. Confidentiality
and integrity are addressed with the WEP protocol through encryption and keyless
checksumming. WEP utilizes RC4 for encryption and the checksum is computed
with a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) algorithm [171], which does not have the
properties of a cryptographic hash function.

Fig. 9 presents the WEP scheme [134]. First, upon the transmission of a frame, a
32-bit Integrity Check Value (ICV) is computed for the frame payload. The payload
is concatenated with the ICV to obtain a plaintext input for the encryption phase.
Next, the link key (WEP key) is appended to an arbitrarily chosen 24-bit Initialization
Vector (IV) to produce a seed for the Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) of
RC4. The purpose of the IV is to supply unique seeds (per-frame keys) and thus
increase the lifetime of the link key. After the encryption the ciphertext prefixed
with the IV is transmitted in a frame over the wireless link. At the receiving end the
encryption process is reversed and the ICV verified.

802.11 uses a challenge-response scheme called Shared Key authentication for en-
tity authentication. The scheme utilizes the WEP protocol and the authentication is
based on the link key. Principals are identified with their MAC addresses. In or-
der to initiate the procedure, a device (requester) transmits a request to the device
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Fig. 9. Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) scheme of IEEE 802.11.
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it wants to communicate with (responder). The responder looks up the link key for
the MAC address supplied by the requester and replies with a random challenge. The
requester chooses an IV and returns the challenge encrypted with WEP to the respon-
der. If the response is valid, the requester is considered authenticated. As such, the
authentication is one-way. For mutual authentication the roles can be switched and
the procedure repeated.

The standard also specifies a scheme called Open System authentication but since it
does not employ any secrets or cryptographic mechanisms, it does not provide any
cryptographic security.

4.1.2 Vulnerabilities of IEEE 802.11

The intensive research on the 802.11 technology has shown that the 802.11 security
fails in achieving each of its security objectives. The fundamental failure has been
that it was developed behind closed doors and no professional cryptographers were
involved [28]. The weaknesses are mainly caused by the poorly-defined key man-
agement, which results in widely shared and infinitely static link keys [13, 28]. The
practice allows insider attacks and dramatically decreases the lifetime of a key [236].

With the combination of the poor key management and short, uncontrolled IVs, the
WEP protocol fails in producing unique key streams and IV collisions (key stream
repeats) occur frequently [28, 236]. A collision can be found by recording 802.11
traffic with off-the-shelf end-user products, i.e. a WLAN card with a standard soft-
ware driver. After finding a collision, the attacker can learn the plaintext and the key
stream [28, 236]. The key stream can be further used for creating and decrypting
frames. It is feasible to collect even a full IV dictionary (i.e. a look-up-table of all
possible IVs and their key streams) for real-time decryption [11,28]. After collecting
enough frames, the attacker can eventually recover the link key using the Fluhrer–
Mantin–Shamir (FMS) attack [70,227], which is based on certain weak IV values. A
number of software tools for discovering and exploiting key streams as well as link
keys are publicly available [239].

The uncontrolled IV usage breaks the security of Shared Key authentication already
before the link key has been recovered [13, 28]. Since the challenge is sent out in
clear, an eavesdropper can obtain a plaintext-ciphertext pair and thus a part of a key
stream (according to Eq. 4). The stream can be used for en/decryption and mas-
querading. The attack is possible with pairwise keys by eavesdropping and spoofing a
MAC address [13]. Furthermore, since the authentication only uses MAC addresses,
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users cannot be identified on the 802.11 layer. As the authentication in the Access
Point (AP) topology is one-way, an attacker can setup a rogue AP for collecting key
streams, for DoS attacks, and for collecting application layer usernames and pass-
words (e.g. for website login) [6, 42, 85].

The encrypted ICV does not ensure integrity. Even without the knowledge of a key
stream, the attacker can make chosen modifications to encrypted frames and modify
their checksums accordingly [28]. After obtaining a short key stream, the attacker
can exploit the ICV for extending the stream length [11, 192]. The attacker can also
exploit the ICV and an AP to decrypt captured frames using truncation [143].

The MAC layer headers are not protected and thus freely modifiable, including ad-
dress spoofing [31, 85]. For example, captured frames can be replayed for collecting
IVs. As the management frames are not protected, DoS attacks are possible by ex-
ploiting those frames [3, 29, 85]. The globally unique MAC addresses in each frame
introduce a threat to a person’s location privacy [84].

4.1.3 Patching the Security of IEEE 802.11

A number of non-standardized fixes have been proposed for the 802.11 security.
However, most adopted solutions have been vendor-specific and thus interoperability
has suffered. They have attempted to improve the 802.11 security without requiring
changes in the fielded WLAN hardware.

It has been proposed to increase the key and IV sizes as well as avoid IVs traditionally
exploited by the FMS attack [5, 13]. Each of these fixes have failed to improve secu-
rity. Most attacks are independent of the size of the key or the IV [3, 11, 28, 70, 236],
larger sizes require only slightly longer capturing times for the FMS attack [227], and
the FMS attack as well as attacking tools have been extended for thwarting the avoid-
ance mechanisms [166, 186]. The avoidance of weak IVs imply that IV collisions
occur more frequently [13].

WLAN vendors have implemented non-cryptographic filtering for controlling net-
work access, based on hidden network identifiers and MAC address lists. These
mechanisms do not provide real security as they can easily be bypassed through
eavesdropping and spoofing [13, 85, 247]. It has been proposed that the sequence
numbers of MAC headers could be used for detecting MAC address spoofing in
802.11 networks [85]. MAC address issues related to anonymity and solutions based
on temporary addresses are discussed in more detail in [90]. A robust solution for pre-
venting spoofing, which has also been adopted in the IEEE 802.11i standard [118], is
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to protect addresses with MICs.

The more advanced vendor-specific mechanisms in the 802.11 AP topology include
centralized access control with the distribution of pairwise keys. The schemes are
implemented using the IEEE 802.1X architecture and encapsulation [119], described
in Section 4.2. Pairwise keys can be updated periodically in order to avoid giving out
too many IVs. Even though the solutions have mainly provided better security, some
of them have suffered from additional security problems [46]. Moreover, proper key
management cannot alone solve all the problems of 802.11 [28].

A common solution in corporate networks has been not to trust the 802.11 security
at all, which has also been recommended by academic researchers [28,227]. Instead,
the wireless network has been placed outside a firewall. It has only been possible to
access the wired infrastructure using VPN technologies. With a proper setup, VPN
prevents outsiders from accessing the wired network but malicious operation within
the wireless segment is still possible [46]. The VPN solutions are also limited to the
IP protocol suites [90,109]. The aspects related to different protocol layers have been
discussed in Section 2.4.

General recommendations for repairing 802.11 against the various attacks have been
presented in [13,70,166,227,236]. These recommendations have also been followed
in the IEEE 802.11i security standard [118] described in the next section.

4.2 IEEE 802.11i

Due to the various flaws, IEEE Task Group I (TGi) was founded for enhancing the
security of the 802.11 MAC layer. Finally in summer 2004, TGi released the IEEE
802.11i standard [118]. The standard specifies new methods for key management,
entity and data authentication, and confidentiality. 802.11i is expected to overcome
the flaws and scalability problems of the 802.11 security.

In the 802.11i standard, a wireless network that permits only the new mechanisms
is referred to as Robust Security Network (RSN). For backward compatibility the
support for WEP and Shared Key authentication has been maintained. However,
they are not recommended and operating in RSN disallows their usage. A network
allowing both the deprecated and the new techniques is called Transition Security
Network (TSN). A connection protected with the new mechanisms is called RSN
Association (RSNA) and with the conventional mechanisms pre-RSNA.
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4.2.1 Entity Authentication and Key Management in RSN

RSN makes use of the IEEE 802.1X port-based network access control standard [119]
for entity authentication and key agreement. The 802.11i standard adapts Extensible
Authentication Protocol (EAP) [1] to the LAN environment by defining EAP over
LANs (EAPOL). 802.1X does not define a concrete authentication method—it only
defines an architecture and encapsulation for multi-roundtrip authentication proto-
cols. Separate EAP specifications are required for each specific protocol. RSN re-
quires that the authentication is mutual, does not leak information enough to allow
impersonation attacks, and that the process produces fresh session keys [226]. Exam-
ples of suitable EAP methods are EAP-TLS (Transport Layer Security) [2] and EAP-
TTLS (Tunneled TLS) [72], which typically utilize RSA or Diffie-Hellman-based
mechanisms [36,43]. The 802.1X technology was chosen for 802.11i in order to sup-
port interoperability with other networking technologies, such as GSM/UMTS [90],
and various authentication protocols, including future enhancements.

Fig. 10 presents the authentication architecture of 802.1X in RSN. The 802.1X au-
thentication is performed between a supplicant and an Authentication Server (AS).
The target of the authentication procedure is to establish a secure channel between
the supplicant and an authenticator. For example, in the centralized topology the
supplicant can be a laptop, the authenticator an AP, and the AS a Remote Authenti-
cation Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) [202] or Diameter [30] server. In the ad hoc
topology, each wireless device has to support both the supplicant and authenticator
roles.

In RSN, both the supplicant and the authenticator contain a Port Access Entity (PAE),
which runs the algorithms and protocols associated with the authentication mech-
anisms [119]. The authenticator has two types of logical ports, uncontrolled and
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Fig. 10. Authentication architecture of Robust Security Network (RSN).
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controlled. A single uncontrolled port is used for performing authentications. After
a successful authentication, a controlled port is opened and associated for the cre-
ated connection. Before the supplicant has been authenticated, the authenticator PAE
permits its traffic only through the uncontrolled port and accepts only authentication-
related messages.

Only the Open System authentication can be performed prior to the 802.1X authen-
tication in RSN. Hence, the original 802.11 layer only operates as a pipe conveying
messages between the supplicant and authenticator PAEs.

A typical authentication message exchange in RSN is depicted in Fig. 11 [33, 90].
The EAP messages between the supplicant and the authenticator are encapsulated in
EAPOL messages. The requests and responses are exchanged between the supplicant
and the AS until the authentication and key exchange protocol in question is finished.
After a successful 802.1X authentication, the AS transmits a 256-bit Pairwise Master
Key (PMK) to the authenticator. The supplicant generates it from the data exchanged
during the authentication process. PMK is the pairwise key between the supplicant
and the authenticator.

After the 802.1X authentication, the authenticator and the supplicant perform a 4-
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way handshake to confirm that they both share the same PMK. During the hand-
shake they generate a new key called a Pairwise Transient Key (PTK). The handshake
can be used for refreshing the RSNA with a cached PMK. The 4-way handshake is
also used when a Pre-Shared Key (PSK) is installed in the wireless devices. In that
case, the 802.1X authentication is omitted and only the handshake is performed using
PSK as PMK. Two more handshakes are defined for agreeing on a Group Transient
Key (GTK) for group communications and a STAKey for protecting direct device-to-
device communications in the centralized topology.

All the handshakes are encapsulated in EAPOL key messages [118, 119] and pro-
tected with EAPOL-Key Confirmation Key (KCK) (data authentication) and EAPOL-
Key Encryption Key (KEK) (confidentiality). KCK and KEK are parts of PTK. The
algorithms used for the protection are RC4 and HMAC-MD5 or AES and HMAC-
SHA1, correspondingly to the chosen cipher suites described in the following section.
After the key agreement, PTK, GTK, and STAKey are used to derive separate tem-
porary keys for WEP in pre-RSNA and for the confidentiality and data authentication
mechanisms of RSNA.

4.2.2 Confidentiality and Data Authentication in RSN

The 802.11i standard addresses the confidentiality and integrity problems of 802.11
with two mechanisms, Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP) and CCM Protocol
(CCMP). Whereas TKIP is a wrapper around WEP constrained by the existing hard-
ware, CCMP is a completely new design. TKIP is optional and CCMP mandatory in
RSN.

TKIP

TKIP fixes the WEP flaws in the 802.11 products through software/firmware up-
dates. It adds keyed integrity protection (data authentication), replay protection, and
per-frame key mixing on top of WEP. The protocol assumes that the communicating
principals share a fresh TKIP key, consisting of one 128-bit key for encryption and
two 64-bit keys for data authentication (one in each link direction). The TKIP encap-
sulation is depicted in Fig. 12. The WEP block contains the encapsulation of Section
4.1.1. The inputs seed and frame payload can be directly mapped to the seed and the
payload of Fig. 9, respectively.

TKIP computes a 64-bit MIC for each packet, protecting also the addressing fields.
The 802.11i standard defines a new keyed algorithm named Michael for the purpose.
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TGi considered conventional MIC algorithms computationally too expensive for the
existing hardware [31]. The packet with the MIC is fragmented into one or more
frame payloads.

For encryption, TKIP generates a unique RC4 seed for each frame. The 128-bit seed
is created by mixing together the encryption key, transmitter MAC address, and a
48-bit sequence number. The purpose of the mixing is to thwart the FMS attack [31].
During the lifetime of the TKIP key, the sequence number is a unique, monotonically
increasing value assigned to each frame. In the transmitted frame, the originally
arbitrarily chosen IV is replaced with an extended TKIP IV constructed from the
sequence number. The freshness of the sequence number and the correctness of ICV
and MIC are verified at the receiving end.

CCMP

CCMP is the default security suite in RSN. It uses AES for both confidentiality and
data authentication. In addition, CCMP provides replay protection. In contrast to
TKIP, CCMP operates on frames, not on packets. The utilized encryption mode,
CCM, has proven security bounds assuming that the underlying cipher does not have
weaknesses [129]. CCMP utilizes a single 128-bit key for MIC computation and en-
cryption. Originally, TGi debated specifying a security suite called Wireless Robust
Authentication Protocol (WRAP) instead of CCMP. It would have utilized AES in
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the Offset CodeBook (OCB) mode [147]. However, the proposal was discarded due
to patent issues.

The CCMP encapsulation is presented in Fig. 13. Each frame is assigned a unique
48-bit sequence number, which provides per-connection replay detection in the same
way as in TKIP. The 64-bit MIC covers chosen header fields and the payload. For
the CTR encryption the source address and the sequence number are combined into
a unique nonce, which makes per-frame keying unnecessary in CCMP.

4.2.3 Wireless Protected Access

In order to improve the security of 802.11 networks already before TGi had finished
its work, Wi-Fi Alliance specified Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) [244]. WPA is a
simplified, forward-compatible version of the 802.11i standard. It includes the RSN
entity authentication and TKIP. For simpler installations, it supports the PSK mode,
in which the link keys can be manually entered. The RSN configuration with CCMP
is referred to as WPA2 by Wi-Fi Alliance.

4.2.4 Vulnerabilities and Improvements for IEEE 802.11i

The main improvements of 802.11i are the defined key management based on 802.1X,
replay protection, as well as the robust confidentiality and data authentication mecha-
nisms using CCMP. Instead of supporting only device authentication, the framework
allows authenticating users at the MAC layer as well. However, due to the difficulty
of the security design process, even the new standard contains weaknesses.

A formal proof for the correctness of the RSN authentication (i.e. the authentication
procedure meets its goals) is presented in [93], assuming that the principals oper-
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ate honestly and that certain preconditions hold. In the ac hoc topology, a reflection
attack can still be possible [92]. In the attack, an adversary replays the 4-way hand-
shake messages to a device that supports both the supplicant and authenticator roles.
The adversary manages to perform authentication successfully. The attack does not
compromise regular data transfers since the adversary does not gain access to the ses-
sion key. As a solution, devices supporting the two roles should use different PMKs
for each role.

As 802.11i does not protect management and acknowledgment frames, DoS attacks
are possible by tampering with those frames [57, 82, 92, 174]. IEEE Task Group
W was recently established for extending the security services of 802.11i to cover
management frames [121]. A DoS attack against the 4-way handshake is possible by
flooding the WLAN network with the first message of the handshake, which makes
the supplicants unable to finish their handshakes successfully [91]. Certain EAPOL
messages should be ignored to prevent DoS as well [92]. In order to hinder DoS,
authentication should also be performed before association and the authentication
procedure should not always start from the beginning if one of its phases fails [92].

The network installations using PSKs are vulnerable to key recovery attacks when
the installation is configured poorly or when PSKs are derived from user-friendly
passphrases [69,252]. When the same PSK is shared among several wireless devices,
a malicious insider is able to force rekeying for any other pair of devices and recover
the temporary keys derived from the PSK during the new key agreement [69]. A tool
for mounting a passive dictionary attack on passphrases is publicly available [252].

Due to the design constraints, Michael used in TKIP is not a robust MIC algorithm,
which its designers have also been well aware of [64]. Its security relies on the fact
that the MIC is encrypted [251]. An attacker can recover the complete TKIP key if
at least two RC4 seeds generated under partially overlapping sequence numbers are
leaked [175]. However, it is not feasible to perform the attack in practice.

Earlier versions of the 802.1X protocol have been found vulnerable to session hijack-
ing and man-in-the-middle attacks [174]. Since 802.1X is not intended to be used on
its own but with an EAP method, the attacks are not applicable when a robust method
is applied [57, 226]. The current 802.1X standard [119] is also alone better resistant
to these attacks.

The TSN configuration should not be used since an adversary can force devices to
set up pre-RSNAs even if they supported RSNAs [92]. The location privacy concerns
of 802.11 deriving from the usage of globally unique MAC addresses have not been
addressed in 802.11i.
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4.3 Bluetooth

Bluetooth [24] is a technology defined by the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG)
[22]. Originally it was only intended as a simple serial cable replacement for elec-
tronic devices. Presently the technology supports various more advanced function-
alities, such as ad hoc networking and AP operation for Internet connections. The
ongoing development is extending Bluetooth with new features, including support
for QoS, higher data rates, multicasting, and lower power consumption [22, 25]. The
application area keeps expanding as new products with Bluetooth capability are con-
stantly introduced [22].

The Bluetooth technology consists of several protocol layers ranging from the phys-
ical radio and baseband to object exchange and service discovery. In addition, Blue-
tooth SIG has specified a number of profiles [25], which define a selection of mes-
sages, procedures, and protocols required for supporting a specific service. Com-
munications between Bluetooth devices can be point-to-point or point-to-multipoint.
A network composed of Bluetooth devices is called a piconet, which consists of a
master and up to seven active slave devices. Piconets can be linked together to form
a larger network, scatternet, as illustrated in Fig. 14. The Bluetooth technology is
further described in [P9].

IEEE has adopted the lowest Bluetooth layers, i.e. the radio, the baseband, Link
Manager Protocol (LMP), Link Manager (LM), Host Controller Interface (HCI), and
Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol (L2CAP), and standardized them in
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Fig. 14. Bluetooth network topology. Piconet consists of a master and up to seven active
slaves. Piconets can be connected together to form a scatternet. In a scatternet the
linking devices belong to two or more piconets.
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its IEEE 802.15.1 standard [120]. The physical layer is constructed of the radio and a
part of the baseband, and the MAC layer corresponds to the rest of the baseband and
the higher layers up to L2CAP.

4.3.1 Security Design of Bluetooth

A Bluetooth device can operate in three security-related modes. In Mode 1, called
non-secure, the device does not initiate any security procedures. Mode 2 is called
service level enforced security and a device operating in this mode does not initiate
security procedures before a channel establishment at the L2CAP layer. In Mode 3,
named link level enforced security, security procedures are initiated before a Blue-
tooth link has been established. Whereas Mode 2 supports different security policies
for parallel applications, Mode 3 enforces the same MAC layer security level for all
connections [180]. In addition to the operating modes, security levels for devices and
services have been specified [24, 180].

When security is applied, Bluetooth implements key management, entity authenti-
cation, confidentiality, and integrity protection. Security processing is carried out
at the baseband and controlled by LM according to the requirements of the proto-
col layers above the MAC layer. Due to the large number of adjustable parameters,
Bluetooth SIG has published additional recommendations for configuring the security
procedures in different profiles [75]. Furthermore, the ambiguities of the Bluetooth
specification related to the encryption of piconet broadcasts have been clarified [178].

Entity Authentication and Key Management in Bluetooth

The Bluetooth security is based on three types of link keys, initialization keys, com-
bination keys, and master keys. The earlier versions of the Bluetooth specification
included the fourth type of a link key called unit key but its usage has been depre-
cated in the newest specification [24] due to security problems [76, 127, 234]. The
128-bit link key is utilized in entity authentication. Depending on its type and the
desired level of protection, the link key is also used for generating an encryption key.
The Bluetooth key hierarchy is illustrated in Fig. 15.

An initialization key is typically only used when two Bluetooth devices establish a
connection for the first time. The key is generated from a Personal Identification
Number (PIN) code, supplied to both the devices. A combination key is generated
from information shared between two Bluetooth devices. The sharing of the genera-
tion information is protected with the effective link key. A master key is a temporary
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Link key

Encryption key

Key generation

Initialization keyMaster key Combination key

Direct usage

Temporary key Semi-permanent key

PIN code

Fig. 15. Bluetooth key hierarchy. The initialization key is derived from a Personal Identifi-
cation Number (PIN) and used as a link key for protecting the exchange of another
type of a key. The exchanged link key is used for authentication and optionally for
generating an encryption key.

group key distributed by the piconet master and used for protecting broadcast trans-
missions.

After exchanging a new link key, the devices verify its correctness and each other’s
identities by subsequently running a challenge-response authentication procedure.
The devices are identified by unique Bluetooth addresses. The procedure involving
the creation of an initialization key, using it to protect the exchange of a new link key,
and running the authentication procedure with the new link key is called pairing.

Key generations and the authentication procedure utilize algorithms referred to as E1,
E21, E22, and E3. They are all based on the SAFER+ block cipher [39]. Compared
to Shared Key authentication of WEP, the Bluetooth authentication scheme is more
robust [257]. It is believed that an attacker cannot recover useful information from
the exchanged authentication messages when proper parameters are used.

Confidentiality and Integrity in Bluetooth

Bluetooth optionally provides confidentiality through encrypting frame payloads.
Encryption is performed with a proprietary stream cipher called E0, which is based
on four parallel LFSRs. Before proceeding with encryption, devices agree on the size
of the encryption key, which can vary between 8 and 128 bits. The encryption key
is derived from the link key and parameters provided by the master. E0 is initialized
with the encryption key and the real-time clock of the master, which ensures that
each stream produced with the same key is different. For integrity, a CRC checksum
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is computed and appended to the frame payload prior to encryption as in WEP.

4.3.2 Vulnerabilities and Improvements for Bluetooth

The Bluetooth security design has been found vulnerable to a number of attacks. The
most significant vulnerabilities derive from the usage of the PIN code and the lack
of data authentication. By exploiting the vulnerabilities an attacker can e.g. obtain
confidential data from Bluetooth-enabled mobile phones, inject viruses as well as
make unauthorized phone calls and send short messages [153, 184, 241]. Not all the
exploits are directly caused by the security design but rather its implementation and
configuration in end-products.

The Bluetooth security is completely based on the PIN code [127, 234]. Therefore,
the PIN should always be long and randomly chosen. However, the Bluetooth speci-
fication permits fixed PINs, PINs of only eight bits long, and defines a default value
for the PIN code (zero). Since a method for automatically exchanging PINs has not
been defined, users tend to choose short (typically four digits) and easily memoriz-
able values [234]. When the PIN code is poorly chosen, an attacker can perform
offline search for the code after eavesdropping on pairing [127, 218]. If an attacker
has not been present during pairing, she can claim the link key lost and make the
victim devices rerun pairing [127, 218].

Due to the weaknesses, Bluetooth SIG recommends performing pairing in a private
location [75]. The pairing procedure has formally been analyzed and deduced to be
secure if pairing can be performed privately [235]. As more robust and 802.11i-
convergent solutions, the 802.1X framework, Diffie-Hellman-based key exchange
mechanisms, and public-key protocols based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)
have been proposed for authentication and link key agreements [76, 110, 221]. The
proposals specifically addressing scatternets assume that the linking devices share a
secret PIN code [161,190] or utilize the Diffie-Hellman mechanism [161]. Bluetooth
SIG has not standardized entity authentication and/or key management solutions in
addition to the ones described in Section 4.3.1. However, it is currently working on a
new procedure for improving the security of pairing [23]. The proposed new solution
is based on ECC and the Diffie-Hellman protocol.

Similarly to 802.11, a vulnerability in the entity authentication of Bluetooth is that
only devices are authenticated. It has been reported that switching the owner and
the Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) of a mobile phone does not always require re-
establishing the Bluetooth connections of the phone [240]. In addition, it is possible
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for an attacker to force a slave to roll back to an old link key by recording the origi-
nal key agreement phase and then later impersonating as the master [203, 204]. This
allows the attacker to replay frames protected with the old link key. As countermea-
sures, it is suggested that the link key is changed regularly and/or the slave is always
made to supply the last challenge in the entity authentication protocol [203, 204].

An attacker is able to fake two Bluetooth devices to believe that they are directly
communicating with each other by simply relaying messages between them [157].
The relaying attack is not beneficial if the devices decide to use encryption or if a
proper data authentication mechanism is added to the data transfers [P9]. Vulnera-
bilities related to the lack of data authentication are the same as those in WEP and
discussed further in [P9].

The negotiable key size is a threat to the Bluetooth encryption scheme since a mali-
cious party can purposely make a device use a short key and thus alleviate attacking
against encryption [88, 137]. Furthermore, the applications and users of Bluetooth
devices are not aware of the negotiation procedure or agreed encryption key sizes.

The E0 cipher provides significantly lower security than a 128-bit-key algorithm
should [71, 95, 127, 159, 164, 165, 204]. If the cipher is used outside the Bluetooth
technology and allowed to produce long key streams, it is far too weak [165]. Within
the constraints of Bluetooth, a practical attack for recovering the encryption key can
be performed after discovering the first 24 key stream bits of about 223.8 frames [164].
Even though the E0 attacks have not yet been exploited in practice, these are alerting
results as they correspond to the ones that led to the complete insecurity of WEP [70].
The increasing data rates and expanding usage scenarios improve the feasibility of
the attacks. The concerns have aroused discussions about replacing E0 with a bet-
ter algorithm [203, 204]. A scheme for improving the Bluetooth security including
AES-based encryption and data authentication is proposed in [P9]. The scheme can
be combined e.g. with the key agreement proposals of [23, 76, 110, 161, 190, 221].

Similarly to 802.11 devices, Bluetooth-enable devices can be tracked as they con-
stantly advertise their unique addresses [127, 234, 240]. A scheme for thwarting this
threat has been proposed for Bluetooth in [76]. Bluetooth SIG has discussed address-
ing this threat [21] but so far support for location privacy/anonymity has not been
specified [24]. Preventing DoS attacks performed by tampering with the unprotected
management frames requires protecting them with a data authentication mechanism.
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4.4 IEEE 802.15.4

IEEE 802.15.4 [116] is a relatively new standard defining the radio and the MAC
layer for a low-rate, low-power wireless network. The technology is promoted by
an industry consortium called ZigBee Alliance [263]. ZigBee Alliance has also
published its own specification [262], which defines protocol layers on top of the
802.15.4 MAC. The 802.15.4 technology is further described in [P2].

4.4.1 Security Design of IEEE 802.15.4

The 802.15.4 MAC layer supports three security-related modes: unsecured, Access
Control List (ACL), and secured. The unsecured mode does not include security
mechanisms. The ACL mode corresponds to non-cryptographic access filtering using
lists of authorized MAC addresses.

The secured mode uses cryptography for providing confidentiality and/or data au-
thentication through the seven security suites described in [P2]. As the schemes are
based on the work of TGi, they also utilize AES in related modes of operation. De-
pending on the desired level of protection, the MAC layer can be configured to either
provide confidentiality in the CTR suite, data authentication in the CBC-MIC suites,
or both in the CCM suites. The standard does not define entity authentication or key
agreement mechanisms. They must be provided by a higher protocol layer. Also, a
higher layer protocol controls the confidentiality and data authentication procedures
by determining when and how they are used.

The 802.15.4 MAC layer supports two types of addressing. A 64-bit device address
(extended address) is fixed and universally unique whereas a 16-bit address (short
address) is a temporal address allocated to a new device in the association by the
device coordinating the network. The ACL entries of a device define the agreed
security suites and link keys for each peer address. The 128-bit link key is directly
used in the confidentiality and data authentication procedures. The same link key is
only allowed to be used for one purpose. Each ACL entry contains sequence counters
that are used as inputs to the cryptographic procedures and optionally for freshness
protection. The default entry is used when a device operating in a network is not
explicitly listed but the secured mode is still desired. The default key can be used as
a group key.
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4.4.2 Vulnerabilities of IEEE 802.15.4

Even though 802.15.4 is a fairly new technology, it has already been identified to
contain shortcomings, including the basic weakness of WLANs: the default operating
mode is unsecured. Other default settings are problematic as well. The usage of
default ACL entries exposes 802.15.4 networks to insider attacks and compromising
a single device enables access to the transmissions of a large number of other devices
[213].

The CTR suite of 802.15.4 provides only confidentiality, not data authentication or
integrity, as also pointed out in the standard. This results in various problems and the
usage of the CTR suite is not recommended [167,213]. Flipping a ciphertext bit flips
the corresponding plaintext bit, which can be used for making chosen modification
to frames [20, 167]. Furthermore, repeating a key stream breaks the whole security
of the CTR mode in the same way as for WEP. Therefore, the CTR suite, as well
as the CCM suites, should always be used with well-established key management
mechanisms [167, 213]. Using the same key in two or more ACL entries makes key
stream repeats very likely, which, on the other hand, makes group keying and replay
protection in group communications problematic [213].

The unprotected acknowledgement frames can be used for mounting DoS attacks by
injecting them to the network [213]. Thus, an acknowledgement never provides a
proof of successful transmission and should not be trusted. Because of the lack of
data authentication, the freshness protection of the CTR suite can be exploited for
DoS attacks [213].

Correspondingly to the other WLANs, the 802.15.4 technology is susceptible to lo-
cation privacy attacks. However, some level of anonymity and/or location privacy
can be achieved in an established network if short addresses are used.

4.4.3 Security Design of ZigBee Specification

The ZigBee specification [262] makes use of the 802.15.4 MAC security by build-
ing on it and slightly modifying it. It defines three additional protocol layers above
the 802.15.4 MAC for providing routing and network management beyond single
802.15.4 links. Mechanisms for key management and entity authentication have been
specified. Furthermore, the specification includes profiles that specify parameteriza-
tions for different application scenarios.

The ZigBee specification uses separate keys for pairwise and network-wide com-
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munications. The keys can be either distributed dynamically or pre-installed into
devices. Protected key distribution requires that the devices share a key with a Trust
Center (TC), which is a device coordinating the network. Entity authentication is
carried out with a four-message challenge-response scheme called Symmetric-Key
Key Establishment (SKKE). The computations utilize AES with 128-bit keys.

Instead of supporting the separate MIC and CTR suites of 802.15.4, the ZigBee spec-
ification specifies a new mode of operation called CCM*. Also CCM* uses AES but
in addition to the standard CCM operation, it offers encryption-only and MIC-only
configurations, corresponding to the CTR and MIC suites of 802.15.4. The process-
ing in these configurations is equal to CCM but either the encrypted data or the MIC
are discarded. The new mode was defined in order to enable the use of a single key
throughout the CCM* configurations as well as on the different layers of the Zig-
Bee protocol stack. IEEE is discussing about adopting the CCM* mode into the next
release of the 802.15.4 standard [195].

Compared to the 802.15.4 standard [116], the ZigBee specification [262] has im-
proved the resistance against replay attacks as the freshness of outgoing frames is
always provided. This includes the MIC-only configuration, which does not support
freshness protection in 802.15.4. On the contrary, in spite of the new CCM* mode,
the encryption-only configuration of the ZigBee specification is still vulnerable to
similar attacks as the CTR suite of 802.15.4. However, since methods for key distri-
bution and agreement as well as entity authentication have been defined, key stream
repeats are potentially rarer. In addition, in contrast to 802.15.4, outgoing and in-
coming frames use separate counters. According to the author’s knowledge, security
analyses of the ZigBee specification have not been published. Therefore, its analysis
is an interesting topic for the future research.

4.5 Other WLAN Standards

IEEE has commercially been the most successful WLAN standardization organiza-
tion. Therefore, the new IEEE 802.15.3 technology [115] is predicted to achieve
popularity. It is specifically aimed at portable consumer digital imaging and multi-
media applications [122]. HIgh PErformance Radio LAN type 1 (HIPERLAN/1) and
type 2 (HIPERLAN/2) [56] have been significant technologies for the development
of WLANs. However, they have failed in market penetration and currently vanishing
because of the dominance of IEEE 802.11.
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4.5.1 IEEE 802.15.3

The 802.15.3 standard [115] specifies the physical layer and the MAC layer for high-
rate, low-power, and low-cost wireless multimedia communications. Similarly to the
Bluetooth specification, it refers to networks as piconets. The device controlling the
piconet is called PicoNet Coordinator (PNC). Key features are fast connection time,
QoS, and ad hoc networking.

A piconet can operate in unsecured and secured modes. Cryptographic procedures
are not invoked in the unsecured mode. A device joining a secured piconet is required
to establish a secure membership with PNC, which means that they have to end up
sharing a pairwise key. Later on, the device can establish secure peer-to-peer relation-
ships with other piconet devices. As the standard does not specify mechanisms for
entity authentication or key agreement, the membership and relationship establish-
ments are left to the upper protocol layers. A scheme based on the Diffie-Hellman
protocol and public-key certificates is proposed for the establishments in [229].

After a membership or a relationship has been established, the 802.15.3 technol-
ogy supports pairwise and group keys. In addition, separate link keys are used for
protecting management and data frames. Piconet management includes transporting
link keys between devices. Link keys are utilized for providing the confidentiality
and data authentication of frames as in the CCM suites of 802.15.4 and in CCMP. A
possibility for forcing a device to use an old link key has been identified in [203].

4.5.2 ETSI HIPERLANs

The HIPERLAN networks have been developed by the European Telecommunica-
tions Standards Institute (ETSI) project Broadband Radio Access Networks (BRAN)
[56]. HIPERLAN/1 was the first of the modern WLAN standards. It was aimed at
replacing or extending wired LANs and supporting ad hoc networking [106]. The
main design objective of HIPERLAN/2 has been high-speed access to broadband
core networks, such as IP and Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), with emphasis
on QoS [106].

HIPERLAN/1 only specifies an optional confidentiality scheme [53]. It attempts
to provide confidentiality in the same ways as WEP. Frames are encrypted with a
stream cipher, which is seeded with an encryption key and an IV, both 30 bits long.
Instead of RC4, HIPERLAN/1 uses a secret PRNG, which is only made available to
implementers through a special agreement. Since mechanisms for key management,
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IV management, and data authentication have not been defined, HIPERLAN/1 is
prone to the same attacks as WEP. The size of the key allows effective brute force
attacks for recovering the key. The secrecy of the PRNG violates good security design
practices.

The security design of HIPERLAN/2 has been improved from HIPERLAN/1. It pro-
vides methods for key agreement, entity authentication, and confidentiality [54, 55].
The Diffie-Hellman key agreement is used for exchanging an encryption key in the
beginning of a connection establishment. The correctness of the agreed key is verified
during entity authentication, which is either based on secret keys or performed using
RSA signatures. The distribution of authentication keys has not been defined. The
secret key authentication as well as encryption key generations utilize HMAC-MD5.
Encryption is performed with a key stream which is generated from an IV using DES
or 3DES in the Output FeedBack (OFB) mode [48]. The IV material is periodically
refreshed by the device controlling the network.

4.6 Summary

WLAN security is intensively being researched in academic, industry, and standard-
ization communities. It has been acknowledged that cryptographic mechanisms are
required for protecting WLANs at the MAC layer. The research and development of
WLAN security has concentrated on commercially significant standard WLAN tech-
nologies. Academic research has particularly focused on identifying vulnerabilities in
established WLAN standards and providing general recommendations for repairing
them. Currently, the employed improvements are developed in co-operation between
academic researchers, industry consortiums, and standardization bodies.

Table 2 summarizes the main security characteristics of the standard WLAN tech-
nologies reviewed in this chapter. The provided security levels of the technologies
are compared relative to each other. Nevertheless, the reported levels are highly de-
pendent on the chosen parameterizations in network installations. 802.11i in the RSN
configuration is considered to provide the highest security of the technologies. The
other configurations of 802.11i correspond to 802.11. 802.15.3, 802.15.4, and the
ZigBee specification can achieve the same level as RSN but this depends more on the
choices the application designer makes. The ZigBee specification appears to be the
most complete of those three. 802.11 and HIPERLAN/1 contain significant vulnera-
bilities and Bluetooth can also be attacked effectively. The security of HIPERLAN/2
seems to be better than that of HIPERLAN/1 and 802.11 but it has not been examined
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intensively.

With the current knowledge, it can be concluded that the newest WLAN technolo-
gies [115, 116, 118, 262] enable secure installations using their cryptographic mech-
anisms. This still requires choosing a proper configuration from the supported set
of parameters, adopting secure mechanisms for covering the components that have
been left undefined in the WLAN specifications, and developing efficient and secure
implementations for the mechanisms.
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5. HARDWARE ARCHITECTURES FOR WLAN CRYPTOGRAPHY

As discussed in Chapter 1, a security processing implementation has a key role in
maintaining the desired level of security in wireless devices. It has been shown that
cryptographic software implementations cannot achieve the performance levels re-
quired by various communication networks at reasonable costs [10,99,100,103,187,
198]. Especially in WLAN devices this so-called security processing gap can be
wide [199, 200, P2, P5]. For example, the TKIP scheme was included in 802.11i
because the already fielded WLAN hardware did not contain enough processing ca-
pacity for CCMP [31]. Hardware support for the cryptographic processing is evi-
dently required. In addition to processing efficiency, hardware inherently provides
better physical security than software [47,217], which is particularly beneficial in the
portable WLAN devices. It is also easier to protect separate cryptographic hardware
modules than an entire processor [197].

An aspect for the constant need of more efficient cryptographic implementations de-
rives from the accepted security design practices. New designs should always be
exposed to an intensive peer analysis, which often slows down their spread and ac-
ceptance. For example, despite that higher performance public-key algorithms have
been developed, the preference is still to use the conventional ones for which the se-
curity risks are better known [198]. This calls for more efficient implementations for
the conventional algorithms in order to meet the constraints of new applications.

This chapter reviews the related work for the hardware implementations of this The-
sis. The chapter extends the comparisons presented in the publications as new im-
plementations have appeared since the implementations of this Thesis were origi-
nally published. The first section discusses the characteristics of different hardware
technology approaches in the light of cryptographic implementations. For the cryp-
tographic components of WLANs, the focus is on the implementation of AES and
its modes of operation, 3DES, RC4, and modular exponentiation. In addition to
dedicated hardware, efficient processor architectures specifically designed for cryp-
tographic applications are examined.
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5.1 Technology Approaches for Cryptographic Implementations

The term software implementation refers to an implementation in a general-purpose
processor which does not contain instructions that are specifically included for per-
forming the task in question. The benefit of a software implementation is the free
programmability without physical changes in the hardware. However, it is always
a trade-off between reconfigurability, area, power, performance, as well as design
and manufacturing costs. A software implementation contains overhead due to the
instruction fetch and decode, the memory access, and possibly due to an unsuitable
instruction set and word size [146].

Compared to other approaches, superior performance with the lowest power, the
smallest area, and low cost in high volumes can be achieved with an Application
Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) dedicated for a specific task. The drawbacks of
ASICs are long development times, high Non-Recurring Engineering (NRE) costs,
and time-consuming and costly upgrading.

High performance with reconfigurability and short development times are achieved
with FPGAs. Previously FPGAs have mainly been utilized for prototyping and as
glue-logic. However, according to the recent trend, the technologies are emerging
as System-on-Chip (SoC) platforms for implementing complete, embedded applica-
tions [248]. The drawback of FPGAs considering embedded WLAN devices is their
high power consumption [146, 151]. Despite that the production costs in high vol-
umes are also often regarded as a drawback, FPGAs can turn out cost-effective if
upgrades are required. Upgrading has been a continuing trend in WLANs, especially
in their security designs. FPGAs can also be converted into ASIC-like implementa-
tions, in which the configuration is fixed [8, 255]. The costs, energy consumption,
and performance of the fixed implementations are better than those of the original
FPGAs.

An effective performance-reconfigurability trade-off between ASICs and FPGAs can
be achieved with Application Specific Instruction set Processors (ASIP) [99, 146,
191]. An ASIP is a programmable processor that has been tailored to support a
specific application domain or task. It can still be general-purpose or its applicability
can be limited. The performance of an ASIP is lower than that of ASICs, sometimes
also lower than that of FPGAs. However, the area and power consumption are lower
than those of FPGAs and reconfigurability higher than that of ASICs.

The potential benefits of reconfigurable hardware platforms, to which FPGAs and
ASIPs are considered to belong, for cryptographic applications can be summarized
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as follows [51, 248]:

• Algorithm-agility: Cryptographic algorithms can be switched during the oper-
ation of the target application. For example, 802.11i supports multiple authen-
tication protocols as well as data authentication and confidentiality schemes.
Whereas algorithm agility is costly with traditional hardware, reconfigurable
platforms can be reprogrammed on-the-fly.

• Algorithm upload: Fielded devices can be upgraded with new algorithms and
protocols, even remotely.

• Architecture-efficiency: The hardware architecture can be optimized for a spe-
cific set of parameters in the design time, still maintaining the possibility to
change the parameterization. For example, constant multiplications are more
efficient than general multiplications in Galois Fields (GF) [51].

• Resource-efficiency: The majority of security protocols are hybrid protocols
consisting of several cryptographic algorithms. For example, 802.11i can uti-
lize public-key and secret-key algorithms. Since the algorithms are not re-
quired simultaneously, hardware resources can be shared through run-time re-
configuration.

• Algorithm modification: Some applications can require modifying a standard-
ized algorithm, e.g. for using proprietary permutations. Furthermore, in many
cases the mode of operation needs to be changed according to the application.

• Performance: Although typically slower than ASICs, reconfigurable imple-
mentations are potentially significantly faster than software implementations.

• Cost-efficiency: The NRE costs for a reconfigurable implementation of an al-
gorithm are much lower than for an ASIC implementation. Reconfigurability
supports low-cost upgrading.

Despite the benefits, FPGAs are currently not mature enough for low-power WLAN
devices as discussed in Section 1.1. Therefore, in this Thesis they are mainly utilized
for prototyping purposes, in order to facilitate the verification of the implementa-
tions in a real, physical platform and in a real application environment, TUTWLAN.
FPGAs are also used for comparing different hardware design choices [P1, P2, P9].
The high-level architectures are directly applicable in ASIC implementations. More-
over, since most of the FPGA implementations contain very few and easily separable
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technology-specific components (e.g. memories), they can effortlessly be ported into
another technology. On the contrary, the developed TTA ASIPs are directly suited
for embedded WLAN devices.

5.2 Hardware Implementation of Block Ciphers

The basic techniques for implementing a block cipher with rounds, such as AES and
3DES, are iterated, pipelined, and loop-unrolled architectures [51, 259]. The more
advanced structures include partial pipelining and sub-pipelining combined with the
basic techniques [51, 228, 260]. The architectures are depicted in Fig. 16.

The iterated architecture leads to the smallest implementations as it consists of one
round component which is fed with its output until the required number of rounds is
performed. One round is executed per clock cycle and the implementation can only
process one block at a time. The throughput is proportional to the cycle time and to
the number of rounds.

The pipelined architecture contains all the rounds as separate components with reg-
isters in between. As a result, it is the fastest (in terms of throughput) and the largest
of the basic structures. After the pipeline is filled, an encrypted block is output at ev-
ery clock cycle. The throughput depends on the cycle time and the level of pipeline
utilization.

Round

(a)

Round

Round

Round

Round

(b)

Round

Round

(c)

Round

Round

(d)

Fig. 16. Hardware architectures for block ciphers: (a) iterated, (b) pipelined, (c) loop-
unrolled, and (d) the combination of partial pipelining and sub-pipelining. The full
cipher consists of four rounds.
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The loop-unrolled architectures perform two or more rounds per clock cycle and the
execution of the cipher is iterated. The unfolding factor affects the area and the
register-to-register delay. Even though the delay of the unrolled loop is larger than
that of a single round, the total throughput in an unrolled implementation can be
higher than in an iterated implementation [P1]. The decrease in the cycle count in-
creases the throughput more than the increase in the cycle time reduces it. However,
the system clock sets the limit to the maximum delay and thus to the unrolling fac-
tor. In a pipelined architecture unrolling can only decrease the latency for outputting
the first block. Due to the increase in the register-to-register delay, the throughput is
decreased. Therefore, unrolling in a fully pipelined architecture is reasonable when
less registers are desired or when the (fixed) system clock allows increasing the com-
binatorial logic delay.

In sub-pipelining registers are placed inside the round component in order to increase
the maximum clock frequency. In the partial pipelining scheme the pipeline contains
e.g. the half of the rounds with registers in between. Encryption is performed by
processing a data block twice through the pipeline.

Due to the feedback loop of the utilized modes of operation, pipelining is not benefi-
cial in most WLAN security schemes [P2]. The large size makes specifically the fully
pipelined structures unattractive for low-cost and low-power implementations. In the
feedback modes adding registers is only justified when a decrease in the combina-
torial logic delay is required. Otherwise iterated and/or loop-unrolled architectures
should be used. In some cases additional registers can decrease the total resource
consumption in FPGA implementations because routing becomes easier. However,
such technology-specific optimizations are not considered in this Thesis.

5.2.1 AES Implementations

In addition to the architectural choices, the design of AES enables a large number
of algorithm-specific hardware trade-offs. The trade-offs consist of choosing be-
tween memory-based Look-Up-Tables (LUT) and combinatorial logic, decreasing
the amount of parallelism, transferring computations into another arithmetic domain,
choosing between the precomputation and the on-the-fly computation of roundkeys,
and sharing resources between encryption, decryption, and roundkey generation data
paths. These aspects as well as the high-level architectural choices, the effect of
modes of operation, and parallelism are discussed in [P1–P3, P5].

Because of the public standardization process and the popularity of AES as well as
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the generally increased interest in information security, a large number of hardware
implementations have been published for AES in the academic literature. Table 3
lists the AES implementations that are considered to have achieved the most signif-
icant results along with the implementations of this Thesis. Moreover, the imple-
mentations published before [P1] and the implementations supporting the modes of
operation related WLANs have been included. The publications which contain in-
sufficient information and the FPGA implementations that did not fit into their target
devices have been excluded. The pipelined implementations are grayed in the table
and considered poorly-suited for WLAN devices.

In addition to the achieved results, the table contains comprehensive information for
the design trade-offs, approaches, and functionalities employed in the hardware im-
plementations of AES. Therefore, it enables extensive comparisons. Besides the pur-
poses of this Thesis, the author believes that the table is valuable as a reference for
designers evaluating and developing AES implementations. A narrower study con-
centrating on FPGA implementations has previously been presented in [130].

The marking ’n/a’ in a table cell means that the value has not been reported or it is
not clear if the method in question has been used. The columns of the table contain
the following information:

• The first three columns report the reference publication, the year of publica-
tion, and the used technology, i.e. an FPGA device or ASIC process. The
rows of the table are organized according to the publishing time. For FPGA
devices the name is given as it has been reported in the publication. The FPGA
technologies can be differentiated according to the column logic cells.

• Architecture specifies the high-level architecture, which is either iterated (IT),
loop-unrolled (LU), pipelined (PI), partially pipelined (PP), or sub-pipelined
(SP). LU-X refers to a structure which contains X unrolled rounds. PI-X is a
fully pipelined architecture containing X pipeline stages. PP-X is a partially
pipelined architecture with X rounds. SP-X-Y is an architecture which consists
of X pipelined rounds, each containing Y sub-pipeline stages.

• Data path width reports how many bits of an AES block are processed in par-
allel. The value mix means that the amount of parallelism varies through the
different phases of the algorithm.

• Modes presents which modes of operation an implementation supports. All
the implementations support ECB processing in forward direction, i.e. ECB
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encryption. If the column decryption is checked, the implementation supports
the decryption functionality for its modes of operation.

• Keys defines if an implementation supports all the AES keys sizes, i.e. 128,
192, and 256 bits. All the implementations support 128-bit keys. The columns
on-the-fly and precomputed specify which of these methods an implementation
uses for its roundkey generation [P2]. If neither of the two is checked, the
implementation does not contain the roundkey generation functionality.

• Resource sharing reports if an implementation shares hardware resources be-
tween the ECB encryption and decryption data paths (ED) and/or between its
data path and roundkey generation (DK).

• Substitution method specifies which technique is used for the implementation
of the SubBytes operation of AES. S-box refers to that the AES S-box and/or
its inverse are directly implemented as specified in the AES standard [61]. GF
inverse means that the S-box is divided into two phases, a GF inversion and an
affine transformation, which allows sharing the GF inversion between the ECB
encryption and decryption data paths [P1]. T-box refers to an implementation
in which the SubBytes and MixColumns operations of AES [61] are combined
into large LUTs [P2, P5]. In the composite field technique the GF inversion
of SubBytes is computed with the help of another arithmetic domain. The
columns ROM and logic specify whether the previous techniques are imple-
mented as memory-based lookups or as combinatorial logic, respectively.

• Logic cells and memory report the resource consumption of the implementa-
tions. The sizes of ASICs are measured in kilogates (kgates) and this value
includes the possibly utilized memory components. The general-purpose pro-
grammable resources in Altera FPGAs are called Logic Elements (LE) [9] and
in Xilinx FPGAs slices [256]. A LE consists of a 4-input LUT and a register
and a slice typically roughly corresponds to two LEs. The column memory
presents the amount of dedicated memory components utilized in the FPGA
implementations. As the type of the memory components as well as the Xilinx
slices can vary through FPGA technologies, the reader is referred to the data
sheets of the specific FPGA devices for more detailed information.

• Latency presents the number of clock cycles required for encrypting a block
of data. The value does not include the additional latency possibly caused by
roundkey generation. In addition, the latency has not been clearly reported in
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all the publications and thus the value reported here may not always be fully
exact.

• Clock reports the maximum clock frequency of an implementation.

• Throughput specifies the throughput of the implementation for the reported
clock frequency with 128-bit key and block sizes. The value does not include
the additional latency possibly caused by roundkey generation. The through-
puts for the implementations employing any form of pipelining assume that
the pipeline is fully utilized. For comparison, the throughput T (Mbit/s) of a
pipelined implementation for feedback modes of operation can be estimated as

T =
f
L
·B, (6)

in which f is the maximum clock frequency (MHz), L latency (cycles/block),
and B the block length of the cipher in bits (128 bits for AES).

AES Cores

Most of the publications before [P1] have been targeted at comparing the final can-
didate algorithms during the last phase of the AES standardization process [35, 41,
49, 67, 73, 74, 111]. They aim at implementing the data path of the candidates in
the same way for enabling fair comparison. Roundkey generation is included in
[41, 111, 150, 169, 179] and decryption functionality in [67, 68, 111, 169].

Of these earliest publications, [49] presents a comprehensive study of AES encryp-
tion data path implementations with different architectural choices but lacks decryp-
tion and roundkey generation. Ref. [68] describes compact AES data path implemen-
tations in FPGAs, also with decryption functionality but still excludes the roundkey
generation. References [111, 169] are the only ones clearly combining encryption,
decryption, and roundkey generation. However, they are both very large implemen-
tations. Therefore, [P1] has been the first to report a 128-bit-key AES implemen-
tation suited for embedded WLAN devices. In addition, it has been the first to uti-
lize resource sharing between the encryption and decryption data paths as well as to
implement iterated on-the-fly roundkey generation in both directions. In [169] the
roundkeys are generated and stored in forward direction also in decryption.

As it has later turned out, only the forward functionality of AES with 128-bit keys
is required in most WLAN modes of operation. Suitable implementations for this
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at the time of publishing [P1] have been reported in [41, 150, 179]. Compared to
the encryption-only implementation of [P1], the size of [41] is significantly larger.
Even though [P1] and [150] have been implemented in different hardware technolo-
gies and direct comparison is not possible, it can be determined that [150] results
in significantly larger size because of the support for all the Rijndael block and key
sizes. Comparing [P1] with [179] is difficult because of the utilization of memory
components and different FPGA technologies. The high-level architectures of [P1]
and [179] are similar but the throughput of [P1] is higher. The throughput of the
smallest pipelined implementation [35] is lower than that of both the implementa-
tions of [P1] in a feedback mode of operation. The other pipelined implementations
are significantly larger.

After [P1], implementations tuning AES for compact size and low power [34, 62,
63, 80, 197, 209, 210, 215, 258] as well as improving throughput [80, 108, 144, 224,
258] have appeared. For the compact size and low power, the implementations have
decreased the data path width and utilized the composite field techniques. For higher
throughput, the number of pipeline stages has been increased and larger LUTs have
been utilized. A compact and low-power 8-bit AES implementation that utilizes the
byte permutation structures of [P3] is presented in [96].

AES Implementations with Modes of Operation

The AES architectures [P2, P9] concentrate on supporting the WLAN modes of op-
eration, specifically CCM. The references implementing other modes of operation,
including the separate components of CCM, are [86,170,177]. Even though different
hardware technologies have been used, [86] requires a considerably higher amount of
resources than [P2, P9] as it contains separate AES cores for encryption and decryp-
tion. Compared to [P2], the data path of [86] is four times wider. The implementation
of [P2] is significantly smaller than [170], still yielding adequate throughput.

Comparing with [177] is difficult due to the different technologies. In [177] the
authors have concentrated on optimizing the SubBytes operation of AES for speed
and implemented a very high-speed iterated architecture at the cost of hardware size.
The paper reports that their method results in higher resource consumption than a
LUT-based approach, which has been used in [P2, P9]. The data path in [177] is four
times wider than in [P2]. Earlier the authors of [177] have reported AES hardware
architectures well-suited for WLAN devices [215].

According to the author’s knowledge, the only detailed CCM implementations, be-
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sides in this Thesis, have been published in [107, 128, 162]. For the CCM mode,
the architectures of [107, 162] include two AES cores which encrypt and compute
the MIC in parallel. Both result in high throughput at the cost of hardware area.
Ref. [128] presents a combined implementation of the CCM and OCB modes and
includes an AES core that is shared between the two modes. The core has sepa-
rate entities for the encryption and decryption functionalities of AES. When only the
encryption functionality and CCM are needed, the design unnecessarily consumes
resources due to the OCB capability.

5.2.2 3DES Implementations

Compared to AES, 3DES provides less parallelism and possibilities for algorithm-
specific trade-offs. 3DES processes data as 64-bit blocks and contains eight different
S-boxes for performing a substitution operation during each of its 48 rounds [18].
The encryption and decryption data paths are similar, only the order of roundkeys
is reversed. The roundkey generation does not contain high-level components that
could be shared with the encryption data path.

As DES is almost 30 years old, its implementation has been studied in a number of
publications. However, very few have included results for 3DES. The earliest DES
hardware studies, such as [44, 245], concentrated on the design of key search ma-
chines for brute-force breaking the algorithm. Later on the majority of DES imple-
mentations has been based on pipelined structures as the goal has been to maximize
the throughput [35,135,138,139,168,188,208,216,232,246]. Along with the 3DES
implementations of this Thesis, Table 4 lists selected implementations of DES and
3DES. The implementations containing any form of pipelining are shown with gray
background. For those the feedback throughput can be estimated according to Eq. 6
by setting B = 64. The included columns correspond to those of Table 3. None of the
publications has reported having utilized dedicated memory blocks in FPGAs.

Prior to [P1], compact DES implementations suited for WLAN devices in feedback
modes have been presented in [131, 156, 168, 249]. However, none of them reports
results for 3DES and direct size and throughput comparisons with the 3DES im-
plementations of [P1] are not possible. Of those reference publications, the best
results have been achieved in [131]. It can be estimated that by processing with the
fastest non-pipelined DES implementation of [131] (LU-4) three times in a row, the
throughput is lower than that of the LU-2 implementation in [P1]. The iterated 3DES
implementations in [P1] use similar architectural approaches as [131] has used for
DES.
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Before [P1] the hardware implementation of 3DES has been studied in [35, 154] of
the references. The goal of [154] has been a very high-speed iterated ASIC imple-
mentation for ATM networks. The high throughput has been achieved by carefully

Table 4. Comparison of DES/3DES hardware implementations (pipelined implementations
are shown with gray background).

DES 3DES
IT 938 slices 16 5 20
IT 640 slices 16 6 24 (1)

Kean [135] 1998 XC6216 SP-1-6 96 23 57
XC4008E-3-PG223 IT 262 CLBs 16 25 99
XC4013E-3-PG223 LU-2 443 CLBs 8 19 148
XC4028EX-3-PG299 LU-4 722 CLBs 4 12 185
XC4028EX-3-PG299 PP-n/a 741 CLBs 16 25 403

Wong [249] 1998 XC4020E IT 438 CLBs 24 10 27
I. Kim [139] 1999 0.35 µm PI-n/a n/a 88 5600
Wilcox [246] 1999 0.6 µm PI-n/a n/a 9280
Patterson [188] 2000 XCV150-6 PI-35 1584 slices 35 168 10752 (1)
Leitold [154] 2000 0.6 µm IT 32000 trans. 108 250 155

4216 LUTs
5573 reg.

IT 500 slices 16 n/a 150
PI-16 6446 slices 16 60 3873
IT 356 slices 48 46 62
SP-1-4 375 slices 192 102 135
PI-144 12288 slices 144 116 7469
IT 740 slices 51 36 45
LU-2 833 slices 27 29 69
PI-24 6689 slices 24 46 2912

4255 LUTs
4128 reg.

IT 189 slices 20 274 974 (3)
IT 604 slices 58 258 917 (4)
IT 5504 gates 48 251 334
LU-2 6917 gates 24 154 410
LU-4 9688 gates 12 105 560
IT 668 slices 48 103 137
LU-2 828 slices 24 90 239
LU-4 1122 slices 12 54 290

V1600EBG560 PI-48 14142 slices 48 115 7360
V400EFG676 PP-16 4715 slices 48 115 2450
V200EBG352 IT 405 slices 48 91 121

H. Kim [138] 2004 n/a PP-4 732 slices 48 n/a 267 (6)
Schaffer [216] 2004 0.6 µm PI-16 123104 trans. 16 110 7040

(5)
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(1) Key-specific implementation, changing the key requires reconfiguration. (2) In these FPGAs a 
Configurable Logic Block (CLB) is equal to a slice. (3) Throughput for non-feedback modes, outputs at every 
18th cycle. (4) Consists of three DES cores, throughput for non-feedback modes, outputs at every 18th cycle. 
(5) Area-optimized results. (6) Presumably BRAMs used but the amount not reported.
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tuning for high clock frequency. The cost has been the increase in the cycle count
for processing a block of data. The iterated implementation of [35] consumes fewer
resources than the LU-2 implementation of [P1] but its throughput is lower. The
pipelined implementation of [35] achieves a very high throughput but it consumes al-
most twice the amount of resources of the pipelined implementation in [P1]. Despite
of the lower clock frequency, the performance of [P1] is better in feedback modes.

After [P1] the research work has been more concentrated on the implementation of
3DES and improved results for non-pipelined, compact designs have been reported
[140, 207, 214]. Specifically, [207] maps DES/3DES very effectively to FPGAs.

5.3 Hardware Implementation of RC4

In contrast to AES and 3DES, RC4 contains much less parallelism and only opera-
tions that are inherent in general-purpose processors [P5]. Furthermore, consecutive
operations in RC4 are strictly dependent on each other [P5]. Hence, it cannot benefit
from a dedicated hardware implementation as much as the other ciphers in terms of
throughput.

Hardware implementation of RC4 has been studied only in few publications. Simi-
larly to the earliest DES publications, most of them have concentrated on the imple-
mentation of high-performance key search engines using parallel RC4 units [78,149,
233]. The implementations [78, 149] published before the RC4 implementation of
[P4] do not report size or performance figures for a single RC4 unit. Hence, [P4] has
been the first to present a detailed hardware implementation of a single unit suited for
WLAN devices.

After [P4] improved hardware implementations have been reported in [141, 233].
Both the implementations use the same structure. Only [141] presents results for
a single RC4 implementation instead of parallel key search units. In the Xilinx
2V250FG256 FPGA the throughput is 176 Mbit/s at 64 MHz, excluding the key setup
latency. The implementation consumes 138 slices and three Block RAMs (BRAM).
In [233] only one BRAM is used per RC4 unit.

5.4 Hardware Implementation of Modular Exponentiation

Without applying a proper algorithm and implementation, performing a modular ex-
ponentiation can consume a substantially large amount of time and space. For exam-
ple, computing a power without any reductions in between can result in very large
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intermediate results even if the modulus was small. Therefore, large modular expo-
nentiations are typically computed as a series of multiplications and modular reduc-
tions [171].

The most widely utilized algorithm combining multiplication with modular reduction
is Montgomery multiplication [19, 248], originally published in [176]. This Thesis
concentrates on the hardware implementation of modular exponentiation using Mont-
gomery’s algorithm. A comprehensive review of the hardware approaches for the
implementation of Montgomery’s algorithm as well as modular exponentiation can
be found in [19]. Montgomery’s algorithm and its usage for exponentiation are de-
scribed in [P6–P8]. The publications contain up-to-date reviews for the related work
of their implementations. Therefore, the implementation of modular exponentiation
is not further discussed here.

The publication [P6] focuses on the hardware acceleration of the SRP protocol using
a modular exponentiation architecture based on the architectures of [26, 27], which
have proved to provide high performance in FPGAs. To the knowledge of the author,
a hardware-accelerated SRP implementation has not previously been reported. In
[P7] the exponentiation implementation of [P6], as well as that of [26], is further
improved by removing unused clock cycles. A different version of Montgomery’s
algorithm and a different hardware architecture for the modular exponentiation have
been used for trading the high performance to compact size in [P8].

5.5 Specialized Processor Architectures

Various reconfigurable architectures as well as ASIPs have been proposed for acceler-
ating cryptographic applications. Many designs, such as [40,50,89], have traded size
and power consumption to reconfigurability and/or performance, which makes them
unsuited for WLAN devices. Hardware architectures specifically designed for IEEE
802.11i processing have been published in [15, 222]. AES, RC4, Michael, and CRC
hardware implementations are integrated into a single design and control for 802.11i
processing is added. The papers do not report novelties for the separate components
compared to the implementations reviewed in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3. Resource-
efficient and potentially low-power processor architectures for the cryptographic pro-
cessing of WLANs have been presented in [52,81,83,160,185,193,200,253]. These
designs are reviewed and compared with the TTA ASIPs of [P5].

An energy-efficient reconfigurable processor for public-key cryptography is presented
in [81]. The reconfigurability is provided by the data path that can be configured to
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perform different operations of public-key algorithms, such as Montgomery multi-
plication and GF multiplication. For example, a 1024-bit modular exponentiation is
computed in 32.1 ms at 50 MHz. The operation takes several tenfolds longer as a
software implementation on a typical embedded processor [7, 102, P6, P8]. Since
the reconfigurability is limited to the specific application domain, the performance
as well as the energy consumption of the reconfigurable processor are significantly
better than those of FPGAs. A design considering the acceleration of public-key al-
gorithms using instruction set extensions is presented in [83] and discussed in [P8].
In contrast to [81, 83], the ASIPs of this Thesis [P5] have been development for the
secret-key cryptography of WLANs, especially for mechanisms based on AES and
RC4.

The ASIP implementation reported in [200] uses the Xtensa configurable processor
architecture from Tensilica [79]. Xtensa includes similar features as TTA but is based
on the traditional operation triggered programming paradigm. In [200], the execution
of DES/3DES, AES, and RSA is accelerated by extending the instruction set with
algorithm-specific instructions. As a result, the performance is improved by several
tenfolds from the original (however, the original implementations are fairly poor).
For example, the achieved throughput for AES is 17 Mbit/s (88 cycles/byte) at 188
MHz. In [P5], the throughput of the AES ASIP, which also supports RC4, is 68 Mbit/s
(12 cycles/byte) at 100 MHz using precomputed roundkeys. Significant speed-up has
also been achieved for DES using instruction set extension in Xtensa [79].

An ASIP architecture using similar types of configurable functional units as [P5]
has been published in [160]. The design is based on the 32-bit MIPS processor
architecture. A special unit supporting fast LUT functionality is included for ac-
celerating RC4 and AES. The unit consists of a two 1024×32 bit RAMs, which
require significantly larger area than the RAM-based LUTs of [P5]. For accelerating
DES/3DES, [160] proposes a very large configurable permutation unit consisting of
512 32×1 bit multiplexers. The achieved throughput for AES is around 64 Mbit/s at
100 MHz.

High-speed processor architectures that include functional units for the same pur-
poses as [P5] are presented in [185, 253]. Both the architectures imply high through-
put but are also likely to consume a larger amount of hardware resources than the
ASIPs of [P5]. However, gate counts have not been reported for direct comparison.
The reconfigurable processor in [185] consists of two parallel computing clusters,
both having 64-bit data paths. Special operations are included for fast LUT/permuta-
tion functionality as well as for AES-specific logical operations. The throughput for
AES is 730 Mbit/s at 400 MHz. The processor in [253] contains four parallel 32-bit
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processing units, each consisting of an adder, units for logical operations, and RAM
for LUT functionality. Two of the units include a multiplier. The throughput is 512
Mbit/s at 360 MHz for AES.

A microcoded cryptoprocessor designed for executing DES, AES, and ECC has re-
cently been published in [52]. The data path contains an expansion/permutation unit,
a shifter, four memory-based LUTs, two logic units, and a register file consisting of
sixteen 256-bit registers. The processor can be reconfigured by modifying the mi-
crocoded program and the contents of the LUTs. The encryption throughput for AES
is 1.83 Mbit/s at 13.56 MHz with on-the-fly roundkey generation, which means a
significantly higher cycle count per processed block than in the AES ASIP of [P5].
The hardware area has not been clearly reported for comparison.

A coarse-grained architecture in which a complete AES implementation is integrated
into a 32-bit RISC processor is presented in [193]. The implementation can be re-
configured to allow the processor to use the memory and computational resources
of the AES core for other tasks as well, e.g. error correction. The throughput for
the AES encryption is 252 Mbit/s at 126 MHz. In [P5], a finer grained approach is
used, which allows developing a wide scale of processor configurations for different
application requirements. Instead of implementing full algorithms in hardware, the
ASIPs of [P5] contain compact special operations, the usage of which is defined by
the software running in the ASIP. Also in [P5] the operations are applicable beyond
the targeted encryption algorithms.



6. RESEARCH RESULTS

This chapter summarizes the main results of the research reported in this Thesis. The
detailed results are presented in the publications [P1–P10]. The main area of the re-
search has been the development of hardware architectures for efficiently supporting
WLAN cryptography. The other research topic has been the development of security
designs for improving the cryptographic protection of WLANs and their applications.
The presented security designs can be implemented utilizing the developed hardware
architectures.

The presentation in this chapter mainly follows the order of the performed research,
starting from the hardware development and finishing with the design of a full ap-
plication, the offline RTB. Section 6.1 focuses on the design and implementation of
hardware support for the secret-key cryptography of WLANs. The developed modu-
lar exponentiation architectures for public-key cryptography are described in Section
6.2. The security designs developed during the research work, i.e. a security en-
hancement layer for Bluetooth and the RTB application, are summarized in Section
6.3.

6.1 Hardware Architectures for Secret-Key Cryptography in WLANs

The secret-key algorithms examined in this work are AES, 3DES, and RC4 as well as
the AES modes of operation utilized in WLANs. Various hardware architectures have
been designed and implemented, providing different trade-offs between hardware
area, performance, and power consumption.

6.1.1 AES Architectures

The development of hardware architectures for AES and its modes of operation in
WLANs has been one of the main themes in the research. The results of the AES
research are reported in [P1–P3, P9].
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Full-Width Architectures

Publication [P1] presents two iterated AES architectures (Fig. 16(a)) using 128-bit
data paths. The first architecture supports only the 128-bit-key encryption function-
ality of AES. The second one supports both encryption and decryption. Both the
designs compute the roundkeys on-the-fly in parallel with the encryption data path.
In the second architecture, the roundkeys are generated on-the-fly also in the reverse
direction (i.e. for decryption). This requires computing the roundkeys once in the
forward direction before the decryption can begin. While the first architecture im-
plements the SubBytes operation with table lookups, in the second architecture the
operation is separated into two phases: a GF inverse table lookup and an affine trans-
formation. This allows sharing the GF inverse implementation between encryption
and decryption, which decreases the total hardware area.

The two designs were implemented in the Xilinx XCV800FG676-6 FPGA of the
TUTWLAN prototyping platform described in [231]. In both the architectures en-
crypting a block of data takes 11 clock cycles. The same applies for the decryption
in the second architecture as long as at least one encryption is performed with the
new key first. Otherwise the latency for the first decryption is 22 clock cycles. Loop-
unrolling and/or pipelining were not considered as they were estimated to exhaust the
resources of the used FPGA device. The encryption-only implementation consumes
2272 slices and processes 364 Mbit/s at 31 MHz. The encryption-decryption imple-
mentation occupies 3267 slices and processes 246 Mbit/s at the maximum clock of
21 MHz.

The encryption-only architecture has been utilized in the prototype implementation of
the Enhanced Security Layer (ESL) for Bluetooth (Section 6.3.1) reported in [P9]. In
the prototype, the design was synthesized to the Programmable Logic Device (PLD)
of the Altera EPXA10F1020C2 chip, in which the area consumption of the AES
implementation is 1246 LEs and 20 Embedded System Blocks (ESB). The imple-
mentation encrypts 507 Mbit/s at 44 MHz.

In [P2] the encryption-only architecture of [P1] is further tuned and synthesized to
the low-cost Altera Cyclone EP1C4F324C6 FPGA. Encrypting a block of data takes
10 clock cycles resulting in the throughput of 1408 Mbit/s at 110 MHz. Compared
to the architecture of [P1], one clock cycle per block is saved by performing the
first AddRoundKey operation while inputting the data block. The implementation
consumes 1368 LEs and 10 M4K memory blocks of the Cyclone FPGA.
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32-bit Architecture

In order to trade throughput to lower area and power consumption, a 128-bit-key
AES encryption architecture with a 32-bit data path was designed in the research
work reported in [P2]. The design, shown in Fig. 17, is based on the work of [34]. In
[P2], the decryption functionality is removed and the AES core is used for building a
hardware for the security processing of IEEE 802.15.4 (see below).

In contrast to the architectures discussed above, in this one the roundkeys are precom-
puted, which allows utilizing the encryption data path for computing the roundkeys.
Precomputing requires setup time and storage space (a 32-bit RAM with 44 memory
slots) but it can also imply power savings as the key logic has to operate only once
per key [34]. The ShiftRows operation can be performed with addressing logic as the
intermediate results are stored in a Dual-Port RAM (DPRAM) in the encryption data
path. Structures for further tuning the amount of required storage space are discussed
in [P3].

Compared to full-width AES architectures, significant area and power savings were
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achieved with the 32-bit architecture [P2]. In the Altera EP1C4F324C6 FPGA the
32-bit design consumes 512 LEs and 7 M4Ks. Due to the reduced parallelism, the
throughput decreases to 270 Mbit/s at the maximum clock of 116 MHz (55 cycles
per block excluding the roundkey generation).

Support for Modes of Operation

Instead of the AES algorithm itself, [P2, P9] concentrate on the hardware architec-
tures supporting various AES modes of operation used and proposed to be used in
WLANs. The designs utilize the AES encryption cores discussed above.

The publication [P9] presents the hardware architecture shown in Fig. 18. It sup-
ports AES processing in the CBC-MIC mode as well as three combinations of the
CTR mode and the CBC-MIC computation. In the combined modes, the MIC can
be computed prior to or after the CTR encryption using separate keys. The third op-
tion is CCM, which uses the same key for encryption and MIC computation. The
architecture utilizes the encryption-only AES core of [P1].

The security processing architecture was implemented as a part of the ESL proto-
type in the Altera EPXA10F1020C2 programmable chip [P9]. The same prototyping
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platform has also been used in the TUTWLAN protocol development [148]. In the
FPGA, the resource consumption of the AES core with the ESL modes of operation
is 3527 LEs and 28 ESBs. In the combined modes the throughput is 214 Mbit/s at
44 MHz (26 cycles per block). The hardware design can be used for the security
processing of standard WLAN technologies as well, e.g. for 802.11i and 802.15.4.

A compact architecture supporting the security processing of 802.15.4 is reported
in [P2]. The architecture, illustrated in Fig. 19, supports the CTR, CBC-MIC, and
CCM modes of operation. The AES core used in the design is the 32-bit architecture
of Fig. 17. The total area of the design is 1434 LEs and 11 M4Ks in the Altera
EP1C4F324C6 FPGA. It processes 176 Mbit/s (57 cycles per block) in the CTR and
CBC-MIC modes and 90 Mbit/s (112 cycles per block) in the CCM mode at 78 MHz,
excluding the roundkey generation latency, which is 48 cycles for a new key.

Compared to typical WLAN processors, the prototype FPGA implementation and
an estimate of an ASIC implementation offer significantly higher performance and
lower energy consumption [P2]. Compared to the processing hardware of [P9], lower
resource consumption is achieved at the cost of performance. In addition to 802.15.4,
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this design supports also the security processing of the technologies derived from
802.11i.

Permutation Architectures

The research reported in [P3] focuses on the design of efficient architectures for
storing the intermediate results during AES processing. Both register-based and
memory-based approaches are considered. The architectures are designed so that
the ShiftRows operation is automatically performed when the data are read from the
storage. Previous works, such as [34, 197, 209, P2], have concentrated on 32-bit ar-
chitectures and required separate memories (or registers) for reads and writes. In the
designs of [P3], the same storage space is used for both, implying area-efficiency.
In addition, [P3] describes storage structures for 8-bit, 16-bit, 32-bit, and 64-bit data
paths. Besides plain hardware implementations, ASIPs can benefit from the proposed
architectures as a form of special operations/register files.

The 8-bit register-based design is utilized in [96], which reports a very compact and
low-power 8-bit AES encryption core. Compared to previous 8-bit designs, the AES
core provides significantly higher performance at corresponding area. It has previ-
ously been believed that an 8-bit AES architecture results in an inefficient implemen-
tation [215].

6.1.2 3DES Architectures

In [P1], three hardware architectures with 64-bit data paths are reported for 3DES.
They were implemented in the Xilinx XCV800FG676-6 FPGA of the TUTWLAN
prototype presented in [231]. In addition to [P1], details about the 3DES architectures
can be found in [100].

The first 3DES en/decryption design is an iterated architecture (Fig. 16(a)) consist-
ing of a data path and a roundkey generation component that operate in parallel, i.e.
roundkeys are generated on-the-fly. A block of data is processed in 51 clock cy-
cles. In the target FPGA, the throughput is 45 Mbit/s at 36 MHz and the resource
consumption 740 slices.

The second architecture uses the LU-2 structure (Fig. 16(c)) in which two rounds
are performed per clock cycle. Also the roundkey component produces two keys per
cycle. The cycle count for processing a block is 27. Even though the maximum clock
frequency was decreased from the first design, the throughput was still increased.
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The throughput of the design is 69 Mbit/s at 29 MHz and the resource consumption
833 slices.

In order to maximize the throughput, pipelining was utilized in the third architecture
(Fig. 16(b)). According to the results of the two other implementations, executing
two iteration rounds per clock cycle was considered the most effective approach for
the round component. Hence, the pipelined design consists of 24 consecutive double-
iteration rounds with registers in between and the latency is 24 clock cycles. With this
design the throughput increases considerably as after the first 24 clock cycles a new
block is output on every clock cycle. The throughput is 2900 Mbit/s at the maximum
clock frequency of 46 MHz. The implementation consumes 6689 slices of the FPGA.
However, as stated earlier, the pipeline cannot be fully utilized in feedback modes of
operation.

Instead of heavily tuning the algorithm implementations, especially with technology-
specific optimizations, the purpose of [P1] was to compare the resource requirements
and performances of 3DES and AES in comparable implementation architectures. At
the time of the research was performed, the Rijndael algorithm was selected as AES,
the successor of DES/3DES. As a summary for 3DES in [P1], it can be deduced that
3DES requires a significantly smaller amount of resources but implies lower perfor-
mance than AES. 3DES can even be implemented as a fully pipelined architecture
without extremely high hardware resource consumption.

6.1.3 RC4 Architecture

The main purpose of the research reported in [P4] was to evaluate the suitability of the
RC4 stream cipher for hardware implementation. The algorithm consists of two main
components: a key-dependent function and a 256-byte array, which maintains the in-
ternal state of the cipher [217, P5]. The designed hardware architecture is composed
of a state machine that implements the functionality of the key-dependent function
and a memory component that implements the byte array.

In [P4], the design was synthesized to the Xilinx XC4013EPQ208-2 FPGA of the first
TUTWLAN prototyping platform [132]. The throughput, excluding the initialization
of the byte array, is 17 Mbit/s at the maximum clock frequency of 17 MHz. The im-
plementation consumes 224 Configurable Logic Blocks (CLB) of the FPGA. Com-
pared to software implementations of RC4 on commercial processors of the WLAN
domain [P5], lower cycle count per produced pseudo-random byte was achieved.

For evaluating the cipher on modern hardware technologies, the same RC4 design
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was later synthesized to the Xilinx XC2V250FG256-4 FPGA and to a 0.13 µm
CMOS standard-cell ASIC technology [P5]. In this FPGA the throughput is 103
Mbit/s at the maximum clock frequency of 103 MHz and in the ASIC technology
200 Mbit/s at 200 MHz. In the ASIC technology the hardware area of the design is
3.0 kgates. These results show that despite of the low cycle count, the critical path of
the design is still short, allowing operating on high system clock frequencies.

6.1.4 Transport Triggered Architecture Processors for WLAN Encryption

Transport Triggered Architecture (TTA) processors [37], utilized in the ASIP devel-
opment in this work [P5], offer a cost-effective trade-off between the size and the
performance of ASICs and the programmability of general-purpose processors. A
TTA processor is depicted in Fig. 20. The Central Processing Unit (CPU) is orga-
nized as a set of Functional Units (FU), Special Functional Units (SFU), and Register
Files (RF). The data transfers between the entities are performed by an interconnec-
tion network consisting of a variable number of buses and bus connections.

In contrast to traditional, operation-triggered processor architectures, in a TTA pro-
cessor operations occur as side effects of data transports [37]. The execution begins
when data are written to the operand registers of a FU. Only a single instruction,
move, is required for low-level programming. The mirrored paradigm enables ap-
plying new scheduling, bypassing, and resource allocation techniques in high-level
language compilers. The TTA development framework provides various tools for
ASIP design, including automatic design space exploration [38].
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Fig. 20. Organization of a Transport Triggered Architecture (TTA) processor.
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In [P5], TTA processors for the RC4 and AES encryption algorithms of the 802.11i
security standard are designed. Whereas the AES-based security design of 802.11i is
completely new, RC4 is included for backward compatibility with the fielded hard-
ware. Thus, support for both the algorithms is required in new products. In this work,
special operations efficiently supporting the ciphers are developed and the TTA de-
sign flow is utilized for finding processor configurations with the best performance-
area ratios for the algorithms. In addition to high encryption performance-cost ratios,
the designed processors as well as most of the SFUs are general-purpose, enabling
executing other applications in them as well.

Two SFUs were designed for the RC4 acceleration. A single-cycle SFU, LUT-SFU,
was included for maintaining the 256-byte array of the algorithm. The SFU provides
short memory access latency and avoids the computation of the absolute main mem-
ory addresses when referring to the array. In addition, since only 32-bit operations
were implemented in the standard TTA hardware and RC4 operates on bytes, a simple
byte adder was also implemented as an SFU.

Also the AES implementations in TTA make use of LUT-SFU for performing fast
table lookups when performing the SubBytes operation. In addition, two SFUs were
designed for increasing the AES performance. CONV-SFU can be used for convert-
ing between byte and word representations as both the access formats are required
during the execution. MIXADD-SFU is an AES-specific SFU for performing a com-
bined 32-bit MixColumns and AddRoundKey operation in a single clock cycle.

A large number of TTA configurations with varying area and performance combi-
nations were produced for both the algorithms using the design space explorer tool
of the TTA development framework. Adding the SFUs increased the performance
significantly. Also, the performance-area ratio was improved after adding the SFUs,
which means that the designed SFUs improved the performance more than they af-
fected the hardware area.

The size of the chosen TTA configuration efficiently supporting AES and RC4 is
69.4 kgates and the throughput 100 Mbit/s for RC4 and 68.5 Mbit/s for AES at 100
MHz in the used 0.13 µm CMOS technology. Compared to commercial processors
of the same wireless application domain, higher throughput is achieved at signifi-
cantly smaller area and lower clock speed, which also results in decreased energy
consumption [P5]. The designs can be extended further e.g. with SFUs derived from
the structures presented in [P3].
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6.2 Modular Exponentiation Architectures for Public-Key Cryptography

In this work, two high-level approaches have been examined for the implementation
of modular exponentiation of large integers using Montgomery’s reduction algorithm
[176]. The first one constitutes of a systolic array that provides high performance but
also results in large area [P6, P7]. The second approach trades the performance to
lower hardware area [P8].

6.2.1 Systolic Arrays

The exponentiation accelerator presented in [P6] is based on the work of [26]. The
high-level organization of the design is presented in Fig. 21. It constitutes of a
systolic array of 8-bit Processing Units (PU). The array performs modular multipli-
cations using Montgomery’s algorithm and the control logic feeds the array with suit-
able inputs in order to compute exponentiations. The intermediate results are stored in
RAM components. Exponentiations are computed with a binary square-and-multiply
algorithm [P6]. An exponentiation is composed of squarings and multiplications that
are interleaved in the PUs. A PU operates in a two-cycle mode in which the first
clock cycle is used for a squaring and the other one for a multiplication.

The main purpose of the research in [P6] was to accelerate the execution of SRP,
which is an authentication and key-exchange protocol designed for password verifi-
cation and session key generation over an insecure communication channel. It is po-
tentially a well-suited and secure protocol for user authentication in WLANs through
EAP and/or TLS adaptation [32, 230]. In addition to the hardware architecture for
modular exponentiation, [P6] reports a full implementation of SRP, consisting of the
hardware accelerator, its interface, and software routines.

The SRP accelerator was implemented in the Altera EPXA10F1020C2 programmable

PU …

Control

PU PU

RAM

Fig. 21. High-level organization of the systolic array exponentiation architecture.
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device. With 1024-bit operations, the area consumption of the exponentiation hard-
ware is 9644 LEs and 5120 RAM bits. The maximum clock frequency is 65 MHz.
It was measured that a full exponentiation, in which the exponent and the modulus
are of the same length, takes 32 ms in the hardware. Compared to a software im-
plementation with a tuned cryptographic library in the ARM922 processor core of
EPXA10F1020C2, the SRP execution was significantly improved by exploiting the
exponentiation accelerator.

In [P7], the performance of the exponentiation architecture of [P6] is improved. The
new design uses the same systolic array architecture. However, whereas a PU of [P6]
operates in the two-cycle mode, in [P7] a PU operates in a single-cycle mode. In
this mode, the PUs compute the multiplications and squarings of the binary expo-
nentiation algorithm in series, which saves clock cycles. In the design of [P6], the
multiplication phase of an exponentiation is always performed even if the multipli-
cation result was not needed. In [P7], the multiplication is only performed when
needed. In addition, the control logic is improved for higher performance.

In the Altera EPXA10F1020C device the 1024-bit exponentiation implementation
including an ARM922 interface consumes 13960 LEs and 4096 RAM bits. The
maximum clock frequency is 63 MHz. A full exponentiation is performed in 25
ms on the average [P8]. In terms of clock cycles, the design of [P7] is statistically
25% faster than the design of [P6]. Whereas the total cycle count of [P6] is only
dependent on the lengths of the operands, in [P7] the cycle count depends also on the
number of ones in the binary representation of the exponent.

6.2.2 Compact Exponentiation Architecture

The previous systolic array designs resulted in high performance at the cost of hard-
ware area. Decreasing the hardware resource consumption while providing good
performance was addressed in the research reported in [P8]. The designed architec-
ture is targeted to modern FPGA devices which contain advanced functional blocks
for high-speed and area-efficient implementations. The design especially makes use
of fast Digital Signal Processing (DSP) multipliers.

Whereas the architectures of [P6, P7] compute modular multiplications required for
an exponentiation using full-width operands, in the design of [P8] operands are de-
composed into k-bit digits. The architecture is shown in Fig. 22. Due to the reduced
parallelism, the total cycle count required for an exponentiation increases. In order
to map the digit-serial design effectively to the DSP multipliers of the target FPGA,
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Fig. 22. Compact architecture for modular exponentiations.

Altera Stratix EP1S40, k was chosen to be 18.

The accelerator consumes 341 LEs, one DSP block, and 13604 RAM bits in the
FPGA. It is able to perform modular exponentiations with up to 2250-bit integers
and scales easily to larger exponentiations by increasing the memory size. Excluding
pre and post processing, 1024-bit and 2048-bit exponentiations are performed in 28
ms and 212 ms, respectively, at the maximum clock frequency of 198 MHz. Due
to its compactness, standard interface, and support for different clock domains, the
accelerator can also effortlessly be integrated into a larger system implemented in the
same FPGA.

Despite the increase in the total cycle count, high performance was achieved with
the compact exponentiation architecture. A full 1024-bit exponentiation can be per-
formed almost as fast as in [P7]. This is due to the compact size, the resource-efficient
mapping to the FPGA, and the utilization of the DSP multipliers, which resulted in
very high operating frequency.

In [7], the implementation is further evaluated and tested against a software expo-
nentiation implementation in a NIOS II CPU in the same FPGA. Compared to the
exponentiation performed fully in software, the accelerated version is about 20 times
faster. When the accelerator is clocked with the same frequency as the CPU, the
speedup is still tenfold.
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6.3 Security Designs

This section presents the two security designs developed in the research work. The
first one is an Enhanced Security Layer (ESL) for Bluetooth. The second is the RTB
application. For allowing the free movement of users, wireless networks are preferred
in providing the RTB services. Even though the RTB application is not specifically
designed to be provided through WLANs, WLANs are seen as one of the best-suited
technologies for its implementation.

6.3.1 Enhanced Security Layer for Bluetooth

In order to address the weaknesses of the Bluetooth security design reviewed in Sec-
tion 4.3, ESL for protecting Bluetooth links is proposed in this work [P9]. ESL
specifically aims at fixing the shortcomings of the Bluetooth encryption algorithm
and the lack of cryptographic integrity protection. The Bluetooth stream cipher is
replaced with AES, which is utilized in providing confidentiality as well as data au-
thentication for transmissions. The components of ESL and its placement in the
Bluetooth protocol stack are depicted in Fig. 23.

ESL supports four well-scrutinized operation modes from which the application can
choose the preferred one according to its security and processing requirements. The
CBC-MIC mode is suited for applications which do not require the confidentiality of
data. Confidentiality and data authentication are provided by the other three modes:

Application

Upper protocol layers

Enhanced Security Layer (ESL)

Management

Data transfer Security 
processingConnection list

ESL API

HCI

Bluetooth controller

Fig. 23. Architecture of the Enhanced Security Layer (ESL) for Bluetooth. ESL is placed on
top of the standard Host Controller Interface (HCI) and accessed through the ESL
Application Programming Interface (API).
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CTR encryption followed by CBC-MIC, CBC-MIC followed by CTR encryption,
and CCM. The security-related inputs for the operation modes, such as keys and
nonces, are provided by the application run above ESL. The support for the standard
Bluetooth security is also included in ESL for the interoperability with devices that
do not contain the enhanced features.

The chosen cipher (AES) and the modes of operation used in ESL are purposely
consistent with the other new WLAN technologies, such as 802.11i and 802.15.4.
This way the low-level security processing components of ESL are compatible with
those of the other significant WLANs, which enables efficient resource-sharing in
devices supporting multiple WLAN technologies. Currently, Bluetooth is the only
widely-used WLAN technology that has not been updated to use AES in its security
schemes.

ESL is placed on the top of HCI, which means that it can be integrated as an additional
module into any standard Bluetooth implementation. In addition, the placement re-
sults in low transmission overhead as the added protocol fields, such as MICs, are
transmitted in HCI packets instead of every baseband packet. On the other hand, this
also means that ESL can only protect data coming from above HCI.

A prototype of ESL, consisting of hardware and software components, an Appli-
cation Programming Interface (API), and a standard Bluetooth controller, was im-
plemented in the Altera Excalibur EPXA10 DDR Development Kit, which contains
the EPXA10F1020C2 programmable device [P9]. The prototype implementation is
illustrated in Fig. 24. The security processing component contains the hardware
architecture of Fig. 18.

Compared to the hardware implementation of the standard Bluetooth security [142],
the higher security level of ESL is achieved at significantly lower hardware resources
and higher performance [P9]. Instead of using E0 for encryption and SAFER+ for
authentication and key generation, in ESL all three procedures can utilize AES. This
reduces the hardware resources and also implies shorter latencies due to the higher
performance. The hardware resource consumption can be further decreased e.g. by
switching the used AES core to the 32-bit core of [P2].

ESL as reported in this Thesis has not been specified to include an entity authentica-
tion and/or a key agreement protocol. However, the work has later been extended to
include mechanisms for these purposes as well [98]. Also, the extended design only
allows safer combinations of the standard Bluetooth security parameters.
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Fig. 24. Organization of the Enhanced Security Layer (ESL) prototype.

6.3.2 Real-Time Betting Application

Even though enabling electronic betting as an expanding entertainment field, the ad-
vanced communication and e-commerce technologies have not changed the nature of
betting itself. The targets in electronic systems are still the same as in manual sys-
tems, and often provided in both ways. ’Will this penalty kick result in a goal’ is an
example of an unsuitable incident in a soccer match in current systems. There is not
enough time or processing resources available at reasonable costs in user terminals,
networks, and servers for handling such a bet in a way that provides fair, equal pos-
sibilities for betting to all participants. This has been demonstrated in this work with
simulations in WLAN environment [P10].

In order to change the characteristics of betting itself, the wireless RTB application
has been developed in this work [P10]. It changes betting services into interactive
sessions by supporting short, unpredictable target incidents as well as crediting win-
nings in real-time. The architecture of the RTB application is illustrated in Fig. 25.
In contrast to existing online applications, the RTB application, referred to as offline
RTB, does not require uplink communication from users to the betting organizer dur-
ing the betting session. Instead, the user terminals only receive broadcast transmis-
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Fig. 25. Architecture of the offline Real-Time Betting (RTB) application.

sion from the organizer server and locally time-stamp and store the placed bets. The
server collects the bet records after the target event is finished and incident outcomes
already revealed. Therefore, reliable methods are required for ensuring the authen-
ticity of the operations during the session, especially at the user terminals. For this
purpose, an offline RTB terminal includes a protected area, which only an authentic
server can access through the protected data and broadcast links. The protected area
is preferably implemented with integrated hardware components for increasing the
level of physical security and performance.

In order to test the offline RTB in practice, prototypes for WLAN and Digital Video
Broadcasting (DVB) environments have been developed [101, P10]. They enable
evaluating design alternatives, network technologies, user interfaces, and end-user
behavior in real environments. The prototypes have been experimented by several
test groups. Valuable information on the attractiveness of the concept as well as its
usability and applicability has been collected. Main aspects have been to investigate
how near the closing time bets are placed, what kinds of bets are suitable, and what a
suitable interval for announcing bets is.

The general operation of the offline RTB application as well as the designed cryp-
tographic protection and timing methods are overviewed below. The details of the
operations are presented in [P10].
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General Operation

Participating betting in the offline RTB comprises of three stages: registration, bet-
ting session, and bet record collection. In the registration phase, the user accesses
the betting server, chooses an event to participate, and reserves credit for it through
the data network. In order to guarantee valid operation during the betting session,
the protected area and the server agree on cryptographic keys as well as synchronize
their clocks. The keys are required for the data authentication of broadcast transmis-
sions as well as for protecting the records of placed bets during the betting session.
The synchronized clock is used for verifying the timing of broadcast transmissions
as well as for time-stamping the stored bet records.

The betting session utilizes only the broadcast link. As a suitable incident emerges,
the betting operator broadcasts an open bet packet, which contains the information of
the betting target. If the user places a bet, the placement information is given to the
protected area for time-stamping. Before the outcome is settled, the bet is closed with
a close bet packet. If a bet was placed, the protected area verifies that it was placed
before the close time received in the close bet packet. When the outcome is clear,
the terminal receives a bet result packet, which includes the realized bet option. The
user is credited with the possible winnings in real-time. The protected area verifies
the authenticity and timing of each broadcast packet and disables betting if a set
violation threshold is exceeded.

The bet record collection utilizes again the data network. The server requests the
terminal to transmit its stored bet records, checks that the data are valid, and computes
the final outcome for the session. Possible winnings are added to the user’s betting
account.

Cryptographic Protection

The offline RTB application uses cryptography for protecting the broadcast and data
links as well as the locally stored, time-stamped bet records.

The protected and unprotected areas in Fig. 25 share the two-way data link by creat-
ing their own logical connections to the server. Both the connections are mutually au-
thenticated and fresh session keys are generated between the communicating parties.
In addition, the utilized security protocols must ensure the confidentiality, freshness,
and data authentication of the communications following the entity authentication.
Commonly trusted secure channels, such as TLS or Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and
the mechanisms of 802.11i, can be used for the purpose.
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In contrast to the data link, broadcast packets carry data to both the protected area and
the unprotected area. As the broadcast packets do not contain confidential informa-
tion, it is enough to ensure only the authenticity of the data, which is provided with
a digital signature in each packet. For example, signature mechanisms using modu-
lar exponentiations are suitable for this. The signature verification is performed by
the protected area whereas the unprotected area processes the fields related to betting
itself.

In order to reduce the resource requirements and cost of the protected area, the stor-
age for the session data is located in the unprotected area of the terminal. The storage
entries are cryptographically chained in the protected area. The chain ensures the
authenticity of the data since altering or deleting an entry makes also the rest of the
storage invalid. The chain is computed using a MIC algorithm, such as AES in the
CBC-MIC mode. The chaining key is generated during the registration and updated
for every entry in the storage using a hash algorithm, such as SHA-256. The previ-
ous chaining key is always irretrievably destroyed. Therefore, even compromising a
terminal will not allow changing entries that have been generated with a passed key.
After collecting the session data, the server verifies that the storage chain is valid,
based on the recorded registration data.

Timing

Compared to existing distributed systems, the time synchronization problem is dif-
ferent in the offline RTB. Usually, a user wishes the synchronization to be as accurate
as possible. On the contrary, in the offline RTB a malicious user wants the syn-
chronization to be inaccurate so that bets could be placed after the results of target
incidents are available. The offline RTB application also changes the synchronization
requirements and possibilities from many existing systems. The absolute long-term
synchronization accuracy does not have to be very high since the synchronization has
to be maintained for a fairly short period of time. In addition, the timing resolution
can be moderate as only the timing of actions performed by human users is consid-
ered. For a successful attack, a human attacker must have enough time to first observe
the result of an incident and then place a winning bet.

The synchronization procedures developed in this work address maintaining a reli-
able relationship between the time of the protected area and the time of the server and
detecting attacks on timing within the considerations above.

All the time-related processing in the protected area is based on a protected counter.
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The main purpose of the counter is to provide time-stamps for bet records. The
requirements are that the counter is monotonic, relatively stable and accurate, it does
not roll over between the registration and the bet record collection, its precision is at
sub-millisecond level, and its frequency cannot be significantly affected by changing
the operating conditions.

The protected area uses the counter for two purposes. First, it receives periodic broad-
cast packets for controlling that broadcast transmission is actually received and it is
not delayed. Each periodic packet has a predefined time window, inside which it must
be received. Even though it is required that it is difficult to tamper with the protected
area, these verifications are used for detecting changes in the counter rate.

The other use for the counter is to maintain an estimate of the server time during the
betting session. The estimate is required for time-stamping bet records and verifying
the timing of broadcast packets, which prevents recording and replaying a complete
session. The error of the estimate is not allowed to exceed set limits. The estimate
is synchronized to the server time during the registration through the data network.
Regardless of the method used in the synchronization, it is required that the pro-
tected area reasonably accurately knows the network round-trip delay of the message
exchange and discards messages exceeding a certain tolerance level. Otherwise an
attacker can try to delay the synchronization messages to make the clock estimate
loose time.

The periodic broadcast packets and clock verification methods detect all the possible
timing attacks within secure limits when only the protected counter rate or only the
broadcast delay can be tampered with. The detection accuracy depends on the chosen
timing parameters, the stability of the counter, and the accuracy of the knowledge of
the utilized networking technologies. Successful attacks can only be implemented if
the attacker is able to modify the counter rate unlimitedly and delay the broadcast
transmission simultaneously. Such an attack can technically be prevented by ran-
domly reopening the two-way data link during the betting session or integrating the
wireless network transceiver or e.g. a reference Global Positioning System (GPS)
receiver inside the protected area. In that case, tampering with the counter rate also
prevents synchronization to the wireless medium, which is detected as a connection
failure of the betting terminal. As a non-technical protection, the betting organizer
should keep a log on winnings so that if a user starts succeeding suspiciously often,
the authenticity of her activities can be verified.
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7. SUMMARY OF PUBLICATIONS

This chapter summarizes the contents of the publications and clarifies the contribu-
tion of the author. The co-authors have seen and agree with the descriptions. The
publications are based on the work of the author during the years between 2000 and
early 2006. None of the publications have previously been used as a part of a doc-
toral thesis. The organization of the publications follows the presentation orders of
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

The publications [P1–P8] focus on the design and implementation of hardware sup-
port for WLAN cryptography. These publications can be categorized into two sec-
tions. The publications [P1–P5] concentrate on the implementation of symmetric-key
cryptography, focusing on confidentiality and data authentication procedures. The
implementation of public-key schemes, including entity authentication, is addressed
in [P6–P8].

The publications [P9, P10] propose and implement novel WLAN security designs.
The focus is on the usage and integration of the cryptographic components of the
other publications in full applications. The security designs follow the recommended
design practices and take into account the security problems of WLANs reviewed in
the introductory part of the Thesis.

Publication [P1] discusses further the importance of MAC layer security services and
their hardware implementation in WLANs. Reconfigurable platforms, 3DES, and
AES are proposed to be used for securing WLANs. Hardware architectures for the
algorithms are designed and implemented on a TUTWLAN prototyping platform.
The implementation results are compared and the suitability of the algorithms for
WLAN devices is discussed.

The author chose the examined algorithms in co-operation with Docent Dr. Marko
Hännikäinen, Prof. Timo D. Hämäläinen, and Mr. Markku Niemi, M.Sc. The author
designed the hardware architectures for the algorithms, carried out the implementa-
tions, and analyzed the results. The publication was written by the author. Docent Dr.
Marko Hännikäinen and Prof. Timo D. Hämäläinen provided comments and revised
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the text. Mr. Markku Niemi, M.Sc., provided technical details. Prof. Jukka Saarinen
improved the writing style.

Publication [P2] describes the design and implementation of a compact and energy-
efficient AES hardware architecture. The architecture is specifically designed for
supporting the modes of operation utilized in IEEE 802.15.4. Due to the convergence
of the security designs, the hardware architecture is suited for the security processing
of other WLANs as well.

The author designed and implemented the hardware architectures presented in the
publication, analyzed the results, and wrote the publication. Docent Dr. Marko Hän-
nikäinen provided technical details and suggested improvements for the draft version
of the publication. Prof. Timo D. Hämäläinen improved the writing style.

Publication [P3] presents novel permutation architectures suited for compact AES
implementations in WLAN devices. Both register-based and memory-based archi-
tectures are considered. The architectures can be exploited in hardware implemen-
tations and in ASIPs. The 8-bit permutation architecture has successfully been used
for developing a compact and low-power AES encryption core in [96].

Dr. Tuomas Järvinen, Mr. Perttu Salmela, M.Sc, and the author co-designed the
architectures, Dr. Tuomas Järvinen being the main architect. The author suggested
and motivated the research on AES, reviewed the related work on AES, and provided
reference VHDL descriptions for the verification of the permutation designs. Dr.
Tuomas Järvinen and the author were the main contributors to the text. The research
on permutation architectures for encryption algorithms was suggested by Prof. Jarmo
Takala.

Publication [P4] is the first publication of the author. It presents hardware archi-
tectures and implementations of RC4 and a mixing function named IWEP (see Ap-
pendix). The implementations are targeted at the first TUTWLAN prototyping plat-
form [132].

The author designed and implemented the hardware architectures, analyzed the re-
sults, and wrote the publication. Docent Dr. Marko Hännikäinen and Prof. Timo D.
Hämäläinen gave comments during the research and revised the text. Prof. Jukka
Saarinen improved the writing style.

Publication [P5] presents the ASIP designs of the Thesis. The need of efficient cryp-
tographic hardware implementations for WLANs with certain level of reconfigura-
bility is discussed. The publication presents TTA and its design environment and
detailed parallelism analyses for RC4 and AES. In addition to efficiently supporting
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the ciphers, the ASIPs are maintained general-purpose for enabling also other ap-
plications in them. Furthermore, most of the special operations can be utilized in
other algorithms and applications. The developed AES ASIP supports RC4 and is
well-suited for 802.11i devices.

The author performed the parallelism analyses, designed and implemented the ASIPs,
and analyzed the results. Mr. Jari Heikkinen, M.Sc., provided hints for using the TTA
design flow and synthesized the final TTA configurations, developed by the author,
for achieving accurate area results. The author wrote the publication. The results and
their presentation were commented and revised by Docent Dr. Marko Hännikäinen
and Prof. Timo D. Hämäläinen.

Publication [P6] concentrates on the hardware acceleration of the SRP protocol. Al-
gorithms and implementation methods for modular exponentiations are discussed.
The publication contains a full implementation of SRP, consisting of a hardware ac-
celerator, its interface, and software routines. The implementation is carried out on
a TUTWLAN prototyping platform that contains a FPGA and an embedded proces-
sor. The implementation is compared to a software implementation and a significant
performance improvement is achieved. Further improvements for the accelerator are
discussed.

Mr. Peter Groen, M.Sc, and the author co-designed the SRP implementation archi-
tecture, including the hardware and software components, analyzed the results, and
wrote the publication. Mr. Peter Groen, M.Sc, carried out the implementation. The
author provided the initial software routines as well as supervised and assisted with
the implementation. Prof. Ben Juurlink improved the text. Prof. Timo D. Hämäläi-
nen provided comments during the research.

Publication [P7] presents the design and implementation of a hardware architecture
for computing large modular exponentiations using Montgomery’s algorithm. The
importance of modular exponentiation in cryptographic protocols, including those of
WLANs, as well as its efficient implementation are discussed. The publication im-
proves the exponentiation implementation of [P6] using the same TUTWLAN plat-
form.

The author specified the functional requirements and designed the improvements for
the previous implementation as well as supervised and assisted with the implemen-
tation. The implementation was carried out by Mr. Ning Liu, M.Sc. The author
analyzed the results and wrote the publication. Docent Dr. Marko Hännikäinen sug-
gested improvements for the draft version of the publication. Prof. Timo D. Hämäläi-
nen improved writing style.
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Publication [P8] presents a compact accelerator architecture for modular exponentia-
tions using Montgomery’s algorithm. The implementation is carried out on a modern
FGPA. The publication discusses different hardware architectures for modular expo-
nentiation as well as the role of FPGAs as implementation technologies.

The author and Mr. Timo Alho, M.Sc., co-designed the accelerator, Mr. Timo Alho,
M.Sc., being the main designer. The implementation was carried out by Mr. Timo
Alho, M.Sc. The author provided background information and references, supervised
the research, defined the functional requirements, provided technical assistance, and
analyzed the results. The author and Mr. Timo Alho, M.Sc., wrote the publication.
The author was the main contributor to the text. Docent Dr. Marko Hännikäinen
and Prof. Timo D. Hämäläinen suggested improvements for the draft version of the
publication.

Publication [P9] proposes and implements the ESL for Bluetooth. The security is
improved by adding AES-based confidentiality and data authentication mechanisms.
The prototype implementation is carried out on the same TUTWLAN platform as
[P6]. The hardware part of the prototype includes an AES implementation with sup-
port for various modes of operation. Compared to the original Bluetooth design,
higher security level is achieved at significantly lower hardware resources and higher
performance. In addition, as the proposed design includes AES and the CCM mode,
it enables the further convergence of the security designs of WLANs.

The author designed ESL, analyzed the implementation results, and wrote the pub-
lication. The author designed and implemented the security processing hardware of
the prototype. The rest of the prototype was co-designed with Mr. Ning Liu, M.Sc.,
and Mr. Risto Sterling, M.Sc., who carried out the rest of the implementation. The
functional requirements were outlined with Docent Dr. Marko Hännikäinen, who
also suggested improvements for the draft version of the publication. Prof. Timo D.
Hämäläinen improved the writing style.

Publication [P10] fully covers the design and prototype implementation of the novel
wireless RTB application, which is specifically considered well-suited for providing
local services using WLANs. The design is argued to overcome the processing and
scalability limitations of the traditional online betting systems. The novel situation is
achieved by broadcasting bet announcements, time-stamping and storing placements
locally at user terminals, and collecting them only after the target event has been fin-
ished. Whereas solving the capacity problems of online systems, this so-called offline
operation makes RTB a challenging application due to its security requirements. The
publication specifies methods for time-stamping, storing bets, and verifying the au-
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thenticity of user operations. Cryptographic hardware implementations are required
for efficiently supporting real-time processing and securing RTB terminals. The de-
signed mechanisms are considered advantageous for WLANs in general, beyond this
specific application.

The author has been the main architect for the security design of the RTB applica-
tion. The security-related requirements were defined in co-operation with Docent Dr.
Marko Hännikäinen and Prof. Timo D. Hämäläinen. The rest of the functionalities of
the RTB application and the prototype implementation were designed by the author,
Docent Dr. Marko Hännikäinen, and Prof. Timo D. Hämäläinen. The prototype was
implemented by the author, Mr. Mauri Kuorilehto, M.Sc., Mr. Jouni Sonninen, and
Mr. Ari Suonpää, M.Sc. The author developed and simulated a model of an online
system, organized test sessions, analyzed results, and wrote the publication. Docent
Dr. Marko Hännikäinen and Prof. Timo D. Hämäläinen suggested improvements for
the draft version of the publication. Mr. Riku Soininen, Lic.Tech., and Mr. Risto
Rautee, M.Sc., provided technical details.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

Cryptographic security services are required in WLANs and their data link layer,
which has been recognized in standardization, industry, and research communities.
Through the intensive research and development, the level of WLAN security has
clearly improved as enhanced mechanisms for entity authentication, key manage-
ment, data authentication, and confidentiality have been developed. However, the
price has been the increased amount of security-related processing as services which
have previously been disregarded have now been included in standard WLAN tech-
nologies. This combined with the processing capacity requirements of cryptographic
procedures, increasing network data rates, and the demand for low cost and high
usability requires efficient security designs and implementations. In this Thesis, effi-
cient cryptographic hardware architectures as well as cryptographic security designs
that support efficient implementations were developed for securing WLANs.

Because of the commercial success, IEEE and its standards, specifically IEEE 802.11,
have been driving the research and development of WLAN security. Due to the com-
pletely flawed 802.11, IEEE has become cautious in its security designs. Particularly,
any single solution has not been adopted for entity authentication and key agreement
throughout the newest WLAN designs. The technologies either support multiple pro-
tocols or the tasks have been left unspecified and as responsibilities of higher protocol
layers. This is partly because of supporting different usage scenarios as well as in-
teroperability and convergence with other technologies and also because redesigning
and updating fielded devices would once again be required if a specified protocol
turned out weak. Despite (or because of) the numerous problems, 802.11 has also
had positive impacts due to the immense attention it has achieved. People’s aware-
ness of information security in general has increased and the security research on
802.11 has produced new results and more reliable mechanisms.

In contrast to various alternatives for entity authentication, AES with CCM is be-
coming the default solution for providing data authentication and confidentiality in
WLANs. This, in turn, allows the convergence of the security processing imple-
mentations in WLAN devices, supporting low-cost implementations and effective
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resource-sharing between different WLAN technologies. As AES has been devel-
oped through an extensive, public process involving recognized experts in cryptogra-
phy and CCM constitutes of well-known and scrutinized components, these choices
for WLANs are examples of meeting good design practices.

Bluetooth is currently the only exception of this trend. It is also the only significant
WLAN technology the security design of which has not significantly been revised
despite of numerous vulnerabilities. In this Thesis, an improved security design for
Bluetooth was presented. The design supports AES and the CCM mode, which en-
ables efficient implementations and the convergence of Bluetooth with the security
designs of other WLAN technologies.

AES has become the default choice also in other technologies and protocol layers
beyond WLANs and their link layers. Hence, its inclusion in the WLAN link layers
allows resource-sharing with higher protocol layers as well. For example, in addition
to the link layer security, for end-to-end protection many WLAN devices run TLS,
SSL, or IPsec which all can utilize AES in their security services. Furthermore, these
higher layer de facto standards can share their entity authentication procedures and
processing with the WLAN link layers.

Design and implementation of hardware architectures for AES and its modes of op-
eration in WLANs was one of the main themes in the research work reported in
this Thesis. Various architectures were developed for providing different combina-
tions of performance and resource consumption. In all the designs, a good balance
was maintained between the quantities, which makes the architectures well-suited for
embedded WLAN devices. In addition to AES, RC4 and 3DES were examined and
efficient hardware architectures for them were developed. Despite that 3DES is not
currently utilized at the link layers of the commercially significant WLANs, it is still
widely used e.g. in TLS, SSL, and IPsec.

For entity authentication and key agreement in WLANs, the research focused on the
design of hardware architectures for public-key protocols based on modular expo-
nentiation. The acceleration of the SRP protocol, which provides a password-based
entity (user) authentication mechanism, was specifically examined. It can be con-
cluded that high performance requires a large amount of hardware resources for ex-
ponentiation. The symmetric-key algorithms of WLANs, which can also be used for
entity authentication and key agreement, can be implemented with significantly lower
resources and imply higher performance. By decreasing the exponentiation perfor-
mance, the amount of computational resources can be reduced, which improves the
efficiency. Since public-key algorithms are typically only used during connection
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establishments in WLANs, extremely high performance is often not the most sig-
nificant design goal. On the other hand, if public-key-based authentication occurs
frequently, high performance for exponentiation can be required. This can be the
case when digital signatures are used for broadcast authentication or when a WLAN
terminal is traveling trough the coverage areas of different APs.

Because of the numerous discovered vulnerabilities as well as the support for differ-
ent algorithms and protocols, reconfigurability would be beneficial in WLAN prod-
ucts. Software implementations do not provide high performance at reasonable costs
and it is not feasible to upgrade ASICs in fielded devices. The utilization of soft-
ware and ASIC solutions has required maintaining support for flawed mechanisms
and trading security to lower processing requirements in the revised WLAN security
designs. The TTA processor architecture examined in this Thesis can be used for
efficient cryptographic implementations while providing domain specific reconfig-
urability. With the further development of power consumption aspects, FPGA-type
technologies may also become feasible platforms in WLAN devices [4].

The development of WLAN technologies and their security has enabled new types
of applications and services, e.g. the RTB application of this Thesis. However, the
security services provided by WLANs and their link layers are not always enough for
meeting all the security requirements of applications. In addition to secure wireless
data transfer, RTB requires mechanisms for maintaining time synchronization, time
stamping, and storing data. Solutions for these purposes were developed considering
the constraints of WLANs. The solutions can be useful in other WLAN applications
as well.

Despite that cryptography can be used for securing information systems including
WLANs, it cannot provide the security alone. Numerous attacks against information
systems are currently performed e.g. through social engineering, which can bypass
any cryptographic protection mechanism. Therefore, as commonly stated, it must
be remembered that security is not a product that can be finalized and sold. It is a
continuing process that requires constant research, development, management, and
education.
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APPENDIX: NOTE ON IWEP

The original security design of TUTWLAN [211, 212] includes a simple algorithm
named IWEP, which has been implemented in hardware in [P4]. Despite that IWEP
is referred to as a block encryption algorithm, it provides very poor cryptographic
protection—if any. The only operations it uses are XOR and byte-wise permutation.
IWEP can be expressed as a system of linear equations. When only one of the three
variables (plaintext, key, ciphertext) is unknown, the equations can be solved. Hence,
IWEP immediately leaks the key when a single pair of plaintext-ciphertext blocks
is available to an attacker. This corresponds to the incorrect usage of One Time Pad
(OTP) [171] in which the pad is reused. It is also very likely that IWEP can effectively
be attacked when only the ciphertext is known.
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ABSTRACT

This paper evaluates the implementation approaches of
data transfer security for wireless terminals. Wireless
Local Area Networks (WLAN) are examined and
security implementations are discussed in the various
protocol layers. Consequently, the Medium Access
Control (MAC) protocol of the data link layer and
configurable hardware implementations are argued to be
the most prominent data security solution for wireless
terminals. Two strong encryption algorithms, Triple Data
Encryption Standard (3DES) and Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES), are taken under research. The
algorithms are implemented on a Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA) for integration to a proprietary
multimedia WLAN called TUTWLAN. Various
implementation approaches are presented, resulting into
different trade-offs between size and performance. The
results indicate that by accurate design also strong
encryption algorithms suitable for e-commerce
applications can be efficiently embedded into small
wireless terminals.

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally computer networks have provided services
and solutions for simple data transmission, while video
and voice have always had their own channels, e.g. TV
broadcasts and telephone networks. However, large-scale
convergence of these services with data networks
through content digitalization is expected to happen in
the near future. Multimedia services, consisting of voice,
graphics, video, and data, will be accessible to users
through a single network connection.

Along with the multimedia services, another strong
trend is the movement towards mobility. This has already
been realized for voice in most industrialized countries.
Gradually, the developing wireless access networks are
also enabling multimedia services for mobile users. The
alternatives for personal wireless data services in wide
area coverage are the 2nd generation data networks and
the emerging 3rd generation services. On the other hand,
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) technology is a
potential alternative for wireless access to local intranets,
for example. In addition to person-to-person
communications, expected applications for these access
networks include entertainment: games, videos, music,
and e-commerce in its various forms. For localized
services, accounting, stockpiling, education, and

healthcare are areas that can easily take advantage of
small, embedded, wireless terminals.

As new multimedia features and wireless access make
networks more convenient and appealing, they also set
new requirements for real-time processing and data
security. For example, WLANs are easier to eavesdrop
compared to the traditional cable LANs because data are
available to anyone within the range of a transmitting
device. Therefore, these networks require strong security
implementations. On the other hand, there will exist a
large variety of terminals targeted to different
applications, each terminal containing different
processing capabilities. By embedding the security
implementations in the lowest protocol layers, i.e. in
dedicated hardware, terminals with limited capacity for
general processing do not have to compromise the
security.

This paper studies the implementation of service
security in wireless terminals, particularly the
implementation of encryption. A proprietary, multimedia
WLAN called TUTWLAN is taken into study. Security
implementations purposed for the Medium Access
Control (MAC) protocol layer of the TUTWLAN system
are evaluated. The paper presents the hardware
implementations of Triple Data Encryption Standard
(3DES) and Rijndael encryption algorithms. In fall 2000
Rijndael was selected as Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES) algorithm [8], but the standardization is still in
progress. However, in this paper the Rijndael algorithm
is referred to as AES.

The paper is organized as follows. First, motivation
for link layer security implementations is given. Then,
TUTWLAN and the current demonstrator platform are
briefly presented. Next, the 3DES and AES encryption
algorithms are explained. 3DES hardware design
alternatives are discussed and implementation trade-offs
are made. Next, AES implementations are presented and
compared to the 3DES implementations. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in the last section.

II. MOTIVATION FOR MAC LAYER SECURITY

Data security for an insecure wireless medium can be
implemented using a number of approaches. For
example, encryption in the current Internet is done
mostly using special application layer encryption
software, such as Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) with email
applications. This is suitable for non-real-time
applications and for terminals that have high processing
power. However, a WLAN terminal, for example, can be
anything between a small stand-alone network camera



with restricted processing capabilities and a large, state-
of-the-art workstation. Therefore, in order to maintain
enough capacity for user applications and to meet the
constantly increasing data rate requirements also with
small terminals, it is advantageous to take the
implementation of security as low as possible – to the
hardware layers. Consequently, compromising the
security because of the capacity limitations of the main
processor can be avoided as the implementations are
carried out using dedicated and optimized hardware. In
addition, hardware reconfiguration has to be maintained
for enabling easy and low-cost security updating.

Another advantage of embedding the security into the
terminal hardware is that encryption is always available
and used, without any user interfering or configuration.
Moreover, as the encryption implementation is placed
low on the protocol stack, more information is protected
and the level of privacy thus increased. Instead of only
encrypting packet payloads on the application layer, the
headers of all the upper protocols, containing for
example IP addresses and information of the used
applications and accessed Internet servers, are also
hidden. This effectively impairs the possibility of
malicious traffic analysis.

Another important motivation for the link layer
security implementations is the required interoperability.
No separate encryption applications or system drivers are
required as the security functionality and interoperability
are confirmed by layer-to-layer communication
standards.

The trend towards lower layer security
implementations can be seen in the design of the latest
network technologies. For example, the next generation
Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) [21] provides build-in
security features in the network layer, while previously
the security has been implemented by applications. In the
WLAN field, the IEEE 802.11 WLAN standard [12] and
Bluetooth technology [9] place the security to the MAC
layer1. In addition, authentication and user data security
have been taken as a central design requirement for most
of the new wireless network technologies being
developed. For example, the IEEE 802.16 working group
is specifying new wireless access systems in the 5-GHz
frequency band [11] and ETSI is preparing the new
HIPERLAN/2 standard for broadband WLAN systems
[10].

There are also security alternatives on the higher
layers in the protocol stack. PGP is an application
package providing secured electronic mail transfer,
Secure Shell (SSH) can be used for securing remote
login, and Transport Layer Security (TLS) [21] provides
secured Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
connections. However, it is up to the user whether these
high level services are applied. If the application does
not use TCP, the availability of TLS is also useless. In
addition, currently many network applications do not
include any security features. By adding security
implementations to the MAC/link layers increases also
the security of these legacy applications.

1 There exist some critique on the security designs of IEEE 802.11
and Bluetooth (http://www.isaac.cs.berkeley.edu/isaac/wep-faq.html,
http://www.bell-labs.com/user/markusj/bt.html, 4.4.2001).

A single layer security is efficient only as long as the
encryption keys are not available for intruders
(supposing that the used algorithm is strong, of course).
If an intruder manages to crack one packet of data,
access to all traffic in that link is available. A protective
solution is to enable dynamic reinforcement of the
security by constant exchange of encryption keys. In
terminals that enable reconfigurability, the encryption
algorithm itself can also be switched according to the
application requirements. Another solution is to use
additional encryption in some higher layer, which secures
at least the user data in case the link encryption is
compromised.

III. TUTWLAN DEMONSTRATOR

TUTWLAN is a proprietary, multimedia-capable WLAN
implemented at Tampere University of Technology. One
of the novelties in TUTWLAN is to tightly integrate the
data security into the MAC protocol (TUTMAC) [18]
and thus provide a transparently secured transmission
channel to upper layer protocols and applications. In
addition, TUTWLAN utilizes reconfigurable hardware
for the MAC implementation, which enables the
implementation of a large range of different protocol
features on the same platform. It is possible to change the
encryption algorithm, and thereby the level of security
independently of the user application. In addition,
compared to software, the reconfigurable hardware
provides also physical security for encryption keys. As
opposed to Application Specific Integrated Circuit
(ASIC) designs, reconfigurability enables the switching
of algorithms during operation as well as their upgrading
and modification in fielded devices [1].

The current TUTWLAN demonstrator platform [16] is
depicted in Figure 1. The radio and host interfaces are
implemented in a Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA). The FPGA is a Virtex chip [22]. Virtex is a
Xilinx FPGA family that has been designed especially
for large and time-critical implementations. It was
adopted as a part of the TUTWLAN platform to ensure
sufficient area and performance for the interfaces and
other functions, including encryption. An Analog
Devices ADSP21060L [3] Digital Signal Processor
(DSP) is utilized to fulfill the TUTMAC requirements.
However, the functions with most demanding real-time
requirements, such as synchronization to the medium, are
implemented in the FPGA. The radio of the TUTWLAN
platform is Intersil PRISM1RC-EVAL, which provides 2
Mbit/s link speed [20]. It is currently being updated to 11
Mbit/s rate.
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Fig. 1. TUTWLAN demonstrator platform.



Originally TUTMAC includes two different
encryption algorithms: Improved Wired Equivalent
Privacy (IWEP) and International Data Encryption
Algorithm (IDEA) [17]. IWEP is the default level of
security and it has been implemented in the FPGA. IDEA
was included for applications requiring strong data
encryption and it has been implemented as a task in the
DSP. Because of the further study of encryption
algorithms and the ease of reconfigurability, RC4 was
also evaluated as a possible algorithm to be integrated
into the system [19].

IV. 3DES AND AES ALGORITHMS

Until recently, the most utilized and trusted encryption
algorithm has been 3DES. It is based on DES developed
in the 1970’s. Commonly, 3DES is regarded as a rather
weighty cipher, especially for software implementations.
3DES consists of 48 encryption rounds, each of which
contains lots of bit level operations. In software even a
simple bitwise permutation is relatively tricky and
implies several lines of code. On the contrary, in
hardware permutations are simple hard-wired
connections that are easy to accomplish and do not
produce any additional delay. In addition, the algorithm’s
most essential parts are the substitution boxes (S-box)
that can be effectively implemented in hardware. A DES
S-box is a non-linear array of 4-bit entries, which are
used for replacing parts of the input data.

3DES was designed to encrypt 64-bit blocks of data
under the control of three unrelated 56-bit keys. Each key
is used as an input to a DES block. The cipher is
symmetric. Thus, decryption is accomplished by using
the same keys and the same algorithm as in encryption.
The only difference is that the key schedule is reversed.
Figure 2 presents the high level structure of 3DES. More
detailed information can be found from [5].

In 1997 the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) initiated an encryption algorithm
development process [8] for replacing over twenty years
served DES and eventually 3DES. As a result, NIST
received several proposal algorithms and finally, after
great amount of debate and analysis, a Dutch algorithm
called Rijndael was selected as AES. The design
requirements for AES were that it should support key
sizes of 128, 192, and 256 bits. In addition, the chosen
algorithm was required to be highly resistant against all
known cryptographic attacks. Figure 3 depicts the high
level structure of AES encryption.
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Fig. 2. High-level structure of 3DES.
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Fig. 3. High-level structure of AES.

As most of the block ciphers, AES consists of
successive, similar iteration rounds. In addition to the
variable-sized key, AES also supports data block sizes of
128, 192, and 256 bits. Depending on the sizes of the key
and data, the number of the iteration rounds is 10, 12, or
14. Each round contains a byte substitution, data shifts
and mixing, and an encryption key addition. As in DES,
the byte substitutions are performed by non-linear S-
boxes. Data mixing is done by applying modular
multiplication. The encryption key addition is a simple
exclusive-or (XOR) operation. More information about
the AES development effort, the algorithm’s
specification, and several analysis reports can be found
via [8].

V. ENCRYPTION IMPLEMENTATIONS

This section introduces the realized implementation
alternatives, optimizations, and the achieved results of
the 3DES and AES algorithms. They only include
Electronic Code Book (ECB) mode. ECB is a block
encryption mode in which a cipher encrypts plaintext
blocks independently of each other. There also exist
modes which contain feedback loops from the cipher’s
output to its input. The advantage of them is that similar
plaintext blocks within a message are encrypted into
different ciphertext blocks. It is possible to modify the
presented implementations quite simply into feedback
versions. The implementations were made in Very High-
speed integrated circuit Hardware Description Language
(VHDL) and the used development software was a PC-
version of Xilinx Foundation F2.1i [6]. The designs were
targeted to the TUTWLAN board FPGA chip.

A. 3DES Implementations

Since 3DES consists of 48 consecutive similar iterations,
it was possible to carry out the basic implementation
using only one iteration block, a subkey generator, and a
state machine. The iteration block performs
enciphering/deciphering, the key generator creates the
needed subkeys, and the state machine takes care of
feeding the right inputs and subkeys to the iteration
block. The same approach was also used in [7] and [14]
for DES.

Figure 4 illustrates the high level structure of the basic
implementation. The state machine controls the
configuration of the multiplexors. The key-generation
unit has been excluded from the figure. This
implementation supports both encryption and decryption.
As stated, the cipher is symmetric. If the decryption
mode is chosen, the subkey order is only reversed.
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Fig. 4. Basic 3DES implementation.

The execution of the entire flow for a 64-bit block of
data takes 55 clock cycles. In order to find the best
alternative for S-box implementation, two different
methods were tested: one that only uses combinatorial
logic to perform the substitutions, and another that takes
advantage of the FPGA’s internal Read Only Memory
(ROM). In the combinatorial implementation, the
substitutions were made using multiplexors. In the ROM
implementation each memory slot contained an output
value corresponding to the input. As it was expected, the
ROM design proved to be more efficient, and it was used
in the other implementations.

Because the initial and final permutations in DES are
each other’s inverses, performing the final permutation to
a message permuted with the initial permutation leads to
the original message [4]. Therefore, it is possible to leave
out the final permutations of the first and second DES
and the initial permutations of the second and third DES.
This way four clock cycles per message block are saved
(resulting execution time is 51 clock cycles). In addition,
excluding the intermediate initial and final permutations
makes the outline of the cipher simpler as the data path
from final permutation to initial permutation can be
removed.

Next it was tested whether the execution time of the
cipher could be shortened. The implementation executes
two iterations per clock cycle instead of one. As a result,
the loop from the iteration round output to its input needs
to be executed only 24 times instead of 48. The idea of
loop unrolling for DES was originally presented in [2].
However, in [7] it was never taken advantage of.

In order to maximize the throughput, full pipelining
was utilized in the last version of the cipher. According
to the results of the previous implementations, the most
effective way was to execute two iteration rounds per
clock cycle. Therefore, the pipelined design consists of
24 consecutive double-iteration rounds with registers in
between. Since every iteration round is followed by a
register, the output latency for the first block is 24 clock
cycles. However, with this design the throughput
increases remarkably, because after the first 24 clock
cycles a new 64-bit ciphertext block is received on every
cycle.

B. AES Implementations

As opposed to 3DES, the AES encryption and decryption
are asymmetric. While in 3DES decryption is simply

realized by changing the subkey schedule, in AES also
the data path has to be changed. This highly increases the
required chip size for implementations. However, there
exist functional parts that can be shared between
encryption and decryption in the design. According to
[15], adding decryption increases the amount of needed
resources at least by 55%. In order to study this, two
version of AES are presented, one including only
encryption and the other one with both encryption and
decryption. To minimize the area, the combined
implementation tries to maximize the resource sharing.
This is limited so that the performance (clock cycles per
block) is not impaired compared to the plain encryption.

Because of the restricted amount of the user I/O in the
TUTWLAN Virtex chip, AES was implemented only as
128-bit-key-and-data versions. However, unlike in [1]
and [15], the implementations also include the round key
generation unit. In addition, as opposed to [15] the round
keys are calculated on the fly in parallel with the
encryption core. Therefore, no extra memory for storing
pre-calculated round keys or an initialization phase
before encryption are needed. The same applies also for
the decryption of the combined implementation,
providing only that one block is always encrypted before
decryption after the key has been changed. Otherwise the
first decryption with a new key requires a short setup
period. Figure 5 depicts the outline of the implemented
AES encryption core.

The high level structures of the both implementations
are the same. The core consists of one iteration round
block. Similarly to the 3DES basic design, the AES
implementations are also iterative. The core logic is
controlled by a state machine that sets the iteration round
block into the required configuration and feeds it with
the right inputs, one from the block input or the iteration
round output and the other one from the round key
generator. Figure 6 presents the internals of the iteration
round block for the encryption-only implementation. The
names of the sub-blocks in the figures are taken directly
from the Rijndael specification [13].

Most of the AES algorithm’s iteration rounds, except
the first and the last one, are exactly similar (Figure 3).
These two rounds required extra control logic inside the
round block in order to utilize resource sharing. This way
creating wholly separate components for the first and last
round was avoided. That would have been very costly,
since, e.g. ByteSub, which is needed in the final round,
includes 16 substitution boxes, each of which contains
256 eight-bit entries. Similarly to the 3DES designs, the
S-boxes were implemented as memory elements resulting
in total amount of 4 kilobytes of ROM. Duplicating this
would have consumed large amount of additional FPGA
area. The rest of the operations inside the round block
are quite simple and do not require much resources.
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Fig. 5. AES encryption core.
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Due to the asymmetry and the maximal effort for
resource sharing between encryption and decryption, the
implementation of the combined iteration round was not
as straightforward as the encryption. In decryption every
operation performed in encryption needs to be inverted
and the round key schedule must be reversed. The only
parts that can be shared between encryption and
decryption are the byte substitution and the round key
addition. However, the ByteSub block requires some
modifications. Figure 7 depicts the structure of the
combined iteration round. As can be seen, in addition to
the round number selection, the mode signal is now also
deciding whether the block is performing encryption or
decryption. The reason for placing the inverse of the
MixColumn after the round key addition is to make the
key generation logic simpler (the sub-block could also be
placed in parallel with MixColumn).

While in the encryption-only version the whole
ByteSub operation was implemented in ROM, in this
case it was divided into three parts. The ROM still
contains the same amount of entries, but the entries are
different and some extra logic is required around it. As a
result, the same ROM can be used in both encryption and
decryption. The modified byte substitution logic is
presented in Figure 8. Depending on the mode, the
multiplexors direct the data through the affine
transformation [13] or its inverse.
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The key generator, depicted in Figure 9, is quite
similar to the encryption core. It is also iterative. For the
first time the input is the encryption key and thereafter
the output of the generator itself. The mode signal is
again used for choosing between encryption and
decryption (not needed in the encryption-only
implementation) and the round number is required for
deciding which one of the algorithm’s round-dependent
constants is used. The block includes four substitution
boxes, similar to the boxes in the encryption-only
implementation. The last encryption round key is saved
for decryption and the decryption round keys are
generated from it by inverting the operations of the
encryption key generation. This way no extra storage, i.e.
RAM, for saving all the round keys was needed. This is
profitable, since it is not possible to optimize the RAM
size on the FPGA for the round keys using the design
tool. Instead, the tool forces to create a too large RAM,
which unnecessarily consumes extra resources on the
chip. It was estimated that, in this case, adding the logic
for inverting the encryption round key generation is more
cost-effective than applying the RAM storage.

The encryption of a 128-bit block with the presented
designs takes 11 clock cycles. As stated, the same applies
for the decryption if at least one encryption with a new
key is performed first and the last round key is saved.
Otherwise the setup latency for the first decryption is
also 11 clock cycles.

The overall performances can still be accelerated by
loop unrolling and pipelining. However, according to
[15], unrolling two rounds or adding two pipeline stages
with decryption included would already exhaust the used
FPGA. Therefore, in order to leave enough resources
also for the TUTWLAN interfaces, loop unrolling or
pipelining were not realized in this study.
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VI. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

Table 1 shows the detailed implementation results for all
the realized 3DES designs on Virtex-V800FG676-6. In
the table, the user I/O refers to the number of the chip’s
input/output pins reserved by the designer, a slice is a
Virtex configurable logic cell, and the gate count is the
equivalent number of gates needed if the designs were
implemented with logical gates only. A slice contains
logical gates and Look Up Tables (LUTs), which can be
configured to function as ROM. The table also shows the
number of clock cycles needed for encrypting a byte of
data. The throughputs (megabytes/s) are calculated for
the designs’ maximum clock frequencies given by the
Xilinx Foundation tool.

Table 1. 3DES implementation results.

Basic Optim 2-Rnd Pipeline
User I/O 298 298 298 298

Slices (% of total)
825
(9%)

740
(8%)

833
(9%)

6,689
(71%)

Gate Count 15,370 13,876 18,930 271,472
Max. Clock (MHz) 40.5 35.8 29.0 45.6
Cycles/Byte 6.88 6.38 3.38 0.125
Throughput (MB/s) 5.90 5.61 8.61 364

The table shows that by removing the redundant
permutations from the basic implementation had a
significant effect on the area (drop of 10% in used
slices). Surprisingly, despite of the achieved smaller area,
the maximum clock frequency was decreased. The design
tool managed to optimize the basic implementation
markedly better than the optimized one (Optim).

The two-round implementation (2-Rnd) cut the
execution time down to 27 clock cycles and proved to be
very cost-effective as well. The results show that even
though the maximum clock frequency on the chip was
somewhat decreased compared to the optimized
implementation, the data throughput was still increased
when running the both implementations at the maximum
clock. It is be possible to execute even more iterations on
a single clock cycle. However, since the maximum clock
frequency in the two-round design was already
decreased, combining more rounds was not expected to
increase the overall performance.

As can be seen, pipelining led to quite a large
implementation. However, it proved to be very effective
when examining the throughput, which is over 360 MB/s.
Furthermore, even though the implementation requires
12 kilobytes of ROM, it only consumes 71% of the
chip’s resources. This shows that Virtex is suitable for
very large implementations.

Table 2 presents the implementation results for the
AES encryption (Encryption) and encryption-decryption
(Combined) implementations on the same Virtex chip.
The increase in area was 44%, which is considerably
lower than the estimated 55% [15]. Compared to the
3DES implementations, AES turned out to be quite large
and resource demanding. The encryption implementation
requires three times and the combined implementation
over four times more resources on the chip than the
corresponding iterative 3DES implementation (Optim).
However, even without any loop unrolling or pipelining

the AES cipher is able to perform much faster than any
of the presented non-pipelined 3DES implementations. It
can be estimated that in order to achieve throughput
close to the AES implementation, 3DES requires an
iterative implementation with as much as 12 pipeline
stages, assuming that each stage implements two iteration
rounds and a new data block is fed without delays. This
kind of pipeline requires a more complicated state
machine, which inevitably leads to a decrease in
maximum clock frequency and consumes more chip
resources. In addition, pipelining can only accelerate the
encryption modes without feedback loops.

Table 2. AES implementation results.

Encryption Estimate Combined
User I/O 388 388 388
Slices (% of total) 2,272 (24%) 3,522 (37%) 3,267 (34%)
Gate Count 101,506 157,335 114,414
Max. Clock (MHz) 31.3 - 21.2
Cycles/Byte 0.688 0.688 0.688
Throughput (MB/s) 45.5 - 30.8

A drawback in AES compared to 3DES is that
decryption requires an almost separate data path from
encryption. This highly increases the needed chip area
for AES implementations with decryption. However, the
algorithm designers claim that the asymmetry is not a big
problem: there exist encryption modes that only require
the encryption function to perform also decryption.
However, if these modes are not desired or if they cannot
be used, decryption also needs to be implemented. For
example, one of the most popular encryption modes is
Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) which requires also the
decryption functionality. Nevertheless, AES offers better
security than 3DES and thus it may be worth paying the
price of a larger chip.

A. TUTWLAN Implementation Evaluation

Within the presented 3DES implementations, the
iterative design with two iterations per clock cycle was
considered the best alternative for TUTWLAN. The
maximum clock frequency was relatively high, the
throughput meets the transmission requirements, and the
design could also be fitted on smaller chips. With some
re-timing and careful adjustment of the synthesis
parameters, it should be possible to increase the
maximum clock frequency closer to the target of 40 MHz
of the TUTWLAN FPGA.

Like 3DES, AES is considered to be a suitable
alternative for TUTWLAN as well. The maximum clock
frequency of the design was somewhat lower than the
target but it can be increased by adding registers inside
the iteration round block and the key generation unit.
The addition of one register stage is already likely to
meet the timing requirements. Then the throughput stays
above the required level as well.

AES gives much freedom to make trade-offs between
execution time and area. For example, by reducing the
parallelism inside the iteration round blocks it is possible
to make the design smaller, but the reduction clearly
affects the throughput. One platform dependent
modification, which was also tested in the TUTWLAN



chip, is to apply dual-port RAM (DPRAM) instead of
ROM. This was assumed to decrease the amount of
needed resources for ByteSub into half. However, the
amount was increased. The reason to this was that
despite of the fixed DPRAM control signals, more
complicated logic was still generated compared to ROM.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Service security is an important requirement for enabling
new services in wireless networks. The security is
implemented by reliable encryption. The experiments
with the TUTWLAN platform and the implementations
of the 3DES and AES encryption showed that MAC/link
layer implemented security can be efficiently realized.
Altogether, both of the analyzed algorithms turned out to
be large and resource demanding, but the used Virtex
chip proved to be well suited for them. In fact, the target
frequency was exceeded in 3DES designs and AES can
easily be modified to meet the timing. The reached data
rates are enough for most real-time applications and
currently the strength of 3DES enables also sensitive
applications in the field of e-commerce. As 3DES
becomes gradually obsolete, it can be easily replaced by
AES due to the reconfigurability of the TUTWLAN
platform.
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Abstract— The IEEE 802.15.4 standard defines the medium
access control and physical layer for low-rate, low-power Wireless
Personal Area Networks (WPAN). As a number of WPAN appli-
cations require protected communications, the standard defines
security procedures. Since the procedures typically consume
most processing capacity in the limited 802.15.4 devices, efficient
implementations are needed. As a solution, this paper presents
a compact and energy-efficient hardware design, supporting all
the security suites of the standard. Compared to typical WPAN
processors, the presented FPGA prototype and the estimated
ASIC implementation offer significantly higher performance and
lower energy consumption. The FPGA throughput at the highest
security level is 90 Mb/s and the energy consumption is 1/190
of an 8-bit microcontroller and 1/5 of an ARM9. The estimated
energy consumption for the equivalent ASIC implementation is
1/10 of the FPGA prototype. In addition to 802.15.4, the hardware
design supports all wireless technologies derived from the IEEE
802.11i security specification.

I. INTRODUCTION

Communications are steadily shifting from wired media

to wireless networks. Along with high-speed technologies, a

need for low-rate and low-power wireless networks for short-

range monitoring and control has emerged. Automation, safety,

healthcare, and entertainment at homes, public buildings, and

industry are seen as the major application fields. Example

applications include heating and alarms systems, remote con-

trollers, and data transfers between personal portable devices.

IEEE 802.15.4 [1], ratified in the end of the year 2003, is

one of the first standards defining the radio and the medium

access control layer for a low-rate, low-power Wireless Per-

sonal Area Network (WPAN). The technology is also referred

to as ZigBee, which is an industry alliance working on the

802.15.4 and upper protocol layers. The 802.15.4 standard

supports three frequency bands (868 MHz, 915 MHz, and 2.45

GHz) and data rates up to 250 kb/s. The 802.15.4 devices

either form a star topology network or communicate through

peer-to-peer connections.

It is clear that, e.g., alarm systems must be protected from

unauthorized exploits. Hence, the 802.15.4 standard specifies

cryptographic procedures for protecting communications at

the medium access control layer. Security procedures are

generally among the tasks requiring most processing capacity

in network devices. Thus, the overall processing limitations

as well as energy consumption can be significantly alleviated

with efficient security processing implementations, which is

especially desirable in battery-powered devices. This paper

presents a compact and energy-efficient hardware design for

the 802.15.4 security processing. Since the standard utilizes

the work of the IEEE 802.11i security group [2], the design

supports other new wireless IEEE technologies as well.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents

an overview of the 802.15.4 security processing. Section III

discusses the different alternatives for the hardware implemen-

tation of the processing. In Section IV the implementation

of the alternative argued to be best suited for 802.15.4 is

presented. The implementation results are reported in Section

V. The section also compares the results to processors of the

same application domain. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. OVERVIEW OF 802.15.4 SECURITY PROCESSING

The 802.15.4 standard [1] defines optional cryptographic

security suites for providing either confidentiality, integrity,

or both. Confidentiality is achieved through encryption using

Advanced Encryption Algorithm (AES) [3] in Counter mode

(CTR) and integrity through Message Integrity Codes (MIC)

generated with AES in Cipher Block Chaining Message Au-

thentication Code (CBC-MAC) mode. Hence, the integrity also

includes authentication of origin. The combination is offered

with AES in the CTR with CBC-MAC mode (CCM).

The 802.15.4 security suites and their services are summa-

rized in Table I. The length of the 128-bit MIC can be trun-

cated to 32 or 64 bits by choosing corresponding AES-MIC

or AES-CCM suites. The AES-CTR and AES-CCM suites

can optionally be configured to utilize freshness protection

against replay attacks. Authentication and key exchange are

not defined in the standard. They must be implemented on the

higher protocol layers.

In the AES-CTR and AES-CCM suites the 802.15.4 payload

data is en/decrypted by XORing a key stream produced from

a secret key and a counter with the data. The counter is

incremented for each data block. It consists of a nonce and

a 16-bit block counter (in the standard there are also other

fields but in this work they are all regarded as a part of

the nonce). For integrity the AES-MIC and AES-CCM suites

process each data block with AES after XORing the plaintext

block with the previous ciphertext block. The last ciphertext

4840-7803-9197-7/05/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE.



TABLE I

802.15.4 SECURITY SUITES AND THEIR SERVICES

Suite Confidentiality Integrity Freshness

AES-CTR
√

-
√

AES-MIC-128 -
√

-

AES-MIC-64 -
√

-

AES-MIC-32 -
√

-

AES-CCM-128
√ √ √

AES-CCM-64
√ √ √

AES-CCM-32
√ √ √

block is truncated to the length defined by the selected suite

and output as the MIC. The MIC protects selected portions of

the 802.15.4 header and the payload. In the AES-CCM suites

also the MIC is encrypted. The security suites only require the

128-bit-key forward functionality of AES itself.

III. HARDWARE DESIGN ALTERNATIVES

There are a number of alternatives for the hardware imple-

mentation of the 802.15.4 security processing. Since AES is

the computational core, its design has a significant effect on

the energy consumption and performance of the whole design.

Similarly to other block ciphers with rounds, the basic

approaches for the AES implementation are the iterated,

pipelined, and loop-unrolled architectures [4]. In the iterated

architecture the processed block is circulated through a single-

cycle round logic. The pipelined architecture consists of the

AES rounds with registers in between. A loop-unrolled ar-

chitecture performs two or more rounds at a clock cycle and

the execution is either iterated or pipelined. More advanced

methods include sub-pipelining and different combinations of

the three basic approaches [4]. As the iterated architecture is

the smallest, it is considered the most cost-effective choice for

802.15.4 in this work. Due to the low data rates of 802.15.4,

high enough throughput is also achieved.

Each 32-bit piece of a data block can be processed inde-

pendently during an AES round. Hence, the area of a round

can be decreased with a 32-bit folded round [5], reducing the

width of the data path by the factor of four. Even though the

cycle count is increased with the same factor, in this work

the area savings are regarded more significant and folding is

utilized.

The AES substitution boxes (S-box) [3] are often imple-

mented as memory-based look-up-tables (LUT). The LUT

size can be decreased at the cost of latency when the S-box

representation is transformed into another arithmetic domain

[6]. On the other hand, the latency can be shortened by com-

bining more operations into large LUTs, which require fewer

accesses. Whereas memory-based S-boxes are the best choices

for compact Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) designs,

combinatorial logic is well-suited for Application Specific

Integrated Circuits (ASIC). Also, in FPGAs combinatorial

logic can be used for fine-grained pipelining in high-speed

designs at the cost of resources [7]. In this paper the prototype

implementation of the 802.15.4 security processing is targeted

to a FPGA, and thus, memory-based S-boxes are utilized for a

compact design. However, they can be easily substituted with

another technique due to the modularity of the design.

The AES roundkeys can be precomputed or generated on-

the-fly [4]. Precomputing requires setup time and memory but

it also implies power savings as the key logic has to operate

only once per AES key [5]. Opposed to on-the-fly computa-

tion, precomputation can share resources with the AES data

path, supporting compact designs. Thus, precomputation is

chosen for the 802.15.4 implementation.

In addition to the speed, power, and area requirements, the

utilized encryption mode defines the reasonable architectural

choices for the AES core. The throughputs of the CTR mode

and the CTR encryption in the CCM mode can be unlimitedly

increased by utilizing pipelining and parallel cores. However,

due to the feedback loop of the MIC mode and the CCM

MIC generation, already a single, iterated core achieves the

maximum throughput for the MIC computation. Therefore, in

802.15.4 the most cost-efficient choice is to utilize only one,

iterated AES core. In order to reduce buffering, in this paper

the CCM mode interleaves the MIC and CTR processing.

IV. 802.15.4 SECURITY PROCESSING DESIGN

The prototype hardware of the 802.15.4 security processing

is implemented in register transfer level VHDL and synthe-

sized to an Altera Cyclone FPGA. The design consists of

a compact AES core with pre-computed key schedule and

control logic for supporting all the 802.15.4 security suites.

A. Implementation Platform

The FPGA utilized in this work is Altera Cyclone

EP1C4F324C6 [8]. It is comprised of a two-dimensional

logic array, consisting of Logic Array Blocks (LAB), each

containing 10 Logic Elements (LE) and interconnects. A LE

constitutes of a 4-input LUT and a register. The FPGA contains

also embedded M4K memory blocks, which can be used for

implementing a variety of memory functions, including shift

registers, FIFO buffers, and single- and dual-port RAMs and

ROMs. An M4K can store up to 4,608 bits. EP1C4F324C6

contains 4,000 LEs and 17 M4K blocks. The design tools

utilized in this work are ModelSim SE PLUS 5.8d 2004.06,

Precision RTL Synthesis 2003b.41, and Quartus II v4.1.

B. AES Design

The design of the AES core is based on the folded round

design of [5]. In this work the decryption functionality is

removed and the intermediate results (state) are stored in

four 8-byte dual-port RAMs (DPRAM) as the M4Ks do not

support shift registers with suitable tap distances. The data

path architecture is presented in Fig. 1. In the following, the

names SubBytes, ShiftRows, MixColumns, Rcon, and state

are consistent with the AES specification [3].

In the figure all the connections are 32 bits wide. The

clocked entities are marked with ’>’. The core consists of

the encryption and roundkey generation sharing the data in

port and the 32-bit SubBytes implemented as two 256-byte
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dual-port ROMs. The load key signal controls whether the

roundkey generation or encryption is performed. The round-

keys are stored in a 32-bit RAM with 44 memory slots. Along

with storing the intermediate results, the state entity contains

addressing logic for performing the ShiftRows operation.

The implementation results of the AES core are presented

in Table II. For comparison, the table also shows the results

for the most common AES implementation method with an

iterated, single-round, block-wide (128-bit) architecture and

the on-the-fly roundkey computation in the same FPGA. The

value memory bits reports the number of used bits in M4Ks.

The cycle count and the throughput of the folded core do not

include the roundkey generation latency.

The powers were estimated using combined ModelSim and

Quartus power simulation at 50 MHz. The measurements were

performed using a static encryption key and random input

blocks. It was also found out that if the key is switched for

every block, the power of the folded design slightly decreases

since the state entity is used less frequently. The standby power

is fixed and only depends on the chosen FPGA. The power-

effectiveness of the designs can be evaluated by comparing

the sum of the other three power values. The dynamic internal

power of the folded design is only 34%, LE count 37%, and

the memory bit count 28% of the block-wide design. Despite

the higher frequency, the throughput is lower because of the

increased cycle count.

C. 802.15.4 Security Processing

The data path of the 802.15.4 security processing design is

shown in Fig. 2. Input data encodings and MIC value com-

parisons and truncations are performed outside. The interface

and internal signals are 32 bits wide, except the control signals,

pad length, nonce, and the 16-bit block counter ctr.

Key and data blocks are fed through the shared data in port.

The load key signal setups the module for reading new key

and nonce values. The key is forwarded four bytes at a time

State
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Data out
Data in / 
Key in

SubBytes
(ROM)

Roundkey 
memory
(RAM)

Key register

Rotate

Rcon

3-stage 
shift 
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Encryption Roundkey generation

Done Load keyStart
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Data out
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Roundkey 
memory
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Fig. 1. Data path of the folded AES core.

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF AES IMPLEMENTATIONS IN EP1C4F324C6

Measure Block-wide Folded

Data path width, bits 128 32

Logic elements 1,368 512

Memory bits (M4Ks) 20,408 (10) 5,760 (7)

Max. clock, MHz 110 116

Key setup, cycles 0 46

Cycles per block 10 55

Throughput @max. clock, Mb/s 1,408 270

Total internal power @50 MHz, mW 138.34 86.40

- Standby power, mW 60.00 60.00

- Logic element power, mW 56.63 11.44

- M4K power, mW 7.64 7.62

- Clock tree power, mW 14.07 7.34

through the multiplexers (Mux) 1, 3, and 5 to the AES core

and the roundkeys are generated. It is also possible to update

only the nonce and maintain the already computed roundkeys.

The mode signal defines the CTR, MIC, or CCM mode and

sets the module to encrypt or decrypt (affects only the CCM

mode). The pad length input is used for informing the number

of padding bytes in the final input block. This is required in

the CCM decryption for ignoring (masking) the last bytes of

the decrypted block before the MIC computation phase.

For each 802.15.4 mode the input data blocks are stored

in the 128-bit data register. Whereas in the MIC and CTR

modes the blocks could be processed without storing, in

the CCM mode they are needed twice. The 128-bit chain

register maintains the state of the MIC processing. In the MIC

computations the AES core is fed with the data XORed with

the chain register. The AES result is stored as a new value

in the chain register and output after the last block. In the

CTR computations the AES input consists of the concatenated

nonce and ctr. The data blocks are XORed with the AES

result and output. For the XORing the AES result is conveyed

through the mask entity and Mux 2 to the XOR gate.
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Fig. 2. Data path of the 802.15.4 security processing hardware.
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TABLE III

SECURITY PROCESSING IMPLEMENTATION IN EP1C4F324C6

Measure Value

Data path width, bits 32

Logic elements 1,434

Memory bits (M4Ks) 7,808 (11)

Max. clock, MHz 78

Internal power @50 MHz, mW 98.92

- Standby power, mW 60.00

- LE power, mW 14.91

- M4K power, mW 7.16

- Clock tree power, mW 16.85

TABLE IV

PERFORMANCE OF SECURITY PROCESSING IMPLEMENTATION

Measure CTR MIC CCM

Key setup, cycles 48 48 48

Cycles per block 57 57 112

Throughput @78 MHz, Mb/s 176 176 90

In the CCM mode the processing starts with MIC compu-

tation for the 802.15.4 header and then constantly alternates

between the CTR and MIC configurations for the payload.

The order of CTR and MIC processing must be switched in

decryption. As an opposite of the CTR mode, in CCM ctr is

set to the value 1 for the first data block. When the MIC is

computed or input, it is en/decrypted by setting ctr to zero [1].

In the decryption the decrypted MIC is output first, followed

by the computed MIC.

V. RESULTS

The results for the 802.15.4 design in EP1C4F324C6 are

presented in Table III. In addition to the AES core, memory

bits are used by the masking logic (16×128 bits). The folded

core consumes 36% of the reserved LEs and 74% of the

reserved memory bits. The presented power figures are for

the CCM mode with a static key. It was measured that the

powers of the other modes are also very close to CCM. The

performances for the 802.15.4 processing modes are presented

in Table IV.

Table V compares the security processing design with im-

plementations in typical processors of the 802.15.4 application

domain. The throughputs (Tp) are for the CCM mode at the

reported clock frequency. DS80C323 [9] is an 8-bit, 8051-

compatible microcontroller and ARM966E-S [10] is a 32-bit

processor aimed at embedded devices. The throughput for

DS80C323 is derived from [11] and for ARM9 from [12].

CCM requires two AES passes for a data block. The processor

powers do not include memories.

The table also presents the power and the throughput for an

ASIC estimate of the 802.15.4 security processing design. Ref.

[13] reports a 0.18 µm CMOS AES design comparable to the

block-wide core of this paper. Equal throughputs are achieved

with both the designs at the same clock frequency. The power

of the 802.15.4 ASIC estimate is computed by assuming that

the power differences in the ASIC technology are consistent

TABLE V

COMPARISON OF 802.15.4 SECURITY PROCESSING IMPLEMENTATIONS

Platform Clock (MHz) Power (mW) Tp (Mb/s)

FPGA 50 99 57

ASIC (estimate) 125 28 140

DS80C323 [9] [11] 18 30 0.09

ARM966E-S [10] [12] 200 140 16

with the dynamic power (standby power excluded) differences

between the FPGA designs of this paper.

Significant energy savings are achieved with the 802.15.4

design compared to the processor implementations. With pre-

computed roundkeys the energy consumption of the CCM

mode in the FPGA is 0.22 µJ per data block, which is 1/190
of DS80C323 and 1/5 of ARM9. The energy consumption of

the ASIC estimate is 1/10 of the FPGA.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a compact and energy-efficient

hardware design for the 802.15.4 security processing.

The design was argued to offer the best architectural

area/power/performance ratios for the low-power wireless de-

vices. Compared to typical WPAN processors, the imple-

mented FPGA prototype and the estimated ASIC implemen-

tation provide significantly lower energy consumption and

higher performance. The same design can also be utilized in

WLAN terminals employing the IEEE 802.11i standard.
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ABSTRACT
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm incorpor-
ates a byte permutation operation which reorders the bytes
within a 128-bit data block. This permutation can be de-
scribed by reading the input data bytes into a 4× 4 matrix
called state in column wise and shifting the rows by one,
two, or three bytes to the left. In decryption, the shifting is re-
versed, i.e., the rows are shifted to the right. While such shift-
ing operations are straightforward if the computation is done
with 128-bit data blocks at a time, they become more com-
plex in area-efficient folded implementations where smaller
than 128-bit data blocks are used. In such cases, a storage of
data is required, either in the form of registers or memories.
In this paper, efficient realizations of the byte permutations in
AES algorithm, where the size of simultaneously computed
data can be 1, 2, 4, or 8 bytes, are presented. All the realiza-
tions use the minimum number of storage elements implying
area-efficiency.

1. INTRODUCTION

In various embedded applications, there is a need for a simple
low-power implementation of AES algorithm [1] to guaran-
tee a secure data transmission. However, current AES imple-
mentations are targeted mainly to high-speed data thus they
exploit the parallelism in the algorithm for increasing the
throughput. On the other hand, low-rate networks exist, e.g.,
for short range monitoring and control in automation, safety,
healthcare, and entertainment at homes, public buildings and
industry. For these applications, IEEE 802.15.4 standard
[2] was ratified in the end of 2003 defining the radio and
medium access control layer of low-rate, low-power wire-
less networks. The core of 802.15.4 security is the AES al-
gorithm, thus its implementation has a great impact on area-
and power-efficiency of the overall security system.

The current AES implementations can be divided into it-
erated, pipelined, and loop unrolled structures [3]. In iter-
ated structures, computation of a 128-bit data block requires
multiple iterations. In pipelined implementations, additional
register stages are placed in the data path for enhancing the
throughput. In the loop unrolled implementations, two or
more rounds are computed at a clock cycle.

An efficient method for decreasing area and power is ob-
tained with the iterated and folded structures where computa-
tion is done with the data blocks of size less than 128-bits. An
example of such structure is proposed in [4] where 128-bit
data block is computed iteratively in 32-bit blocks. Similar
folded structure has been proposed in [5, 6]. The key advant-
age in folded structures is that the area can be decreased in
proportion of the folding factor. However, the byte permuta-
tions become more complex since they span over the whole
128-bit block and either registers or memories are needed for

delaying certain data bytes. Reducing the complexity of byte
permutation realizations is the principal problem considered
in this paper.

The AES byte permutations are illustrated in Fig. 1(a,b)
with a 128-bit data organized into a 4 × 4 matrix called
state. Each entry in the matrix represents a byte in-
dex within a 128-bit data block. These indices are per-
muted by shifting the row i cyclically to left/right by
i, i = {0,1,2,3}, thus these byte permutations are often
called as ShiftRows operations. The permuted indices are
(0,5,10,15,1,6,11,12,2,7,8,13,3,4,9,14) for left shift and
(0,7,10,13,1,4,11,14,2,5,8,15,3,6,9,12) for right shift
permutations.

The principal block diagram of the folded AES struc-
ture is depicted in Fig. 2. It consists of ShiftRows, Sub-
Bytes, MixColumns, and AddRoundKey operations. Various
area-efficient implementations of SubBytes operation have
been proposed, e.g., in [6, 7, 8], for MixColumns operation
in [4, 6], and for AddRoundKey operation in folded AES
implementation in [4]. None of the existing papers have con-
sidered efficient ShiftRows implementations for folded AES
structures.

In current folded AES structures, the byte permutations
are implemented with registers or FPGA-specific dual-port
memories. For example, in [4], an FPGA implementation
of a folded AES implementation is proposed where the byte
permutations are suggested to be performed with separate
dual-port memories for read and write operations. At the
end of each round, the memories are swapped. This method
uses twice the amount of memory that is actually needed.
The authors also proposed an alternative realization, which
uses shift registers. Also in [5, 6] registers were used for
byte permutations. However, none of the previous register-
based permutation unit resulted in the minimum number of
registers.

In this paper, efficient realizations for the byte permuta-
tions in AES algorithm of any cipher key length are pro-
posed. These realizations can be divided into register- and
memory-based structures. The advantage of the given struc-
tures is that only the minimum amount of storage is needed
implying area efficiency. The proposed structures are well
suited for folded AES implementations where the computa-
tion is done with Q bytes at a time, Q = {1,2,4,8}. In addi-
tion, some application-specific processors may benefit from
the proposed structures in AES implementations if they are
included as a custom unit. This way some performance gain
is obtained since no permutations need to be done with pro-
cessor’s own resources, which can be time time-consuming
since the permutations are done with bytes while typical pro-
cessors operate with 16- or 32-bit words.
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Figure 1: Byte permutations (ShiftRows operation) in AES
algorithm: (a) shift rows left, (b) shift rows right.

2. MEMORY-BASED BYTE PERMUTATION UNITS

The principal idea in memory-based byte permutation unit
(BPU) is to exploit an in-place storage method such that
no conflicts are allowed and only the minimum amount of
memory is used. In this way, there is no need to use separate
write and read memories but a dual-port memory is needed
due to simultaneous read and write operations. In general,
the row address of a certain data byte is likely to be different
in successive rounds but, however, the row address sequences
are cyclic, i.e., they repeat after certain number of rounds.

Next, the address sequences are defined. The module ad-
dresses ma are constant determined by the following equa-
tion where Q is the number of memories and h is the index
for 16 data bytes

ma(h) = h mod Q. (1)

In this case, there is no need for the multiplexing of data
bytes between the memory modules and computation units
thus the input and output ports of the memories can be
straight connected to other computation units.

The row address sequences are slightly different for each
parallel memory configuration. Let us assume that the num-
ber of memory modules Q is 1, 2, or 4. In this case, the row
address ra of module ma for the left shift operation is given
as

ra( j,k) = j+4 j(k+1)+(4/Q)(k+1)ma mod 16/Q (2)

where j is the access index, j = (0,1, . . . ,16/Q−1), and k is
the round, k = (0,1,2, . . .).

For the right shift operation, the row address for module
ma is given as

ra( j,k) = j−4 j(k+1)−(4/Q)(k+1)ma mod 16/Q. (3)

Implementation of the row address generator is very
simple: as the access index j and round index k need to
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Figure 2: Principal block diagram of folded AES structure.
BPU: byte permutation unit. Q: number of bytes processed
at a time. Q = {1,2,4,8}.
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be provided anyway, no separate counters are needed. It is
also worth noting that the number of memory modules Q is
constant in actual realization, thus no division need to be im-
plemented. In addition, since all the computations are mod-
ulo 16/Q, the word width for the generated row address is
log2(16/Q).

Next, the operation of memory-based BPUs is illustrated
with an example where the number of parallel memories is
four, which is targeted to AES structures where four bytes
are computed at a time, as in [4, 5]. First, the 128-bit data
block is initialized into four dual-port memories as depic-
ted in Fig. 3(a). As shown, the data bytes are written into
consecutive memory locations. Consider the left shift opera-
tion where the first four bytes to be processed are 0,5,10,15.
These bytes are read out, processed, and the results with the
new indices 0,1,2,3 are stored into the same locations. The
row addresses for that are obtained from (2). After all the
bytes are processed, the contents of the memories is as de-
picted in Fig. 3(b). Continuing in a similar way, the contents
of memories after 2nd and 3rd rounds are shown in Fig. 3(c)
and Fig. 3(d), respectively. Thereafter, the memory contents
return to its initial state and the cycle starts over.

3. REGISTER-BASED BYTE PERMUTATION
UNITS

Register-based BPUs are constructed based on Parhi’s design
methodology for data format converters proposed in [9].
Such design methodology results in one-dimensional per-
mutation units, where a shift register is used for delaying
data. The data is reordered by circulating the bytes from the
last register backwards with the aid of multiplexers. This
backward allocation is possible since certain bytes are read
out earlier, i.e., bypassed with multiplexers placed at the out-
put. Since the backward allocation and bypassing are in bal-
ance, there exist no deadlocks, and each time a byte needs to
be backward allocated there is an empty slot available.

Let us begin with a one-port byte permutation unit. By
following the design methodology in [9], the structure de-
picted in Fig. 4(a) is obtained. The one-port BPU is cap-
able of performing both left and right shift byte permutations
with the given control signals ci. Note that with ci value of
zero, the uppermost byte in the input is passed to the out-
put. The latency of the network is 12 cycles, which is the
maximum distance a data byte has to be moved in the per-
mutation. Thus, 12 registers are needed in minimum, which
is the lower bound for register complexity. The operation



of the network is continuous so there is no need for empty
cycles and the next 128-bit sequence can be fed in after the
last byte of the previous 128-bit sequence. The depicted con-
trol signals are given for permuting a single 128-bit sequence
where clock cycle t = 0 is the time instant when the first byte
is at the input of BPU.

The two-port BPU depicted in Fig. 4(b) takes in two bytes
at a time and has a latency of six cycles. Also this BPU is
capable of performing both the left and right shift permuta-
tions with the given control signals. Similarly, we obtain
four- and eight-port BPUs, depicted in Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d),
respectively. Both the structures support left and right shift
permutations.

The presented register-based byte permutation units were
obtained based on the general design methodology for data
format converters in [9]. This methodology is well suit-
able for ShiftRows permutations since there is no need to
exchange bytes between parallel delay lines. All the result-
ing structures require only the minimum number of registers,
as stated in [9]. As the number of registers in the proposed
BPUs is less than required for storing all the 16 bytes, some
pipeline stages need to be placed into final AES structures.
Pipelining is however often used in AES implementations
and is likely to provide some performance gain by shortening
the critical path.

4. COMPARISON

In this section, a short comparison of the 4-port BPUs is
made and the results are shown in Table 1. The Proposed 1
corresponds to 4-port memory-based BPU and the Pro-
posed 2 to 4-port register-based BPU depicted in Fig. 4(c).
None of the structures except the proposed ones are scal-
able to the other number of ports. In addition, the structures
proposed in [6, 5] are not applicable to decryption since no
right shift operation is supported. If such support were ad-
opted, it would increase the complexity of multiplexing. In
Table 1, the multiplexing complexity is estimated by convert-
ing all multiplexers to equivalent 8-bit 2-to-1 multiplexers,
e.g., a 32-bit 4-to-1 multiplexer is equivalent to 12 8-bit 2-to-
1 muxes. As seen, the number of registers in the Proposed 1
is less than in the other realization. Similarly, the size of
memory in the Proposed 2 is half of the scheme in [4]. The
register-based BPU in [4] has less multiplexers than the Pro-
posed 1 because the bytes are not backward allocated. This
requires more registers and implies also greater latency. Also
in [6, 5] less multiplexers is needed than in Proposed 2, which
is due to the fact that they do not support both left and right
ShiftRows permutations. It is possible to configure the Pro-
posed 2 BPU in Fig. 4(c) for left shift permutations which
would reduce the number of multiplexers to 10. In that case
the multiplexers corresponding the control signals c0, c1, c2
are left out and c3 is reduced to an 8-bit 2-to-1 multiplexer.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, efficient byte permutation units for compact
AES structures of any cipher key length were proposed. The
units are divided into memory- and register-based structures
based on the type of storage. All units are area-efficient since
they use only the minimum amount of storage elements.
They support folded AES structures where the number of
parallel computed bytes Q can be Q = {1,2,4,8}. It was
also shown that compared to other existing approaches for

Table 1: Comparison of 4-port BPUs. # regs: number of 8-bit
registers. mem: size of memory in bytes. # muxes: number
of 8-bit 2-to-1 multiplexers.

# regs mem # muxes shift left/right scalable
[4] (memory) – 32 – yes/yes no
[4] (register) 28 – 9 yes/yes no

[6] 28 – 12 yes/no no
[5] 16 – 12 yes/no no

Proposed 1 – 16 – yes/yes yes
Proposed 2 12 – 14 yes/yes yes

byte permutations in compact AES implementations, the pro-
posed units resulted in less number of registers and memory.
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Figure 4: Block diagrams of register-based byte permutation units (BPU) with multiplexer control. (a) 1-port BPU, (b) 2-port
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents hardware implementations for
Improved Wired Equivalent Privacy (IWEP) and RC4
(“Ron’s Cipher #4”) encryption algorithms. IWEP is a
block algorithm providing light-strength encryption. The
algorithm has been designed for a new Wireless Local Area
Network (WLAN), called TUTWLAN (Tampere University
of Technology Wireless Local Area Network). On the
contrary RC4, developed by RSA Data Security, Inc., is a
powerful stream algorithm used in many commercial
products. It is also utilized in the Wired Equivalent Privacy
(WEP) standard algorithm for WLANs. The objective of
this work has been to study the suitability of hardware
implementation for these previously software-implemented
ciphers. Hardware is needed to replace software especially
in wireless multimedia terminals, in which real-time data
processing and limited on-chip memory sizes are key
elements. The implementations are made in Very high-
speed integrated circuit Hardware Description Language
(VHDL) on Xilinx Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)
chips.

1 INTRODUCTION

Wireless local area network (WLAN) technology is seen
very promising for various types of wireless indoor and
limited outdoor communications, such as ad hoc networking
and for continuous access to company network servers.
WLANs provide network solutions when wired networks
become impossible or inconvenient. Typical examples are
networks that are set up on temporary basis and fixed
networks in buildings in which cabling is not reasonable.

Even though wireless connections make networks very
flexible and more convenient, they also bring an important
issue into closer consideration: data security. The reason to
this is that WLANs are far easier to eavesdrop compared to
the traditional cable networks. At its simplest level, data is
available to anyone within the range of a transmitting
device. Therefore, these networks are very sensitive to
security violations and need powerful encryption. On the
other hand, because of the real-time requirements and
limited processing capabilities of small terminals (e.g. on-

chip memory), encryption methods used should also be
efficient and simple. To avoid exceeding processing limits
without losing the reliability of encryption, it would be
profitable to implement the algorithms in low-cost
hardware, and thereby more capacity would be left to user
applications.

In this paper the Xilinx FPGA (Field Programmable Gate
Array) implementations of two encryption algorithms,
Improved Wired Equivalent Privacy (IWEP) and RC4
(“Ron’s Cipher #4”) are presented. The first algorithm (i.e.
cipher) was developed at Tampere University of
Technology (TUT) [1]. It was designed considering
hardware implementations for the light encryption of time-
critical data in TUTWLAN system [2]. Therefore, the
results shown here are very promising. On the contrary,
RC4’s software-oriented design leads to results nearly equal
to its software implementations. This cipher was developed
by RSA Data Security, Inc. and is used in several
commercial products.

The paper is organised as follows. At first, the IWEP
algorithm and implementation results are introduced,
followed by RC4 implementation. Discussion of the results
is aroused in the concluding section.

2 IMPROVED WIRED EQUIVALENT PRIVACY
(IWEP) IMPLEMENTATION

High level illustration of IWEP is presented in Figure 1.
Despite its name the cipher is considerably different from
Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) algorithm included into
IEEE 802.11 standard for WLANs [3]. The WEP standard
utilizes RC4 stream cipher. However, IWEP is a block
cipher.

IWEP encrypts data in 64-bit blocks and uses a 64-bit
key. The data ciphering is firmly based on permutation and
exclusive-or (XOR) operation. The encryption consists of
three iteration rounds, every round including a XORing and
a permutation round. In the encryption and decryption
operations, both the data block and the key are divided into
eight 8-bit subblocks used in the iteration rounds. More
information about the algorithm can be found in [1].

The IWEP implementation consists of three parts: single
XOR item, XORing round (includes four XOR items), and



IWEP itself (includes three XORing rounds and data
permutations). Encryption and decryption blocks are almost
similar: the differences are inside the single XOR item and
in addition the data permutations are done backwards. As
both the encryption and decryption result into almost the
same amount of gates, only encryption is discussed here.

Iteration 1Iteration 1

Iteration 2Iteration 2

Iteration 3Iteration 3

64-bit input

64-bit output

XORing roundXORing round

Permutation roundPermutation round

….

….

….

….

….

….

….

subkeyssubkeys

subkeys

subkeys

Figure 1. High level structure of Improved WEP.

The implementation was made in Very high-speed
integrated circuit Hardware Description Language (VHDL)
on Xilinx XC4000E [4] series chips. The used software was
a PC version of Xilinx Foundation F1.5 [5]. Parts that fit to
the XC4000E-4010EPQ160-2 were tested on the chip while
others were only simulated. The on-chip testing was made
on TUTWLAN demonstrator platform [6] using HP
16702A pattern generator/logic analyzer [7, 8].

1.1 Single XOR item
The single XOR item was implemented as shown in Figure
2. Each input and output is an 8-bit subblock of the actual
data. The output is achieved one clock cycle after setting up
the inputs.

Subkey 2

Subkey 1

Input 2

Input 1

Output 2

Output 1

2-input
XOR gate

Figure 2. A Single XOR item.

This entity is very fast. It was estimated to work properly
with up to 93-MHz clock on the used FPGA chip. More
detailed results given by Xilinx Foundation are presented in
Table 1.

Table 1. The implementation results of a single XOR item
on Xilinx XC4000E-4013EPQ208-2 chip.

Quantity Value
External I/O Buffers 49/160 (30%)
Configurable Logic Blocks (CLBs) 8/576 (1%)
CLB Flops 0/1,152 (0%)
4-input Look Up Tables 16/1,152 (1%)
Gate Count 192
Maximum Frequency 93.629 MHz
Data Throughput with Max. Freq. 187 MB/s
Data Throughput with 40-MHz
clock of the TUTWLAN platform 80.0 MB/s

1.2 XORing round
The XORing round includes four parallel XOR items
described above. Each item is fed with two 8-bit parts of the
64-bit data and similarly with two 8-bit parts of the 64-bit
encryption key (see Figure 3). Since in one XORing round
there are only four XOR items, the output here is also
achieved after single clock cycle.

Single
XOR
Item

Single
XOR
Item

Single
XOR
Item

Single
XOR
Item

Single
XOR
Item

Single
XOR
Item

Single
XOR
Item

Single
XOR
Item

  Subkeys      Inputs              Subkeys      Inputs             Subkeys      Inputs             Subkeys      Inputs

                 Outputs                              Outputs                              Outputs                               Outputs

Figure 3. The implementation of one XORing round.

The single XORing round block was estimated to be able
to work properly with 92 MHz. The slight decrease in
efficiency compared to a single XOR item is due to the fact
that four times larger logic was produced (32 CLBs). In
both cases the critical path is the same. In this case the key
input was excluded because of the limited amount of the
input pins on the FPGA.

1.3 IWEP
The highest layer of the implementation is the IWEP
module itself. In this module there are three layers of
XORing rounds as defined earlier. The signals between the
layers are connected according to the desired permutation.

Since it takes one clock cycle for each XORing round to
produce its output, the whole encryption for the first
message block takes three clock cycles. However, because
there are registers after each XORing round it is possible to
pipeline the process. Applying this means that a new data
block can be fed to the cipher on every clock tick and (after
the first three clock cycles) a new ciphertext block is
received on every clock tick. Therefore, it can be estimated
that encryption/decryption with IWEP takes only one clock
cycle per block. The pipeline is depicted in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. IWEP pipeline.

Table 2 presents the IWEP implementation results. As
shown in the table, it was estimated that encryption will
work properly with up to 86-MHz clock. Also here the key
was held constant.

Table 2. The implementation results of IWEP on Xilinx
XC4000E-4013EPQ208-2 chip.

Quantity Value
External I/O Buffers 129/160 (80%)
Configurable Logic Blocks (CLBs) 64/576 (11%)
CLB Flops 128/1,152 (11%)
4-input Look Up Tables 96/1,152 (8%)
Gate Count 1,728
Maximum Frequency 86.081 MHz
Data Throughput with Max. Freq. 690 MB/s
Data Throughput with
40-MHz clock of the platform 320 MB/s

Because each XORing round in IWEP module is exactly
similar, it was possible to implement the 64-bit cipher with
only one XORing layer by adding a state machine that feeds
the layer with correct inputs (implements the permutations).
This way the module was expected to get smaller and more
space on the chip was assumed to be saved for other
applications. However, this result was not reached. Instead
the implementation took more space (2166 gates), and the
maximum clock frequency was markedly decreased down to
36 MHz.

Since the maximum clock frequency of the pipeline
implementation is so high, one more improvement could
possibly be achieved by removing the registers between the
iteration rounds. This way the whole encryption/decryption
could be executed during one clock cycle. This would
increase also the throughput of short messages to the level
of larger messages (i.e. only one clock cycle per one 64-bit
block). The clock frequency should still be close to the
target of 40 MHz.

3 RC4 IMPLEMENTATION

RC4 is a stream cipher, which means that it operates
plaintext a single byte at a time. The high level structure of
RC4 is shown in Figure 5. The algorithm consists of two
main elements. In the figure, F denotes a key dependent
function that initializes and mixes up the 256-byte memory
array called substitution box (S-box). Index refers to the
memory address and data to the stored or read byte.

S-boxS-boxFF
Index

Data

Input Output

Figure 5. RC4 high level illustration.

The main idea of the algorithm is to produce an 8-bit
pseudo random number series initialized by the given key.
An encrypted output is then achieved by XORing the
random bytes with the input data bytes. In this cipher the
encryption and decryption methods are exactly similar and
therefore the presented implementation can be used in either
way. More detailed information on the algorithm can be
found in [9].

RC4’s FPGA implementation consists of three modules:
a 256-byte memory array and two state machines. The
memory array (S-box) is used for producing a pseudo
random number stream. The state machines are needed for
performing the initialization and mixing up of the array. The
implementations were made using the same chips and tools
as in IWEP implementation.

1.4 Substitution Box
A Xilinx design tool LogiBLOX [5] was used for
implementing the S-box. The result was a 256-byte RAM
module with asynchronous read operation and synchronous
write operation. By using the tool it was possible to take
advantage of the FPGA chip’s internal RAM blocks. To test
the functionality of the memory module, it was implemented
and simulated without any other logic. The area and timing
results are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. The implementation results of the substitution box
on Xilinx XC4000E-4013PQ208-2.

Quantity Value
External I/O Buffers 25/160 (15%)
Configurable Logic Blocks (CLBs) 88/576 (15%)
CLB Flops 0/1,152 (0%)
4-input Look Up Tables 176/1,152 (15%)
3-input Look Up Tables 72/576 (12%)
32X1 RAMs 64
Gate Count 8,516
Maximum Frequency 48.955 MHz



1.5 RC4 Cipher
The encryption function of the algorithm was implemented
with two separate state machines: one for initializing the S-
box and the other for the encryption itself. On the top level
these modules were attached to the S-box to generate the
cipher. The outcome of the resulting logic for the complete
cipher is shown in Table 4. The presented throughput with
40 MHz is only theoretical because the attained maximum
frequency is much lower.

Table 4. The implementation results of RC4 cipher on
Xilinx XC4000E-4013EPQ208-2 chip.

Quantity Value
External I/O Buffers 148/160 (92%)
Configurable Logic Blocks (CLBs) 255/576 (44%)
CLB Flops 142/1,152 (12%)
4-input Look Up Tables 444/1,152 (38%)
3-input Look Up Tables 103/576 (17%)
32X1 RAMs 64
Gate Count 11,372
Maximum Frequency 17.744 MHz
Data Throughput with Max. Freq.
(after setup) 2.22 MB/s

Data Throughput with 40-MHz
clock (after setup, theoretical) 5.00 MB/s

To find out if the results could be improved, the state
machines were combined into a single unit. In fact,
improvement was achieved in the number of reserved
CLBs. However, this approach did not lead to any faster
implementation because the maximum clock frequency was
slightly decreased. Table 5 presents the results.

Table 5. The implementation results of RC4 with one state
machine on Xilinx XC4000E-4013EPQ208-2 chip.

Quantity Value
External I/O Buffers 148/160 (92%)
Configurable Logic Blocks (CLBs) 224/576 (38%)
32X1 RAMs 64
Gate Count 10,653
Maximum Frequency 16.940 MHz
Data Throughput with Max. Freq.
(after setup) 2.12 MB/s

Data Throughput with 40-MHz
clock (after setup, theoretical) 5.00 MB/s

4 DISCUSSION

As stated before, IWEP’s hardware-oriented design made
the implementation simpler and more efficient than that of
RC4. Therefore, IWEP was considered very suitable for
hardware implementations and especially for WLAN
applications with limited processing capacity (only one
clock cycle per 64 bits of data). However, IWEP is not very
reliable against brute-force attack, and therefore it can only
be used to encrypt time-critical data, i.e. data that is useful
only for a short period of time. On the other hand, the

design of IWEP makes the cipher very flexible for
reconfiguration. Modifications, like changing of the
permutations, altering the subkey and subdata schedule, and
adding iteration rounds, can be easily done. With these
frequent changes the unpredictability and consequently the
security level of the cipher is increased.

Unlike IWEP, RC4 is commonly regarded as a very
powerful cipher. Therefore, it is a more suitable alternative
for long-term privacy. However, the cost of this improved
security is the longer encryption time. Especially the
initialization of the cipher is time-consuming. One solution
is to implement the RC4’s S-box without using a separate
memory block with address and data buses, or to use RAM
with also asynchronous write operation. This way the
several read and write operations of the algorithm do not
have such a dominating role.
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Abstract

Transport Triggered Architecture (TTA) offers a cost-
effective trade-off between the size and performance of
ASICs and the programmability of general-purpose proces-
sors. In this paper TTA processors for the RC4 and AES
encryption algorithms of the new IEEE 802.11i WLAN se-
curity standard are designed. Special operations efficiently
supporting the ciphers are developed. The TTA de-
sign flow is utilized for finding configurations with the best
performance-size ratios. The size of the configuration sup-
porting both the algorithms is 69.4 kgates and the through-
put 100 Mb/s for RC4 and 68.5 Mb/s for AES at 100 MHz
in the 0.13 µm CMOS technology. Compared to commer-
cial processors of the same wireless application domain,
higher throughputs are achieved at significantly smaller
area and lower clock speed, which also results in de-
creased energy consumption.

1. Introduction

The performance requirements for security implementa-
tions have significantly increased with the communication
speeds of data networks. For example, virtual private net-
works require high-speed implementations in busy corpo-
rate firewalls. On the other hand, a need for low-cost and
low-power designs has emerged as wireless technologies for
embedded, battery-powered devices have been developed.
By combining high performance and low power, the secu-
rity processing requirements can be met with lower energy
consumption, resulting in longer operating times.

Whereas Application Specific Integrated Circuits
(ASIC) offer the highest performance at low energy and
low cost (in high volumes), the design times are long and
upgrading is time-consuming and expensive. The flawed
IEEE 802.11 Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) se-
curity is a good example of a product in which support for
low-cost upgrading would have been beneficial. High per-
formance with reconfigurability and short development

times are achieved with Field Programmable Gate Ar-
rays (FPGA). FPGAs are well-suited, e.g, for network
routers but unsuitable for low-cost and low-power embed-
ded devices. The embedded solutions should combine the
benefits of ASICs and FPGAs by enabling good perfor-
mance with a certain level of reconfigurability.

In this work a processor architecture called Trans-
port Triggered Architecture (TTA) [4] is scrutinized for
finding high-performance and low-cost processor de-
signs with efficient support for wireless encryption. TTA
is fully configurable and supports Instruction Level Paral-
lelism (ILP) and application-specific operations. The devel-
opment tools offer semi-automatic flow for straightforward
processor design and implementation. In addition to good
encryption performance-cost ratios, the designed proces-
sors and their special operations are general-purpose,
enabling running other applications in them. Modifica-
tions are possible even in fielded devices by software up-
dates. Compared to coprocessor schemes, TTA processors
can offer better performance since off-chip communica-
tion bottlenecks are avoided.

The studied encryption algorithms are RC4 [22] and Ad-
vanced Encryption Standard (AES) [1] of the new IEEE
802.11i WLAN security standard [14]. Whereas the AES-
based design is completely new, RC4 is included for back-
ward compatibility with fielded hardware. Thus, support for
both the algorithms is required in new products. Since the
work of the 802.11i group as well as AES are the bases for a
large number of new technologies, the TTA designs of this
paper can be efficiently utilized in many other embedded
products. For example, the new IEEE 802.15.4 low-rate,
low-power personal area network uses AES. Currently, the
maximum radio transmission speed of 802.11 is 54 Mb/s.

Generally, ASICs and FPGAs are implementation tech-
nologies and TTA is a processor architecture, imple-
mentable both in ASIC and FPGA technologies. However,
in this work ASIC refers to a dedicated hardware im-
plementation of an encryption algorithm. An ASIC is
fixed and can only be utilized to this single task. Simi-
larly, FPGA refers to an FPGA implementation of a single
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algorithm. A TTA implementation refers to a TTA proces-
sor including software describing an algorithm. The proces-
sor is implemented in an ASIC technology.

Several specialized reconfigurable hardware architec-
tures have been proposed for symmetric-key cryptography.
The designs in [7], [9], [24], and [25] produce excellent re-
sults in terms of throughput and reconfigurability but areas
are large and the application domain the same as that of FP-
GAs. References [19] and [10] are likely to achieve good
performance-area ratios but they do not report the costs.
Area-efficient designs are presented in [26] and [16]. How-
ever, they lack the flexibility and/or the automatic design
flow of TTA. Implementing AES in an architecture compa-
rable to TTA is studied in [20]. In this work considerably
better performance is achieved with small area.

2. TTA Overview

Opposed to traditional, operation-triggered processor ar-
chitectures, in TTA [4] operations occur as side effects of
data transports. The execution begins when data are writ-
ten to the operand registers of a Function Unit (FU). Only
a single instruction, move, is required for low-level pro-
gramming. The mirrored paradigm enables applying new
scheduling, bypassing, and resource allocation techniques
in high-level language compilers.

The TTA central processing unit is organized as a set of
FUs and Register Files (RF). The data transfers between the
entities are performed by an interconnection network con-
sisting of a variable number of buses and bus connections.
A FU may be anything between a simple shifter and a large
Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU). At least one FU operates as
a Load-Store Unit (LSU) handling memory accesses.

The number of FUs, FU operands and results, RFs, RF
ports, buses, and bus connections can be changed unlimit-
edly. The changes enable variable amount of ILP. TTA also
allows adding special, application-specific operations im-
plemented in Special Function Units (SFU). Currently, bus
widths 1 and 32 bits are supported and 32-bit ALU opera-
tions have been implemented in the standard set of the FU
operations. The buses are only simple connections multi-
plexed with AND-OR networks. Thus, even a larger number
of buses does not excessively increase the processor size.

The TTA development environment [18], the MOVE
framework, provides semi-automatic design process and
short design times for application specific processors. The
MOVE compiler translates the ANSI C/C++ description of
the application into sequential MOVE code. The compiler
supports all the described modifications. The MOVE sched-
uler is used for scheduling the sequential code to a spe-
cific TTA configuration. The MOVE simulator is provided
for verifying and evaluating both the sequential and paral-
lel codes and for assisting the scheduler.

Finding the best suited TTA configuration for a given ap-
plication by hand is a time-consuming and error-prone task.
Thus, the framework contains the design space explorer for
automatically testing the suitability of a large number of
TTA configurations for the application. The explorer evalu-
ates the execution time, size, and energy consumption1 and
outputs configurations with the best values in all three cat-
egories. For the evaluations it utilizes the MOVE estimator
which computes the measures according to presynthesized
TTA resources. The exploration is performed in two phases.
Initially, the explorer is given a large configuration with ex-
cessive amount of resources. The first phase reduces the re-
sources but maintains the interconnect fully connected. In
the second phase the unnecessary connections are removed
from the configuration chosen by the designer.

The VHDL description for a TTA configuration can be
automatically generated using the MOVE Processor Gener-
ator (MPG). The designer only has to provide the VHDL
descriptions of SFUs. The TTA processor can be synthe-
sized with third party synthesis tools.

3. Wireless Encryption Algorithms

The encryption algorithms of the 802.11i WLAN secu-
rity standard [14] scrutinized for TTA implementations are
RC4 and AES. The standard requires only the forward func-
tionality of AES for en/decryption. Thus, the invert cipher
is not discussed in this paper. However, with small modi-
fications the TTA designs can be tuned for efficiently sup-
porting also the inverted AES.

3.1. RC4

RC4 [22] produces a pseudo-random byte stream and
en/decryption is performed by XORing the stream and
the data. The encryption key size is between 1 and 256
bytes. Processing consists of two phases, initialization and
pseudo-random byte generation. The internal state of the ci-
pher is maintained in a 256-byte arrays S. During the initial-
ization S is first linearly filled with the values from 0 to 255.
The encryption key is used for scrambling the array. The
phase is required for every new key.

The pseudo code of RC4 en/decryption (random byte
generation) is presented in Fig. 1. The process uses two in-
dices, i and j, for modifying the contents of S. The data is
input and output in the byte array data. The process runs un-
til all the bytes of the input are processed. During the ran-
dom byte generation two entries in S are read and their lo-
cations are swapped. The third entry S[t] is the produced

1 Currently, the evaluation of energy consumption is under develop-
ment. Thus, the energy measures are not considered in this work.
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rc4(data) {
i = 0; j = 0; k = 0;
while not end of data {
i = (i + 1) mod 256;
j = (j + S[i]) mod 256;
swap(S[i], S[j]);
t = (S[i] + S[j]) mod 256;
data[k] = S[t] xor data[k];
k = k + 1; } }

Figure 1. RC4 en/decryption.

pseudo-random byte. The operations involved are addition
modulo 256, memory access (read and write), and XOR.

3.2. AES

The AES algorithm [1] is a symmetric cipher that en-
crypts data in 128-bit blocks. It supports key sizes of 128,
192, and 256 bits. AES consists of successive, similar iter-
ation rounds. Depending on the key size, the number of the
rounds is 10, 12, or 14. Each round mixes the data with a
128-bit roundkey, which is generated from the encryption
key. Currently, the 128-bit-key version is generally consid-
ered to provide adequate security. Decryption requires in-
verting the iterations resulting in at least partly separate data
path. Even though only the 128-bit-key version is studied in
the paper, the designs support also the others. The 802.11i
encryption mode requires two AES passes per block of data.

The AES round operations are presented in Fig. 2. The
cipher maintains an internal, 4-by-4 matrix of bytes, called
state, on which the operations are performed. Initially, state
is filled with the input data block XORed with the encryp-
tion key. Each round, except the last one, contains oper-
ations called SubBytes, ShiftRows, MixColumns, and Ad-
dRoundKey. The last round bypasses MixColumns.

SubBytes is an invertible, nonlinear transformation. It
uses 16 similar 256-byte substitution tables (S-box) for in-
dependently mapping each byte of state into another byte.
S-box entries are generated by computing multiplicative in-
verses in Galois Field GF(28) and applying an affine trans-
formation. SubBytes can be implemented either by com-
puting the substitution [21] or using table lookups [13].
ShiftRows is a cyclic left shift of the second, third, and
fourth row of state by 1, 2, and 3 bytes, respectively. Mix-
Columns performs a modular polynomial multiplication in
GF(28) on each column. Instead of computing, SubBytes
and MixColumns can also be combined into four large ta-
bles, called T-boxes. Performing the operations requires ta-
ble lookups and XORing. The size of a T-box is 1,024
bytes. During each round AddRoundKey performs XOR
with state and the roundkey. Roundkey generation includes
S-box substitutions, word rotations, and XOR operations
performed on the encryption key.
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Figure 2. AES round operations.

4. Design Methodology

The design flow of the MOVE framework is utilized for
developing TTA processors that efficiently support the two
encryption algorithms. The analysis throughout the paper
only concentrates on the encryption cores. Even though sup-
ported by the designed processors, the RC4 initialization
and the AES roundkey generation are not examined. In or-
der to estimate the possibilities for the utilization of ILP, the
data dependencies of the algorithms are analyzed first. The
parallelism analysis is valuable in estimating the amount of
initial resources to be allocated for each algorithm and also
for evaluating the results produced by the framework.

Next, the ciphers are scrutinized to identify operations
that could be efficiently accelerated with SFUs. In this paper
a requirement in the design of SFUs is that they can also be
benefited from in other applications. A strictly application-
specific SFU is added only if it has a significant effect
on performance without a large processor area increase.
For example, even though possible, implementing the com-
plete AES cipher as an SFU was not considered. This finer-
grained method produces a larger number of TTA configu-
rations with different sizes and performances.

After the analyses the MOVE explorer is utilized for
finding TTA configurations with the highest quality for the
algorithms, with and without SFUs. The explorations are
performed on the encryption cores. The quality of a design
is defined as a throughput-size ratio

Q = T/S, (1)

in which T is throughput in Mb/s and S is size in kgates.
Hence, the unit of quality is Mb/s/kgate.

Even though tuning TTA for the encryption cores, the
hardware is maintained general-purpose in order to allow
running the rest of the cipher and other applications in it.
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Only after finding the highest-quality configurations, they
are further tuned to show how much the quality could be
improved if the core was the only target application.

Two types of general-purpose, standard FUs are used in
the designs, ALUs and LSUs. The ALU contains addition,
substraction, logical operations, comparisons, shifts, and
zero/sign extensions. Multiplication and division are not in-
cluded. The size of an ALU is 3,019 gates and latency one
clock cycle. The size of a LSU size 1,140 is and read/write
latency three clock cycles. A multiplier FU would add 3,120
gates and a divider 4,160 gates to the processor size. The
TTA processor size and throughput values in the paper are
for a 0.13 µm CMOS standard-cell technology, synthesized
for a 100 MHz system clock. However, at least 250 MHz
clock frequency is achievable using the TTA design flow
[11]. The complete TTA processor size estimations do not
include data or instruction memories. The term estimated
size refers to the size computed by the MOVE estimator and
synthesized size to the size produced by the Synopsys De-
sign Vision 2003.06 synthesis tool. The results will show
that the estimated size is very close to the synthesized size.

4.1. Comparison to Other Platforms

In order to evaluate the quality of the results, the TTA
designs are compared to 8051, ARM7 and ARM9 proces-
sor as well as FPGA and ASIC implementations of the al-
gorithms. 8051 is a 8-bit microcontroller and the ARMs are
32-bit Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) proces-
sors utilized in embedded systems, especially in wireless
platforms. Similarly to TTA, memories are not included in
the size estimates. The 8051 features are derived from [8].
100 MHz system clock speed is achievable with the syn-
thesizable design in a 0.25 µm technology. Generally, 8051
chips are run at much lower speed, around 15 MHz.

The ARM size estimates are based on ARM7TDMI and
ARM968E-S cores without caches [2]. According to [15],
the gate count of a design is

g =
A

320F 2
, (2)

in which A is the total area of the standard-cell layout and F
is the minimum feature size of the technology. At F = 0.13
µm the area A = 0.26 mm2 for ARM7 and A = 0.59 mm2 for
ARM9. The clock speeds are 133 MHz and 220 MHz [2].

The RC4 performance in 8051 was estimated with the
assembly implementation in [17]. The ARM performances
were measured for the RC4 source code in [23], which is
also used as the RC4 application in TTA. ARM Developer
Suite 1.2 was utilized for producing speed-optimized mea-
sures. The RC4 implementation presented in [12] is used
as the FPGA reference. The design was resynthesized to
a newer Xilinx FPGA, XC2V250FG256-4. The equivalent

Platform Size Clock RC4 AES
(kgates) (MHz) (Mb/s) (Mb/s)

8051 10.0 100 8.3 1.0
ARM7 48.1 133 36.7 14.2
ARM9 109.0 220 83.8 35.6
FPGA [12] 68.0 103 103.0 -
ASIC 3.0 200 200.0 -
FPGA [13] 670.0 134 - 1720.0
ASIC [21] 5.4 131 - 311.0

Table 1. Reference implementations.

gate count reported by the design tool is large due to the us-
age of embedded block RAMs for the S array. The VHDL
design was also synthesized to the 0.13 µm technology at
200 MHz for producing an ASIC reference.

The 8051 performance for the 128-bit AES is derived
from [5]. In [8] an instruction takes four oscillator cycles.
The ARM performances were measured for the C source
code in [6]. The source was also used as the AES applica-
tion in TTA. The code is one of the fastest for the gcc com-
piler on which the MOVE compiler is also based. About
17% better ARM performance compared to the ARM9 mea-
sure of this paper is achieved in [3]. Unfortunately, the
processor size is not reported for quality comparison.

The 128-bit-key encryption implementation containing
the key generation logic in [13] is taken as the AES FPGA
reference, resynthesized to the newer FPGA. Block RAMs
were used for the S-boxes. The smallest AES implementa-
tion in [21] is used as the ASIC reference. The design con-
tains encryption, decryption, and 128-bit key generation.
According to the authors knowledge, the paper presents the
highest-quality ASIC implementation. The reference imple-
mentations are summarized in Table 1.

5. TTA Designs for RC4

The operation dependencies in the random byte genera-
tion loop of RC4 are shown in Fig. 3. The operations pre-
sented in parallel are independent and can be executed si-
multaneously. The figure shows, as also stated in [23], that
almost every statement of the algorithm depend on the state-
ment immediately before it. Hence, the benefits of ILP for
RC4 acceleration are very limited. Only the two writes of
the swap operation and the computation of the index t can
be performed in parallel.

More parallelism can only be found by unrolling the RC4
loop [23]. However, unrolling requires additional compar-
isons before the XOR operation (Fig. 1) if the byte length
of the input does not always match the length of the pro-
duced pseudo-random stream. Thus, manual unrolling was
not considered for RC4.
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compute i

read S[i]

read S[j]

compute j

compute t write S[i] write S[j]

read S[t]

compute i

read S[i]

read S[j]

compute j

compute t write S[i] write S[j]

read S[t]

Figure 3. RC4 operation dependencies.

5.1. RC4 Special Operations

Three special operations were designed for RC4 accel-
eration. Since only 32-bit operations are currently imple-
mented in the standard TTA hardware, a simple byte adder
(i.e. modulo 256 adder) was implemented. A byte addition
with a 32-bit adder requires masking the result with 0xFF
or performing a zero extension, resulting in two clock cy-
cles per addition in TTA. The single-cycle special opera-
tion addb was included in the ALU using the existing 32-bit
adder hardware.

The latency of a memory access through the LSU is three
clock cycles in TTA. Since a large portion of the statements
in the RC4 loop requires accessing the S array, a decrease
in the latency has a significant effect on the performance.
A separate, single-cycle SFU (LUT-SFU) with read (sread)
and write (swrite) operations was implemented for main-
taining S. In addition to the short access latency, additional
clock cycles are saved since the indices (i, j, t) can be di-
rectly used for referencing. Computing the absolute main
memory addresses is avoided.

LUT-SFU contains a 256-byte single-port RAM with 8-
bit address and data ports. The ports were wrapped inside a
32-bit interface in order to support connections to the 32-bit
TTA buses. The size of the synthesized SFU is 2,012 gates.
A large number of other encryption algorithms can make
use of the SFU for look-up-table functionality [7]. Section
6 will utilize the SFU in the implementation of AES. Units
for the same purposes have been designed in [7] and [16].

5.2. Design Space Explorations for RC4

Based on the parallelism analysis and manual experi-
ments with few TTA configurations, it was deduced that
two ALUs are sufficient for the RC4 initial configuration
in the explorations. Similarly, the suitable amount for the
other TTA resources was searched manually. A suitably-
sized configuration results in shorter exploration time. The
number of LSUs was also limited to two, since only sin-
gle and dual-port memories were available in the used im-
plementation technology. Also in general, two ports are of-

ten the maximum in memory technologies. The rest of the
initial resources for the non-SFU configuration were three
16-register integer RFs, two 4-register boolean RFs, and six
32-bit buses. In the SFU configuration the same resources
enhanced with the LUT-SFU were used.

5.3. RC4 Results

Fig. 4 presents the exploration results for the fully con-
nected configurations output by the explorer. Due to the
well-chosen initial configurations, the explorations took
only about 20 minutes. The TTA throughputs are for 100
MHz. The arrows point to the TTA configurations with the
highest qualities. The figure shows that after adding the spe-
cial operations, the RC4 performance is significantly in-
creased. In Fig. 4(a) the execution time of the fastest non-
SFU configuration is 20 cycles/byte whereas for the fastest
SFU configuration it is only 8 cycles/byte. In Fig. 4(b) the
quality of a design increases the closer it is to the vertical
axis and the further away it is from the horizontal axis. The
characteristics of the highest quality configurations are pre-
sented in Table 2. The qualities are computed for the synthe-
sized sizes. It can be seen that the estimator produces good
results as the estimated sizes fairly precisely match with the
synthesized ones. Note that also the RF sizes were reduced.

For comparison Fig. 4 includes RC4 measures for the
reference implementations. TTA outperforms 8051 even
with an equal-sized non-SFU configuration. Also, the
throughput level of ARM7 is achieved at 70% smaller
size. The throughput of ARM9 is higher due to the higher
clock frequency. The ARM9 throughput is achieved at
100 MHz frequency with an 80% smaller SFU configura-
tion. Even the cycle counts of FPGA and ASIC are reached
in TTA with the special operations.

The comparison of the highest quality TTA configura-
tions with the other platforms is presented in Fig. 5. The

Resource non-SFU SFU
ALUs 1 1
LSUs 1 1
integer RFs (4 registers) 3 3
boolean RFs (1 register) 1 1
32-bit buses 3 4
SFUs - 1
Estimated size (kgates) 13.4 17.7
Synthesized size (kgates) 13.5 17.7
Throughput (Mb/s) 36.4 72.7
Quality (Mb/s/kgate) 2.70 4.11

Table 2. Non-SFU and SFU configurations
with the highest quality for RC4.
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Figure 4. RC4 exploration results in TTA: (a) execution time against size and (b) throughput against
size. The arrows point to the configurations with the highest quality.

figure shows the results for the synthesized highest-quality
TTA designs. The configurations non-SFU-opt and SFU-opt
were generated by removing unused ALU operations from
the non-SFU and SFU configurations and performing the
second exploration phase. The sizes for these were taken
from the estimator. In addition to the other processors, the
quality of TTA for RC4 is higher than that of FPGA.

6. TTA Designs for AES

Compared to RC4, AES contains much more paral-
lelism. In this paper the parallelism is divided into three
levels: block parallelism, round parallelism, and sub-round
parallelism. Block parallelism refers to processing several
data blocks simultaneously. The applicability depends on
the used encryption mode. For example, the inputs of the
Counter (CTR) mode are independent from each other and
can be processed in parallel. On the other hand, the Cipher
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Figure 5. Qualities of RC4 implementations.

Block Chaining (CBC) mode requires that the previous data
block is finished before processing the next one. The block
parallelism is utilized, e.g., in pipelined hardware imple-
mentations.

Round parallelism exists if some of the cipher rounds
are independent from each other. Those rounds could be
processed simultaneously. However, the dataflow-oriented
AES requires the output of the previous round before the
next one begins and round parallelism cannot be utilized.

The parallelism inside a round, sub-round parallelism,
can be examined using Fig. 2. In SubBytes each byte-wise
S-box substitution can be performed simultaneously. Simi-
larly, in AddRoundKey each state byte (even each bit) can
be independently XORed with the roundkey bytes. Mix-
Columns requires at least a column (a word) of state be-
fore processing can begin. Despite of the inapplicability of
the round parallelism, the sub-round analysis reveals pos-
sibilities for interleaving consecutive rounds. As soon as a
byte from the previous round is ready, the next S-box substi-
tution for the byte can be performed. The same applies for
AddRoundKey. MixColumns for a word can be performed
when the four required bytes are produced. The method can
also be utilized for interleaving at the data block level in
feedback encryption modes.

6.1. AES Special Operations

LUT-SFU designed for RC4 is also used for accelerating
AES. In addition, two SFUs were designed, one for convert-
ing between byte and word representations (CONV-SFU)
and another, AES-specific MIXADD-SFU. Processing an
AES round with the special operations is depicted in Fig. 6.
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LUT-SFU is included for fast look-up-table functional-
ity. A single LUT-SFU carries out an 8-bit S-box substitu-
tion. Higher parallelism compared to a non-SFU design is
possible since the number of simultaneous S-box accesses is
not limited by LSUs. Initially, each LUT-SFU is filled with
the S-box values from the main memory with the swrite op-
eration, performed only once. Thereafter, the SFUs are used
in read-only mode with the sread operation. The SFU can
be utilized in the roundkey generation as well as perform-
ing the inverted AES operations.

Implementing AES in the 32-bit TTA requires main-
taining state in four words containing the columns. A 32-
bit MixColumns operation uses a byte from each row.
The bytes are located in different columns (words) due to
the ShiftRows operation. Similarly, the S-box (or T-box)
lookups require referencing the table with bytes within the
words. Thus, in order to generate the inputs for the oper-
ations, the bytes have to be shifted to suitable positions.
The outputs are again packed to the words representing the
columns of state. These conversions result in several shift
and logic operations.

Another alternative is to maintain state in 16 words, each
containing a byte of state aligned to the least significant
byte of a word. With this scheme, ShiftRows and SubBytes
can be implemented very efficiently as each byte can be ac-
cessed directly. However, the representation requires four
times more moves for transporting state between FUs. In
addition, it requires four XOR operations per 32 bits in Ad-
dRoundKey, totalling 16 XORs. When state is stored in four
words, only four XOR operations are required.

CONV-SFU was designed for combining the benefits of
both the representations. Its bytes2word operation can be
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word2bytes
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word2bytes

4 5 6 7
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8 9 10 11
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Figure 6. Using special operations for com-
puting an AES round. The value rkk is the kth
word of the current roundkey.

used for packing four bytes into a word and word2bytes for
expanding a word into four bytes in a single clock cycle.
CONV-SFU was wrapped inside a 32-bit interface for sup-
porting connections to the TTA buses. The size of the SFU
is 880 gates in the 0.13 µm technology. It can be used in
the invert AES and for performing any byte-wise permuta-
tion in other block ciphers. Assembling and decomposing
network packets often require similar transformations.

MIXADD-SFU performs a combined 32-bit Mix-
Columns and AddRoundKey operation (mixadd) in a sin-
gle clock cycle. MixColumns is trivial in hardware [1] and
can be implemented with reasonably small amount of re-
sources. On the contrary, in a 32-bit processor a large
number of shift and logical operations are required [3]. In-
cluding the XORing of 32-bits of a roundkey in the unit
saves four clock cycles per round compared to XOR-
ing in the ALU. The size of MIXADD-SFU is 1,326
gates.

6.2. Design Space Explorations for AES

In the AES source [6] the encryption core is fully un-
rolled. For shorter scheduling time the unrolling factor was
decreased to four rounds. This still allows exploiting inter-
leaving between AES rounds. Means for block level paral-
lelism or block interleaving were not provided in this work.
Similarly to RC4, the number of LSUs was limited to two.
The number of other resources was increased for supporting
the higher parallelism of AES. It was tested that eight ALUs
already fully utilize the memory bandwidth in the non-SFU
configuration. The number of ALUs was decreased to four
in the SFU configuration since most of the processing is
performed in the SFUs. The number of SFUs was adjusted
to allow processing two words of state simultaneously, i.e.,
eight LUT-SFUs, four CONV-SFUs, and two MIXADD-
SFUs were included. This was seen as a reasonable trade-
off between available ILP and the maximum processor size.
The rest of the resources were three 32-register integer RFs,
two 4-register boolean RFs, and 16 32-bit buses.

In the original source code an AES round is implemented
with the T-box method and state is stored in four words.
Thus, the most utilized operations are memory accesses.
Shifting and logical operations are required for indexing
the T-boxes, permuting bytes, and combining the read val-
ues to produce round outputs. The performance is limited
by the memory bandwidth. The finer-grained implementa-
tion with the SFUs provides more alternatives for the uti-
lization of ILP. It requires much less memory bandwidth.
The intermediate computation results can be kept in RFs or
directly conveyed to the next FU. The SFU implementation
also requires smaller amount of memory. 256-byte S-boxes
are used instead of 1,024-byte T-boxes.
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Figure 7. AES exploration results in TTA: (a) execution time against size and (b) throughput against
size. The arrows point to the configurations with the highest quality.

6.3. AES Results

The AES exploration outputs for the fully connected
configurations are presented in Fig. 7. The explorations
took about six hours. The smallest non-SFU configuration
is 72% smaller than the smallest SFU configuration. How-
ever, the smallest SFU configuration already achieves the
performances of the fastest non-SFU configurations. On the
other hand, the throughput of the largest SFU configuration
is 160% higher than that of the largest non-SFU configura-
tion. It was examined that the non-SFU performance satu-
rates at 20 cycles/byte even if resources (other than LSUs)
were added. It is restricted by the memory bandwidth. With
the SFUs much higher performances are achievable.

Fig. 7 shows that the throughput of ARM7 is achieved
at 48% smaller size with a non-SFU configuration. The
throughput of ARM9 is also reachable with a non-SFU
TTA at significantly smaller size. The smallest SFU con-
figuration achieves the ARM9 throughput at the size of
ARM7. The highest-quality TTA configurations are sum-
marized in Table 3. The non-SFU configuration has 90%
higher throughput at 35% smaller size than ARM7 and only
24% lower throughput than ARM9 at 71% smaller area. The
size of the SFU configuration is between the ARMs. The
throughput is significantly higher.

The dataflow-oriented AES algorithm can be im-
plemented very efficiently in coarse-grained hardware.
Therefore, the performances of the FPGA and ASIC de-
signs are not achieved in TTA with the designed SFUs.
Due to the fully utilized sub-round parallelism in the
FPGA implementation, the throughput is very high, imply-
ing also good quality. The ASIC implementation computes
32-bits of a round at a clock cycle, resulting in a com-

pact and very high-quality design. The quality comparison
similar to Section 5.3 is presented in Fig. 8.

As the highest-quality AES SFU configuration is a su-
perset of the RC4 configurations, it is very well suited for
the 802.11i processing. The RC4 throughput is 100 Mb/s
which is enough for the highest transmission speeds. The
rate of 54 Mb/s is achieved for the 802.11i AES mode by
increasing the clock speed to 158 MHz.

7. Conclusions

TTA processors for efficient encryption in the 802.11i
wireless network were designed. The designs outperform
the 32-bit commercial processors of the same application

Resource non-SFU SFU
ALUs 2 2
LSUs 2 2
integer RFs (12 registers) 3 3
boolean RFs (1 register) 1 1
32-bit buses 6 9
LUT-SFUs - 4
CONV-SFUs - 1
MIXADD-SFUs - 1
Estimated size (kgates) 31.5 71.1
Synthesized size (kgates) 32.9 70.4
Throughput (Mb/s) 27.0 68.5
Quality (Mb/s/kgate) 0.821 0.973

Table 3. Non-SFU and SFU configurations
with the highest quality for AES.
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Figure 8. Qualities of AES implementations.

domain with significantly smaller area and lower clock fre-
quency. For RC4 even the cycle counts of the ASIC were
achieved. The AES performance can be increased closer to
the dedicated hardware by adding resources and tuning the
special operations more to the algorithm. In this work the
die sizes were kept small and the designs general-purpose
for low-cost and for supporting other network processor
tasks. As supporting both the algorithms, the AES proces-
sor is very well suited for security processing in the embed-
ded 802.11i devices. After the further development of the
MOVE framework is finished, the energy consumptions of
the designs will also be included in the evaluations.
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ABSTRACT
The Secure Remote Password (SRP) protocol is an authen-
tication and key-exchange protocol suitable for secure pass-
word verification and session key generation over insecure
communication channels. The modular exponentiations in-
volved, however, are very time-consuming, causing slow log-
on procedures. This work presents the design of a hard-
ware accelerator that performs modular exponentiation of
very wide integers. The experimental platform is tutwlan,
a Wireless Local Area Network (wlan) being developed at
Tampere University of Technology. It runs on the Altera Ex-
calibur development board that contains a microprocessor
and a chip with programmable hardware. The results show
that a full modular exponentiation with 1023-bit inputs can
be performed in less than 40 ms using less than 10,000 logic
elements, each consisting of a 4-input lookup table and a
register. By using the implemented hardware accelerator in
the authentication protocol, the execution time is reduced
by a factor of 4. In addition, proposals to improve the imple-
mented modular exponentiation architecture are presented.
An additional factor of 5 improvement (totaling a factor of
20) can be achieved by implementing the fastest design.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.2.4 [Arithmetic and Logic Structures]: High-Speed Arith-
metic—Algorithms; C.3 [Special-Purpose and Application-
Based Systems]: Real-time and embedded systems
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General Terms
Design, security

Keywords
Secure Remote Password protocol, modular exponentiation,
hardware acceleration, reconfigurable hardware, WLAN, au-
thentication.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs)

have gained popularity. They can be used to connect com-
puters when building a wired network is impossible or in-
convenient, e.g., when users are moving or when the net-
work is set up only temporarily. Because data is transferred
through the ether, security is needed to prevent data from
being intercepted by unauthorized users as well as to autho-
rize users and computers to the network. One way to obtain
security is by using cryptographic operations. These opera-
tions, however, often require time-consuming computations
that slow down network speed and increase log-on time. Fur-
thermore, support for several algorithms and possibilities to
update the implementation may be required. Trading chip
area and power-consumption for execution speed depend-
ing on the application requirements may also be profitable.
High speed with flexibility can be obtained by using recon-
figurable hardware for the time-consuming operations and a
microprocessor for the remaining parts of the security im-
plementation.

The objective of this work is to accelerate the authenti-
cation protocol of a WLAN, called TUTWLAN, developed
at Tampere University of Technology. The protocol em-
ployed is the Secure Remote Password (SRP) authentication
protocol [19]. It makes extensive use of hash and modular
exponentiation functions. Both of them are often used in
security protocols and require a large amount of arithmetic
operations. The aim is to find or design appropriate hard-
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Figure 1: Steps in the SRP protocol.

ware accelerators that can be called from software routines
in the SRP protocol.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes
the SRP protocol. Section 3 explains the time-consuming
functions in the protocol. The implemented hardware ac-
celerator is described in Section 4. Section 5 presents the
results and Section 6 discusses how execution time can be
further reduced. A summary of related work is given in
Section 7. Conclusions can be found in Section 8 and possi-
bilities for future work are given in Section 9.

2. THE SRP PROTOCOL
The Secure Remote Password (SRP) protocol [19] is an

authentication and key-exchange protocol suitable for secure
password verification and session key generation over an in-
secure communication channel. In this section the protocol
is described briefly.

The SRP protocol employs a method to exchange ses-
sion keys called Asymmetric Key Exchange (AKE). In this
method verifiers are stored instead of the passwords. The
verifier is computed from the password using a one-way
mathematical function [15]. The password and verifier cor-
respond to private and public keys with the difference that
the verifier is kept secret on the server instead of being pub-
licly known. A stolen verifier is not sufficient to log-on be-
cause the password is still needed. To establish a secure
connection it is sufficient when one side (server) stores the
verifier(s) while the other (client) computes the verifier from
a user-given password.

The initial setup of SRP goes as follows. First, the user
enters a password. Then a verifier is computed from the
password and a randomly generated password salt. Next
the user name, salt and verifier are stored in the database
on the server. Now the client is ready to authenticate to the
server. The steps performed by the SRP protocol are de-
picted in Figure 1. All computations are performed modulo
N . The modulus N is a large prime number with a length of
hundreds of bits. SRP parameter sizes as used in this work
are listed in Table 1 [8]. The authentication is successful if
M1 computed in Step 7 and M2 in Step 8 are identical on
the client as well as the server side.

In some of the steps, a one-way hash function is employed.

Table 1: Used SRP parameter sizes in bits.
Parameter N = 511 N = 1023 N = 2047
user name, u 32 32 32
password (x) 64 (160) 64 (160) 64 (160)
salt s 80 80 80
generator g 8 8 8
verifier v 512 1024 2048
random a, b 256 256 256
public A, B 512 1024 2048
key K, M1, M2 320 320 320

The Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1) [16] is used for this.
It produces a 160-bit hash value from a string of variable
length. In addition, the protocol uses an interleaved hash
that computes 2 hash functions and yields 320 bits. The first
hash function is applied to the even bytes and the second to
the odd bytes of the input. The hash outputs are byte-wise
interleaved to get the final result.

The SRP protocol can be implemented in C using a li-
brary that allows large variables to be processed and con-
tains optimized C/C++/Assembly routines. The MIRACL
library developed by Shamus Software Ltd [17] is very suit-
able since it supports the ARM9 processor that is used in
the TUTWLAN platform. The software performance of the
SRP protocol has been evaluated for the ARM9 in [8].

3. FAST MODULAR EXPONENTIATION
In the SRP protocol, modular exponentiations of large

integers are performed. This function requires many oper-
ations and consumes a large fraction of the total execution
time of software implementations of the SRP protocol [8].
This work, therefore, focuses on designing appropriate hard-
ware accelerators for modular exponentiations.

A straightforward implementation requires E multiplica-
tions to compute XE . A more efficient algorithm is the
Square and Multiply algorithm [9]. Algorithm 1 describes
the right-to-left Square and Multiply algorithm: bits are
processed from least significant (rightmost) to most signifi-
cant (leftmost). The right-to-left method allows for parallel
squaring and multiplying.

Algorithm 1. Right-to-left Square and Multiply [9].
Input parameters:
X: the number to be exponentiated.
E: the exponent, consisting of n bits. E =

Pn−1
i=0 ei2

i, where
ei ∈ {0, 1}.
N : the modulus.
Result:
P = XE mod N

1. Z = X, P = 1
2. FOR i = 0 to n − 1 DO
3. IF ei = 1 THEN P = Z · P mod N (multiply)
4. Z = Z2 mod N (square)
5. END FOR

It can be seen that the Square and Multiply algorithm re-
quires a division after every multiplication. In Montgomery’s
algorithm [11] these expensive divisions are avoided by trans-
forming the operands to N-residues. The computations are
performed with these residues and afterwards the result is
transformed back to normal representation. An N-residue of
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x is defined as x ·R mod N where R = 2n and n is the num-
ber of bits in modulus N , such that R > N . The key idea is
to perform multiplications modulo R instead of modulo N ,
which replaces the expensive division after each multiplica-
tion by a division by a power of 2 (i.e., a rightshift). Mont-
gomery has defined Algorithm 2 to compute T ·R−1 mod N
from T for 0 ≤ T < RN , where R−1 is the inverse modulus.

Algorithm 2. Montgomery reduction [11].
Input parameters:
N : the modulus, N ′ = −N−1

R: the radix, such that R > N and R co-prime to N
T : the number to be reduced, where 0 ≤ T < RN
Result:
t = (T · R−1) mod N

function REDC(T )
1. m = (T mod R)N ′ mod R
2. t = (T + m · N)/R
3. IF t ≥ N THEN t = t − N

The radix R and the modulus N need to be co-prime (no
common divider greater than one) to guarantee the exis-
tence of an inverse of N . Since R is a power of two, the
algorithm works for any odd modulus, which is the case
in SRP. Function REDC(T ) forms the basic framework to
perform multiplication with N-residues. The output of this
algorithm is (T · R−1) mod N . A product of residues of x
and y is computed as:

z = REDC((xR mod N)(yR mod N)) (1)

= (xy)R2R−1 mod N (2)

= xyR mod N (3)

Transformation to and from Montgomery-residues can be
done using function REDC. The initial values x and y have
to be multiplied with R2 mod N . Transformation from re-
sidues to normal representation can be done by multiplying
with 1. Now only R2 mod N has to be computed using slow
non-Montgomery multiplications. This has to be performed
only once for a given modulus.

A multiplication is composed out of the addition of partial
products. Each partial product is the result of multiplying
a part of the multiplier with the full multiplicand. If l is the
number of bits of the multiplier, a full multiplication would
require l multiplications of 1 bit of the multiplier with the
full multiplicand. If k bits of the multiplier are processed at
once (radix-2k), a full multiplication requires l/k multipli-
cations. Algorithm 2 can be transformed to Algorithm 3 to
realize a radix-2k multiplier that is called l/k times [6, 5].

Algorithm 3. Radix-2k Montgomery modular multipli-
cation [5].
Notations:
l: the number of bits of the multiplier
m = l/k
N ′ = −N−1 mod 2k

Input parameters:
A: the multiplier. A =

Pm−1
i=0 ai(2

k)i where ai ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2k−
1}
B: the multiplicand
N : the modulus
Result:
S = ABR−1 mod N , where R = 2l and R,N co-prime

1. S = 0
2. FOR i = 0 to m − 1 DO
3. q = (((S + aiB) mod 2k)N ′) mod 2k

4. S = (S + qN + aiB)/2k

5. END FOR
6. IF S ≥ N THEN S = S − N

The result of Algorithm 3 is ABR−1 mod N . The algo-
rithm is suitable for implementation on reconfigurable hard-
ware because large multipliers and divisions are avoided.
The Montgomery algorithm allows a pipelined implementa-
tion because the next computation does not have to wait
for the most significant bits in the determination of qi. This
makes Montgomery suitable for processing multiplications
with very large moduli.

Algorithm 3 can be further improved by replacing the IF
statement in Step 6 by two extra iterations. Two extra
division will make the result always smaller than 2 times the
modulus. The addition in Step 3 is avoided by multiplying
B by 2k. The product aiB mod 2k will thus be 0 for all B.
In Step 4, B can be taken out of the division. The modulus
N must be odd to be co-prime to the Montgomery radix R,
the inverse of N in Algorithm 3 for the radix-2 algorithm
becomes 1 since N ′ = −N−1 mod 2 = 1 for every odd N .
No inverse needs to be computed. Algorithm 4 shows the
algorithm that is implemented in the hardware [10, 18].

Algorithm 4. Radix-2 Montgomery modular multiplica-
tion [4].

1. S = 0
2. FOR i = 0 to m + 2 DO
3. q = S mod 2
4. S = (S + qN)/2 + aiB
5. END FOR

The fourth step contains the arithmetic operations that
can be implemented in an array of processing units in re-
configurable hardware. Two multipliers and two adders are
needed in each unit to implement the multiplications and
additions.

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF RADIX-2
MODULAR EXPONENTIATION

The hardware acceleration for the SRP protocol has been
implemented on the Altera Excalibur device. The chip con-
sists of a 32 bit RISC ARM922 processor operating at up
to 200 MHz combined with a programmable logic device
(PLD). Processor and PLD are connected to each other
by an embedded stripe. Communication between stripe
and PLD goes through two dual ported RAM blocks (one
for the smallest Excalibur device) or through AHB mas-
ter/slave ports. The PLD can also interrupt the ARM di-
rectly through 6 interrupt lines.

The structure of the PLD in the Excalibur is equal to Al-
tera’s APEX20K devices at an internal voltage of 1.8. The
APEX devices are based on a large number of Logic El-
ements (LEs). Each LE contains a 4-input look-up table
(LUT) and one register which means that any boolean func-
tion of up to 4 bits can be implemented in one LE. It can
also be configured to operate in a special arithmetic mode
which has only two inputs but allows for fast propagation of
carries between neighboring LEs. A register is available di-
rectly after each LUT. The output of the LUT can be routed
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Table 2: Excalibur devices.
Device EPXA1 EPXA4 EPXA10
Single-port RAM 32kbytes 128kbytes 256kbytes
Dual-port RAM 16kbytes 64bytes 128bytes
Typical gates 100.000 400.000 1.000.000
Logic Elements 4.160 16.640 38.400
ESB/RAM blocks 26 104 160
Max system gates 263.200 1.052.000 1.772.000
Max user pins 246 488 711

through the register, around the register or both. In addi-
tion, the PLD has ESB/RAM blocks which can store up to
2048 bits each. Refer to Table 2 and [1] for specifications of
the Excalibur Devices.

4.1 Exponentiation Unit
As depicted in Figure 2, the computations are performed

in an array of processing units. The multiplicand B is loaded
into the units from a central point, all other signals are
moved between neighboring units. In Algorithm 4, all in-
termediate values are at most two times as large as the
modulus. This means that, internally, everything should
be 1025 bits to allow a 1024-bit modulus. To simplify the
design, the maximum modulus is set to one bit less: 2n − 1.
Moduli will have lengths of for example 511, 1023 or 2047
bits. This implies that the length of all intermediate values
are a power of two which simplifies the design.

There are five RAM blocks in Figure 2. The two RAM
blocks in the lower-right corner store the modulus N and
the Montgomery radix R2 mod N . The Montgomery radix
is used to transform variables to residues. The top-center
RAM block stores the exponent E and the two blocks im-
mediately below store the results of each multiplication and
squaring step. The exponentiation unit is controlled by two
state machines. The machine labelled ‘Exp-Control’ con-
tains a counter to generate the address to select the appro-
priate bit of the exponent E. The machine labelled ‘Mult-
Control’ controls the systolic array.

The procedure to compute XE mod N using Montgomery
is as follows: X is transformed to Montgomery-residue. This
takes one Montgomery multiplication. Then the Square
and Multiply algorithm is applied. The final output P is
transformed back to normal representation which takes an-
other Montgomery multiplication. In the radix-2 algorithm,
only one bit of the multiplier is processed per multiplica-
tion thus one iteration of the Multiply and Square algo-
rithm takes (l + 3) × 2 cycles. All iterations together take
n × (l + 3) × 2 cycles. A full exponentiation (exponent and
modulus have the same length), including transformations,
takes (n + 2) × (n + 3) × 2 cycles, where n is the bit length
of the modulus.

4.2 Processing Units
The number of bits per unit is an important factor of

the maximum frequency (fmax) since it directly affects the
routing complexity and longest path. Eight registers are
needed per unit to store the signals that are transported
between the units. Processing more bits of the multiplicand
per unit saves registers but increases the complexity and
longest path. In this design, each unit processes eight bits
of the multiplicand.

Figure 3 shows the structure of one processing unit. It
computes Si+1 = (Si + qiN)/2 + aiB. Adder 1 computes
(Si + qiN) and Adder 2 adds aiB. The block labeled Box
computes the 9th bit of the addition of S and qiN . This
bit is needed as extra input for the second adder because
of the rightshift between the adders. For the highest unit,
the carry-out bit of Adder 2 comes back as S(i)[0]. Adder 2
needs to be one bit larger and the box will contain a 2-bit
adder instead of 1-bit. A unit has to perform the following
steps to perform a Montgomery multiplication.

1. The modulus N (8 bits per unit) is loaded via B in
Multiplexer+Reg 1. Multiplier 1 is set on multiplica-
tion by 1 to let the modulus pass through unchanged
while the registers in Reg 1 are reading the data.

2. The multiplicand B (8 bit per unit) of Algorithm 4 is
loaded via B in Multiplexer+Reg 1. This operand is
the same for both squaring and multiplication step of
the exponentiation Algorithm 1.

3. The multipliers ai are moved through the units at one
bit per clock (radix-2).

4. The result of the first multiplication (squaring) is fed
back to Multiplexer+Reg 2 for the next iteration.

5. After the completion of the multiplications, both re-
sults are moved to Multiplexer+Reg 3. The result of
the first multiplication (squaring) is sent to the pre-
vious unit and also to Multiplexer+Reg 1. The result
of the second multiplication is moved to the previous
unit only.

6. Step 2 to 5 are repeated to compute an exponentiation.
In Step 2, S is loaded instead of B.

All signals are registered before they leave a unit. Thus a
signal needs one clock cycle to move to the higher neighbor.
The higher neighbor uses these signals and shifts its lowest
bit back to the lower unit afterwards. This allows a two-cycle
operating mode with interleaved squaring and multiplying.
The unit could be transformed to a single-cycle version by
not registering the bit of S that is transported to the lower
unit. In a single-cycle version, the square and multiply steps
in the exponentiation algorithm are performed in series. No
long carry chains through the whole array are created as
long as the adder is at least twice as large as the number
of bits of S that are moved to the lower unit. For an 8-bit
wide unit, up to 4 bits or radix-16 can be computed in the
one-cycle mode.

A unit needs 70 LEs when implemented in the Altera
APEX PLD. The registers after the adder are combined in
one LE. The registers that store the modulus N are placed
after the 1×8 Multiplier so that they fit in the same LE.

4.3 Communication with the ARM Processor
Communication between the PLD and the ARM processor

can be done through DPRAM or AHB slave/master ports.
The DPRAM ports allow for quick access to large amount of
data. Since the exponentiation function needs large numbers
before computation can start and the result has to be written
back afterwards, the DPRAM ports are most suited. Both
DPRAM ports are configured for 32-bit data size so reading
of an exponent and base of 1023 bits takes 32 clock cycles.
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Figure 2: Systolic radix-2 exponentiation in PLD.

About 400 LEs are needed for the communication with the
ARM, mainly caused by registers and control that is needed
to move the data to and from the exponentiation unit. The
hardware modular exponentiation can be enabled/disabled
by sending a signal to an AHB-slave in the PLD. This allows
other parts of the TUTWLAN to use DPRAM when no
exponentiations are computed.

Four parameters are needed to perform modular exponen-
tiation. The modulus N , the Montgomery radix R2, a base,
and an exponent. The read and write process is managed by
a state machine (PLD control in Figure 4.3). The base and
the exponent are stored in the ESB/RAM blocks, and the
addresses are generated by the exponentiation control unit.
Reading of N and R2 is controlled by a separate control unit
to generate the address. This is because they are stored in
ESB/RAM blocks before the state machine in the modular
exponentiation hardware is enabled. They have to be read
only when a new modulus is used.

4.4 Software Routines
The hardware exponentiation is controlled by the soft-

ware running on the ARM. The software consists of three
routines:

1. Read N , compute R2 mod N and store them in DPRAM.

2. Read Base and Exponent, move them to DPRAM,
start accelerator.

3. Read results from DPRAM.

The radius R needs to be transferred to the Montgomery
domain (R2 mod N) by conventional divisions. Although
this could be performed in hardware it is performed in soft-
ware, since it is likely that the modulus is not frequently
changed in SRP. Changing the modulus requires computing
new verifiers for each client and updating the whole server
database (it is assumed that the whole database uses the
same modulus).

The SRP implementation processes variables in a special
large format supplied by the MIRACL library. Before mov-
ing variables to DPRAM, they are transformed to strings,
then to a series of 32-bit integers and stored in DPRAM.
The results are transformed from integers to strings and
then back to the MIRACL format. The UART port is con-
figured to output to a terminal on a regular PC. Data can
be input and output through this terminal.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
During the experiments, the ARM processor was config-

ured to run at a frequency of 50 MHz and the PLD at 33
MHz. The Quartus software was used together with the
ARM Developer Suite [1][2] to compile and simulate the
designs. The hardware part of the design is implemented
in VHDL and Altera standard components from the Quar-
tus II software. Leonardo Spectrum was used for synthesis.
The Quartus software produces a hex file that was down-
loaded into the flash memory of the Excalibur development
platform. The design has been tested by comparing the re-
sults of the exponentiation in hardware with the results in
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software. The compiler returns values for the maximum fre-
quency and the number of LEs needed in its compilation
report. These values are depicted in Table 3.

Table 3: Max. frequency and LE usage radix-2.
Modulus LEs RAM-bits fmax (MHz)
511 bit 5149 3584 65.37
1023 bit 9644 5120 65.11
2047 bit 18186 10240 58.01

The clock cycles in the PLD have been measured with a
counter in the PLD that starts when the software enables
the hardware exponentiation and stops immediately after
the results have been written to the DPRAM. Table 4 shows
how many clock cycles have been measured by the counter
and how many full exponentiations are possible per second.

Table 4: Cycles for a full radix-2 exponentiation.
Modulus clock cycles/exp. ms./exp. exp./sec.
511 bit 530,704 16 61.24
1023 bit 2,109,968 32 30.86
2047 bit 8,414,224 73 13.79

The operations gx, ga, gb and the exponentiation for the
session key S are computed in hardware, where the length
of the exponent is 256 bits. The server computes vu in Step
5 of the SRP protocol, where u is 32 bits width, in software.
The execution time of this step is significant but performing
it in hardware would be even slower because the hardware
always runs through the maximum length of the exponent.
Also in gx the exponent is smaller (160 bits). The efficiency
of the hardware accelerator would be a little higher when the
hardware is adapted to stop after all bits of the exponent
have been processed.

Figure 5 compares the performance of our hardware ac-
celerated implementation of the SRP protocol to that of an
optimized software implementation [8]. In order to obtain
these execution times, the frequency of the ARM9 was set
to 200 MHz (its maximum frequency) and the frequency
of the PLD was set to 50 MHz, even though its maximum
frequency is higher (cf. Table 3). It can be seen that the
hardware accelerated implementation is much faster than
the pure software implementation. For example, when the
modulus is 1023 bits wide, our implementation in which
exponention is performed in hardware is about four times
faster than the software implementation. Furthermore, the
speed-up increases with the size of the modulus. Since expo-
nentiation consumes most of the execution time of the SRP
protocol, a speed-up of this function will result in a similar
speed-up of the whole protocol.

6. IMPROVEMENTS
The radix-2 array architecture performs multiplications

at one bit of the multiplier per cycle. The design needs at
minimum 2 × n × n clock cycles to complete a full modular
exponentiation with Montgomery residues, where both X
and E in XE have a bit-length of n. The execution time
can be further improved in the following ways:
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optimized software implementation (SRPsoft).

1. Compute more than 1 bit per Montgomery multiplica-
tion (higher radix).

2. Compute more than 1 bit per iteration of the expo-
nentiation (M-ary).

3. Compute multiplications and squaring in parallel.

6.1 Higher Radix
In higher radix, several bits of A are inserted into the

units instead of only one. Contrary to the radix-2 design,
the inverse modulus is needed as in Algorithm 3. The in-
verse modulus N ′ can be easily computed [14]. The time to
compute the inverse is negligible since the inverse is small
compared to the modulus. The higher radix Montgomery
multiplication algorithm can be derived from Algorithm 3 in
the same way as was done for the radix-2 design [5]. Radix
2k takes 2 × n × n/k cycles.

Most of the implemented radix-2 design can also be used
for a higher-radix version. To omit the need for multipli-
ers, all possible outputs of the products ai2

kS and qi2
kN

in Algorithm 3 have to be pre-computed and are stored in
ESB/RAM. For a 1023 bit exponentiation, 2048 bits have to
be read from RAM per clock cycle, which requires 128 ESB
blocks. A block stores a 16 bit part of either ai2

kS or qi2
kN .

The outputs of ai2
kS have to be pre-computed for each it-

eration of Algorithm 1. One 16-bit multiplexor and a 16-bit
adder are needed to perform these pre-computations. Ad-
dressing for the RAM blocks takes 2 LEs per bit of ai and qi

per processing unit. Together, approximately 50 extra LEs
are needed per 16 bits of the modulus. For a modulus of
1023 bits and radix-16 this will be about 3200 extra LEs.
The method becomes less efficient for radices larger than 16
because of the large amount of multiplications that need to
be pre-computed.

6.2 M-ary
The M-ary method allows processing of several bits of

the exponent per multiplication in the Square and Multiply
Algorithm [9]. Processing 2 instead of 1 bit per multiply of
the exponent reduces the number of clock cycles with almost
25%. Only one multiply operation is needed for every two
square operations. The M-ary method requires parameter P
in Algorithm 1 to be stored several times. If, for example, 2
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bits of the exponent are processed per multiplication, three
P s have to be stored. The first P is modified if the bits
are ‘01’, the second if the bits are ‘10’ and the third if the
bits are ‘11’. In the end P2 = P2 · P3 and P1 = P1 · P2
and P = P3 · P2 · P1 are computed to get the final result.
The M-ary method can be used on any number of bits but
at a certain point so many post multiplications are needed
that the benefit disappears. The clock cycles can be roughly
computed as n+n/(number of bits) where n is the bit-length
of the modulus.

Implementation of the M-ary method requires an extra
ESB/RAM block for each P and LEs to build multiplexors
for selection of the appropriate P . Since at most 8 bits are
selected at each clock cycle, the cost of the multiplexor is
small: a 2-ary with 3 multiples requires 16 LES, a 4-ary
with 15 multiples requires 80 LEs to select the appropriate
P . Furthermore, the control unit may increases in size, es-
pecially due to at least two extra states to cover the extra
multiplications.

6.3 Parallel Arrays
Two parallel arrays for squaring and multiplying generally

require twice as much area at a speed gain of a factor 2. Par-
allel arrays require the processing units to be single cycle.
This is possible up to radix-16 when 4 out of 8 result bits
are connected to the lower neighboring unit without being
registered. Another modification is that instead of shifting
between the adders in a processing unit, the entire inputs
are shifted. An extra benefit of parallel squaring and mul-
tiplying is that squaring can be done in higher radix, while
the M-ary method can reduce the number of multiplications
simultaneously.

6.4 Execution Time Estimates
Although the designs described above have not been im-

plemented due to project time limitations, the number of
clock cycles required by each method can be fairly accu-
rately estimated by combining the execution time formulas
for M-ary, higher radix, and parallel. Figure 6 depicts exe-
cution time estimates for the following methods: radix-4, 16,
and 64 (labeled ‘R4’, ‘R16’, and ‘R64’, respectively), radix-
64 and 256 where only the odd half of the possible products
is stored in RAM (labeled ‘R64*’ and ‘R256*’), and parallel
arrays with radix-2, 4, and 16 (labeled ‘R2-par’, ‘R4-par’,
and ‘R16-par’, respectively). Pre- and post-computations
are included in the execution times. Since the length of the
critical path within the units does not increase significantly
for higher radix and not at all for M-ary, it is assumed that a
clock frequency of 50 MHz is feasible, which is 25% smaller
than the maximum frequency of the radix-2 design. The re-
sults show that radices larger than 16 do not provide a sig-
nificant performance improvement. The results also show
that the improvement of the M-ary method decreases for
higher radices due to the fact that a larger number of cycles
is needed for pre/post-multiplications.

All designs fit on the EPXA10, the largest Excalibur de-
vice. Expansion to 2047-bit data-width is only possible for
radix-2, 1-ary, 2-ary and 4-ary designs and will take approx-
imately 4 times as many cycles as the radix-2. The fastest
design is the radix-16, 4-ary parallel which is estimated to
require less than 290.000 clock cycles at an area consump-
tion of about 25,000 LEs and nearly all ESB/RAM blocks
in the PLD.
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7. RELATED WORK
For the implementation of modular exponentiation in hard-

ware, several approaches are available. Existing designs of
modular exponentiations for Field Programmable Gate Ar-
ray (FPGA) platforms have been studied and are briefly
described below.

There are basically two methods to compute a Mont-
gomery modular multiplication. One is the redundant repre-
sentation, where addition to a binary representation is only
done for the final result to prevent very long carry prop-
agations. Intermediate results are kept in the carry-save
state. In redundant representation, carries and sums are
kept separated after each iteration. In a systolic array, a
multiplication is done by a large number of parallel units
that each compute a couple of bits of the result. This is a
line of parallel processing units, in which values (qi and ai in
Algorithm 3) are ’pumped’ through the units while carries
are moved to the next unit in each clock cycle. The systolic
array approach was used in this work.

There are also modular multiplication methods not based
on Montgomery. Johan Groszschaedl [7] uses Barret’s mod-
ular reduction but did not implement it on an FPGA.

Blum and Paar’s design is one of the fastest implementa-
tion of Montgomery Modular Exponentiation on an FPGA
[4, 3]. They have developed a resource efficient and a speed
efficient design for Xilinx FPGA, both based on an opti-
mized version of Algorithm 3. The speed efficient design
is a radix-16 (k=4) implementation in which the 16 mul-
tiples of the modulus and the multiplicand B are precom-
puted, stored in RAM and addressed with qi and ai respec-
tively [5]. Their implementations are based on a systolic ar-
ray approach in which the multiplication and squaring are
performed interleaved in the same array. Blum and Paar’s
radix-2 implementation runs in approximately 2n cycles and
their radix-16 in almost 0.5n cycles where n is the length of
both the exponent and the base. Others have modified the
systolic array design for Montgomery modular exponentia-
tion which allows their implementation to run in 1.5n cycles
[18].

The structure of the radix-2 exponentiation design pre-
sented in this paper is close to Blum and Paar’s radix-16
design. The major differences are the smaller radix, wider
processing units (8 bits instead of 4 bits), different technol-
ogy (Altera), the design of the communication between the
processor and the accelerator, and the software design (the
interface functions and the rest of the SRP protocol).
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Another implementation alternative is to have separate
arrays for multiplying and squaring. Naturally this will cost
twice as much area to have the full exponentiation done in
n cycles instead of 2n. In [14] two arrays are used in an
implementation on Xilinx FPGAs. This design needs four
times as much resources as Blum’s radix-16 design but is
only 20% faster.

A comparison between a systolic array and an iterative
array can be found in [12]. It turns out that the systolic
approach requires about 1.5 times more resources for large
moduli and is at least 2 times faster than the iterative ap-
proach. In [4] it is argued that a systolic array needs more
resources than the redundant approach to store the signals
between the units in the array, but it is easier to route and
can therefore be faster than a redundant representation on
FPGAs. Poldre et al. [13] also describe both approaches but
did not implement them in hardware.

8. SUMMARY
A hardware exponentiation unit consisting of a radix-2

systolic array has been designed and implemented on the
Altera PLD. It can be configured to perform modular ex-
ponentiations using moduli of 127, 255, 511, 1023, or 2047
bits. When the size of the modulus is 1023 bits, our imple-
mentation of the SRP protocol that employs the exponenti-
ation unit is approximately 4 times faster than an optimized
software implementation. Furthermore, it requires less than
10,000 LEs or about 1/4th of the PLD of the largest Excal-
ibur chip. The unit can be used continuously.

Faster hardware exponentiations are possible by using a
higher radix, by employing the M-ary method, and/or by
using two arrays to perform squaring and multiplying in par-
allel. The fastest design would be one that uses radix-16,
4-ary and has 2 parallel arrays. We estimate that this design
would require less than 300,000 cycles. The maximum fre-
quency, however, will be lower than the maximum frequency
of the implemented radix-2 design due to the higher com-
plexity. Nevertheless, if it would drop to 40 MHz, it would
still be 5 times faster than the radix-2 design. Compared to
the pure software implementation running on the ARM9 at
maximum frequency, it would be 20 times faster.

9. FUTURE WORK
We are currently implementing the faster designs on the

Altera PLD. An implementation of the radix-16, 4-ary mod-
ular exponentiation employing two parallel arrays might be
one of the fastest designs for modular exponentiation on re-
configurable hardware. Other possible improvements are:

• Modify the design such that it can handle modulus
sizes other than powers of two minus one.

• The design can be optimized such that it can adapt
to the size of the base and exponent instead of al-
ways assuming the maximum size. This would make
the hardware accelerator also useful in RSA public key
encryption.

• Perform hashing in reconfigurable hardware. An SHA-
1 hash function is available from Altera.

• The design presented here can be compiled for other,
newer (Altera) PLDs. A PLD with a large number of
multipliers allows for new, faster designs for modular

exponentiations. Also more ESB/RAM blocks can be
useful.

• The area consumption of the loading procedure can be
reduced by about 75 % when only eight bits are loaded
per clock instead of two times 32 bits.

• Taking a closer look to types other than systolic arrays
with 8-bit units or modular multipliers.
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Abstract— Computing modular exponentiations with long inte-
gers is required in a number of security protocols. Since security
procedures typically consume large amount of processing capac-
ity in network devices, efficient implementations are needed. As a
solution, this paper presents an exponentiation accelerator suited
for efficient processing in security protocols using public key
schemes, such as TLS and IPsec. The accelerator is implemented
on a System-on-a-Programmable-Chip, partitioned into software
control and hardware processing. Compared to previous radix-2
designs, significantly higher performance is achieved. The design
computes a full exponentiation in (n+k)(n+4) clock cycles, in
which n is the bit length of the modulus and the exponent and k is
the number of ones in the binary representation of the exponent.
In the average case, the design executes the exponentiation 25%
faster than the previous hardware designs at equal clock speeds.
The proposed exponentiation control and 1-cycle processing mode
can also be utilized for improving higher radix designs.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most utilized operations in security protocols is

modular exponentiation of long integers. It is required in most

public key cryptosystems for a number of purposes, including

encryption, authentication, key agreement, and digital signing.

For example, Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Internet

Protocol Security (IPsec) require the exponentiations in their

widely utilized RSA and Diffie-Hellman schemes. Authentica-

tion methods using large exponentiations are also extending to

wireless technologies for improving network access control.

Large exponentiations are recognized as expensive opera-

tions. For example, in [8] it is measured that they take 90% of

the processing time in the TLS handshake. Security procedures

are also generally among the tasks requiring most processing

capacity in network devices. Especially, in wireless devices

overall processing limitations and energy consumption can be

significantly decreased with efficient implementations. On the

other hand, e.g., virtual private networks require high-speed

implementations in busy corporate firewalls. With an efficient

design, compromising the security level and degenerating

response times due to limited processing resources is avoided.

As a solution, this paper presents an accelerator for large

modular exponentiations.

Altera Excalibur System-on-a-Programmable-Chip (SoPC)

[1], consisting of programmable logic integrated with an ARM

processor, is used as the implementation platform for the

exponentiation accelerator. The exponentiation processing is

implemented in hardware and the control in software. In [5]

it is estimated that with a dedicated hardware the cycle count

of a full-width modular exponentiation can be reduced by the

factor of several tenfolds from software, which is also proven

with the results of this work. As the expensive computations

are completely performed by the hardware, the software part

of the accelerator can be run even in a microcontroller with

very limited capabilities without decreasing the performance.

The paper continues the work of [4], in which an ex-

ponentiation hardware was designed for accelerating Secure

Remote Password protocol (SRP) [7]. Similarly to public key

cryptosystems, most of the processing time in SRP is used for

the exponentiations [5]. SRP has been proposed to be used

in the TLS handshake as well as in the Wireless Local Area

Network (WLAN) authentication. In our previous work the

execution time of SRP using 256-bit exponents was reduced to

1/4 compared to ARM software [4]. With longer exponents the

performance increase is even higher. Compared to our previous

work, improvements in terms of performance as well as design

scalability and reusability are achieved in this work.

II. MODULAR MULTIPLICATION AND EXPONENTIATION

Without applying a proper algorithm, modular exponentia-

tions of large integers can consume substantially large amount

of time and space. Generally, a square-and-multiply method

with a reduction algorithm is utilized. The power is calculated

as a composition of squarings, multiplications, and reductions,

e.g., a5 mod N = ((a2 mod N)2 mod N)a mod N .

Each squaring and multiplication is performed with a

modular multiplication algorithm. A widely used algorithm

is Montgomery Multiplication (MM) [6]. It is particularly

suitable for hardware since it only requires additions and shifts.

Even though pre-processing and post-processing are needed,

MM is advantageous when the multiplication is performed

several times with the same modulus – as in exponentiation.

Algorithm 1 presents the radix-2 MM algorithm utilized in

this work [2]. The radix refers to that one bit of the multiplier

is processed at a time. Higher radices require less clock cycles

but they are also more complex and consume more hardware

resources [3]. However, the accelerator is designed considering

its extension to higher radices in the future. The extra term r−1

is eliminated by first performing MM on the inputs (α, β) with

r2 mod N and then on the result with 1.

The MM algorithm is utilized in the square-and-multiply

exponentiation presented as Algorithm 2 [2]. In this work the

exponent is processed one bit at a time. Similarly to higher

0-7803-9294-9/05/$20.00 ©2005 IEEE



Algorithm 1 Montgomery multiplication (radix-2)

Inputs: α, β, N ; Output: δn+3 = αβr−1 mod N
α =

∑n+2
i=0 ai2i, ai ∈ {0, 1}, an+1 = an+2 = 0

β =
∑n

i=0 bi2i, bi ∈ {0, 1}
N =

∑n−1
i=0 mi2i,mi ∈ {0, 1}

N mod 2 = 1; A,B < 2N ; r = 2n+2

1: δ0 = 0
2: for i = 0 to n + 2 do

3: qi = δi mod 2
4: δi+1 = (δi + qiN)/2 + aiβ
5: end for

radices, processing more exponent bits decreases the execution

time but increases the resource consumption. Each round in

Algorithm 2 uses MM twice, once for squaring and condition-

ally once for multiplication. As the squaring and multiplication

are independent, they can be performed concurrently. When

combined with MM, the pre-transformations are computed for

X and P0 and the post-transformation for Pl.

III. EXPONENTIATION ACCELERATOR DESIGN

The exponentiation accelerator is implemented on an Altera

Excalibur SoPC and partitioned into software control and

hardware processing. The hardware consist of a MM entity and

control logic for utilizing it in square-and-multiply exponen-

tiations. The overall processing is controlled by the software.

Since the processing requirements for the software part of the

accelerator are very low, it can be run even in a microcontroller

with very limited processing capabilities.

A. Implementation Platform

The implementation platform of the accelerator is the Altera

Excalibur EPXA10 DDR development kit [1], shown in Fig.

1. The main component of the board is the EPXA10F1020C2

SoPC, which consists of an integrated ARM922T processor

core and the Altera APEX20KE-like Programmable Logic

Device (PLD). The PLD contains a large number of program-

mable Logic Elements (LE) and Embedded System Blocks

(ESB) are provided for implementing a variety of memory

functions. ARM9 and the PLD are connected through two

Fig. 1. Implementation platform of the accelerator.

Algorithm 2 Square-and-multiply modular exponentiation

Inputs: X , E, N ; Output: Pl = XE mod N
E =

∑l−1
j=0 ej2j , ej ∈ {0, 1}

1: P0 = 1, Z0 = X
2: for j = 0 to l − 1 do

3: Zj+1 = Z2
j mod N (square)

4: if ej = 1 then

5: Pj+1 = (PjZj) mod N (multiply)
6: else

7: Pj+1 = Pj

8: end if

9: end for

Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture (AMBA) High-

performance Bus (AHB) bridges, a shared Dual-Port RAM

(DPRAM), and interrupt lines.

B. Montgomery Multiplication Hardware

MM is implemented as a systolic array of Processing Units

(PU) in the PLD. A PU, depicted in Fig. 2, processes an 8-bit

piece of the line 4 of Algorithm 1 at a single clock cycle. A

PU operates as follows:

1) An 8-bit piece of the modulus N is loaded to N_reg.

Also, the next higher bit of N is loaded to n_reg.

2) An 8-bit piece of the multiplicand β is loaded to β_reg.

3) The signals ai and qi are input. The two additions are

computed and the result is stored in δi_reg. The adder

carries (c1_out, c2_out) are output to the higher PU

and the lowest bit of the result (δ0
i _out) to the lower

PU. Also, ai, qi, and the control signals are forwarded

to the higher PU.

4) Step 3 is repeated until all the bits of α have been

processed. The 8-bit piece of the MM result is written

to res_reg and also conditionally stored in β_reg.
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Fig. 2. An 8-bit processing unit.



As the processing is performed in the systolic architecture,

the PUs compute their parts of the additions on concurrent

clock cycles. Thus, δ0
i−1_in from the higher PU, n_reg, and

c1_out are required for precomputing the highest bit of the

shifted operand of the second adder (Shift Bit).

The MM systolic PU array is presented in Fig. 3. The

number of required PUs is n/8, in which n is the bit length of

N . For example, 128 PUs are required for a 1024-bit modulus.

The highest PU is slightly different as it has to handle the

highest bit of β and the carries internally. The input bits (ai, qi)

and the control signals flow into PU0 and propagate through

the array, a PU at a clock cycle. Each PU is fed with the 8-

bits of β synchronously with the control flow. Successive PUs

compute their pieces of the sum at consecutive clock cycles.

Upon finishing, the 8-bit MM results are shifted backwards

from the higher PUs to the lower ones, through the array of the

res_reg registers in the PUs. The highest bit of the result δn+3

(h_bit) is output separately and stored in the control entity

for further use. The next MM can begin already before the

previous one is completely finished, i.e., when PU0 is ready.

C. Modular Exponentiation Accelerator

The modular exponentiation accelerator design on the SoPC

is shown in Fig. 4. The hardware consists of the MM array,

storage elements, and control logic. The overall processing is

controlled by the ARM9 software. I/O Ctrl transfers the ex-

ponentiation inputs and outputs between the PLD and ARM9

through the DPRAM. I/O Ctrl contains an AHB bridge slave,

which is utilized for the software control. When the hardware

has finished an exponentiation, ARM9 is interrupted (IRQ).

The figure also includes a pseudo-code example of using the

Application Programming Interface (API) of the accelerator

provided in ARM9.

In order to initiate the accelerator, ARM9 computes R2 =
r2 mod N . It loads the modulus N into the PUs through

R2_RAM and stores R2 in R2_RAM. The computation of R2
has to be performed only once for a given modulus. For

example, in SRP it is likely that the modulus is changed

infrequently [4]. In [7] it is also assumed that the modulus

is known before the authentication is initiated, and thus, R2
can be precomputed and stored with N .

To begin an exponentiation, ARM9 loads the base X and

the exponent E to Z_RAM and E_RAM, respectively, and

releases the control to the hardware. Loader transforms the
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Fig. 3. Systolic processing array.
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Fig. 4. Modular exponentiation accelerator on the SoPC.

32-bit Z_RAM inputs from I/O Ctrl into 8-bit pieces. All the

RAM entities are implemented in the ESBs of the PLD.

In the exponentiation ExpCtrl reads in 8-bits of the mul-

tiplier (either from P_RAM or Z_RAM) and 32-bits of the

exponent at a time and feeds the systolic array with ai. It

stores the multiplication results into their corresponding RAMs

and instructs Loader to output the final exponentiation result.

MultCtrl initializes the systolic array and feeds in the control

signals during a single multiplication.

In the beginning of the exponentiation, MM is performed

using X as the multiplier and R2 as the multiplicand for the

pre-transformation. The multiplicand is read from R2_RAM in

8-bit pieces and input to the PUs through data_in as β. The

multiplier is read from Z_RAM also in 8-bit pieces. Initially,

q0 is the lowest bit of the multiplier and the next values are

the internal δ0
i feedbacks in PU0. The MM result is written to

Z_RAM and P_RAM in 8-bit pieces and also kept as the

next multiplicand (Z0) in the PUs.

The hardware performs the modular exponentiation accord-

ing to Algorithm 2 as follows. Computation is finished when

all the exponent bits have been processed. The exponent length

is defined as the third parameter of ExpCompute API function.

1) The contents of Z_RAM is used as the multiplier (Zj)

and the same Zj in PUs as the multiplicand. The MM

result is written back to Z_RAM as Zj+1 and also kept

in PUs. This step is repeated until ej+1 = 1. When

ej+1 = 1 the result is also stored in P_RAM , j is

incremented, and the execution jumps to Step 3.

2) (Multiply) If ej = 0 and j < l−1, j is incremented and

the execution jumps to Step 3. If ej = 0 and j = l − 1,

the PUs contain Pl and the execution jumps to Step

4. Otherwise, the contents of P_RAM is used as the

multiplier (Pj) and Zj in PUs as the multiplicand. If

j < l − 1, the MM result is written to P_RAM as

Pj+1, Zj is kept in PUs, and the execution moves to

Step 3. If j = l−1, the computed Pl is kept in PUs and

the execution moves to Step 4.



TABLE I

SYNTHESIS RESULTS FOR THE 1024-BIT ACCELERATOR.

Entity LEs Memory bits

Exponentiation 12,853 4,096

ARM-PLD Communications 461 0

I/O Ctrl 394 0

Loader 180 0

Others 72 0

Total 13,960 4,096

Maximum clock 63 MHz

Ref. [4] 9,644 5,120

Maximum clock 65 MHz

Ref. [2] 8,448 n/a

Maximum clock 42 MHz

3) (Square) If j = l − 1, the execution jumps to Step 2.

Otherwise, the contents of Z_RAM is used as the mul-

tiplier (Zj) and the same Zj in PUs as the multiplicand.

The MM result is written to Z_RAM as Zj+1 and kept

in PUs. The execution moves to Step 2 and j is updated.

4) Pl in the PUs is multiplied with 1 to obtain the expo-

nentiation result, which is written to P_RAM .

The final result is output via Loader and I/O Ctrl to the

DPRAM and ARM9 is interrupted. The processor reads the

exponentiation result from the DPRAM.

IV. RESULTS & COMPARISON

The synthesis results for the exponentiation accelerator with

1024-bit inputs on EPXA10F1020C2 produced by the Quartus

v4.1 tool are presented in Table I. The table also presents

results from our previous implementation [4] and the radix-2

implementation on which it was based [2]. In order to estimate

the equivalent LE count of [2], the reported number of Xilinx

Configurable Logic Blocks (CLB) has been doubled.

As shown, the LE count in this work has increased. In

[4] and [2] the PUs were carefully tuned and placed to fit

in a compact area whereas in this work the placement of

the modified PUs was left to the synthesis tool. Also, certain

buses are wider and the new design supports full length inputs

compared to [4]. Memory bits have been saved from [4] since

the modulus N is stored in the PUs instead of ESBs. The clock

frequency has slightly decreased because the combinatorial

path in PUs has been made longer to reduce cycle counts.

Despite the frequency decrease, the reduced cycle count

increases the overall performance of the accelerator compared

to the reference designs. The references interleave the squaring

and multiplication of Algorithm 2. For interleaving, each PU

contains an additional 8-bit register and operate in a 2-cycle

mode, in which one cycle is used for squaring and the other

for multiplication. The design of this paper operates in a 1-

cycle mode, in which the PUs compute the multiplications

and squarings in series. Whereas in the 2-cycle mode the line

5 of Algorithm 2 is computed every time (if ei = 0, the

result is discarded), in the 1-cycle mode it is only computed

when ei = 1. A MM operation is saved whenever ei = 0.

Statistically, the 1-cycle mode is expected to require 1.5 × l

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF CYCLE COUNTS OF A FULL EXPONENTIATION.

Design Cycles

This work (n + k)(n + 4); 0 < k ≤ n

Ref. [4] (2n + 4)(n + 4)
Ref. [2] (2n + 4)(n + 4)

The parameter k is the number of ones in the binary representation of the
exponent E. The parameter n is the bit length of N and E.

MM operations whereas the 2-cycle mode always requires 2×l
MM operations. With equal clock speeds the design of this

paper is always faster than the reference designs.

Compared to the reference implementations, the exponentia-

tion control has also been tuned. Step 1 of Section III-C makes

the pre-transformation of P0 = 1 and the first multiplication

with Pj unnecessary, saving two more MM operations. In

addition, the control, e.g., skips squaring when j = l − 1.

Table II presents the comparison of the cycle counts of

the designs for a full exponentiation (l = n). The table

assumes that N and R2 are already computed and stored in

the PLD. In the average case of n = 1024 and k = 512,

the accelerator computes the exponentiation 25% faster than

the previous designs at equal clock speeds. Compared to the

software measurements of [5], the cycle counts are decreased

by the factor of 11 from Pentium III and 19 from ARM9. The

1-cycle PUs with the tuned control can also be utilized for

improving, e.g., the higher radix design [3] in the same way.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a modular exponentiation accelerator

utilizable in a number of security protocols. The accelerator

processing was implemented in hardware and the control

in software on a SoPC. The performance was increased by

the factor of several tenfolds from software implementations.

Compared to the previous radix-2 designs, significant perfor-

mance increase through 1-cycle PUs and improved control

was achieved. Also, the required amount of resources can be

decreased to the same level with manual tuning.
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ABSTRACT 
We present a compact FPGA implementation of a modular exponentiation accelerator suited for 
cryptographic applications. The implementation efficiently exploits the properties of modern 
FPGAs. The accelerator consumes 341 logic elements, 1 DSP block, and 13 604 memory bits in 
Altera Stratix EP1S40. It performs modular exponentiations with up to 2250-bit integers and 
scales easily to larger exponentiations. Excluding pre and post processing time, 1024-bit and 
2048-bit exponentiations are performed in 28.03 ms and 212.09 ms, respectively. Due to its 
compactness, standard interface, and support for different clock domains, the accelerator can 
effortlessly be integrated into a larger system in the same FPGA. 
 
KEYWORDS: Modular exponentiation, Montgomery multiplication, cryptography, hardware, 
FPGA, compact. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Modular exponentiation of long integers is required in a number of public-key 

cryptosystems, e.g. RSA, Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA), Diffie-Hellman key exchange 
protocol, and Secure Remote Password protocol (SRP). Performing such an operation is 
computationally very expensive. Efficient exponentiation implementations are especially 
required in wireless and embedded devices with limited processing capabilities as well as in 
heavily used network servers and firewalls [1][2]. Compared to software implementations on 
general-purpose CPUs, the exponentiations can be computed significantly more efficiently with a 
hardware design tailored for the task [3]. 

Reprogrammable logic circuits, specifically Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA), offer 
a cost-effective and high-performance hardware alternative to Application Specific Integrated 
Circuits (ASIC) in low- and mid-volume products. Furthermore, FPGAs are becoming important 
building blocks in embedded systems in general [3]. According to the recent trend, they are no 
longer used as single parts of embedded systems but rather as System-on-Chip (SoC) platforms 
for implementing complete applications. Modern, commercial FPGA devices contain large 
functional blocks, such as high-speed multipliers, embedded multiport memories, Phase Locked 
Loops (PLL), and even programmable CPU cores. For cryptographic applications FPGAs offer 
high performance, possibility to modify and change algorithms in already fielded devices, and 
potential to share resources through run-time reconfiguration [3].  

By carefully mapping designs to the resources of modern FPGA devices, compact and high-
performance implementations can be realized. Specifically, the computationally expensive 
modular exponentiations, which are widely required in cryptographic applications, can 
significantly benefit from these resources. In this paper we present the design of a compact 
exponentiation accelerator for modern FPGA devices. Due to the compact size, standard 
interface, and support for different clock domains, the accelerator can effortlessly be used as a 
part of a SoC implemented in the same FPGA device. Furthermore, the design can easily be 
scaled for larger operand sizes by reserving more embedded memory. 

Copyright - World Automation Congress (WAC) 2006, July 24-26, Budapest, Hungary



2. MODULAR ARITHMETIC 
Modular exponentiations are typically calculated using repeated square-and-multiply 

algorithms with modular reductions in between. The most basic type of these algorithms is the 
binary modular exponentiation that has two variations, right-to-left and left-to-right, presented as 
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. More efficient algorithms reducing the number of multiplications 
and squarings also exist [4] but they are more complex and require more resources as a hardware 
implementation. For the compact area and simplicity we chose to use the left-to-right binary 
exponentiation in this work. Compared to the right-to-left algorithm, only one temporary result 
(P) needs to be stored instead of two (P and Z). The advantage of the right-to-left algorithm is 
that it allows calculating multiplications and squarings in parallel. However, this requires two 
separate arithmetic units, increasing the area of the hardware. 

Since the exponentiation algorithm consists of repeated multiplications and squarings, an 
efficient multiplication algorithm is required. Montgomery Multiplication (MM) [5] is a widely 
used method for performing combined modular reductions and multiplications [3]. The version of 
MM that we utilize in this work is based on Algorithm 3 [6]. The algorithm calculates MM(A, B, 
M) = ABR-1 mod M which is, with a suitable choice for R, significantly more efficient to compute 
on a typical processor than AB mod M. 

In order to cope with the extra term R-1, we need to transform the operands to a special form 
called M-residue respect to R, defined as A* = AR mod M [4]. This transformation can be 
performed with a single MM operation since MM(A, R2, M) = AR2R-1 mod M = AR mod M = A*. 
The inverse transformation can also be performed with MM since MM(A*, 1, M) = ARR-1 mod M 
= A. Despite of the conversions, MM is specifically beneficial in modular exponentiation, in 
which the MM results are repeatedly multiplied using the same modulus. The conversions are 
required only for the initial input and the final result. 

Algorithm 4 presents the digit-serial modification of the MM algorithm used in this work. A 
similar variation of the algorithm, which is referred to as Finely Integrated Operand Scanning 
(FIOS), is presented in [11]. The algorithm uses multi-precision integers with k-bit digits as 
inputs and the intermediate variable c of size k+1 bits. The notation (c, s) ← x denotes that k least 
significant bits of x are assigned to s and the most significant k+1 bits to c. The division by 2k in 
Algorithm 3 is satisfied by delaying the inputs bi and aj one cycle. In [6] it is shown that the final 
result S(n+3) is bounded by 2M , which guarantees that it can be fed back as an input for the 
next multiplication. Also, the intermediate result S(i) is bounded by 2k A M+  and fits into n+3 k-
bit digits. Therefore, the last step of Algorithm 4 is valid even though c is one bit wider than s.  

 
3. FPGA APPROACHES FOR MONTGOMERY MULTIPLICATION 
A typical hardware implementation approach is to partition the MM algorithm so that the n-

bit multiplicand B is decomposed into n/k digits, 2k being the chosen radix, while the multiplier A 
and modulus M are used in their full widths. However, when performing the additions of 
Algorithm 3 with these long integers, the carry propagation delay becomes a problem. In order to 
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Algorithm 1. Right-to-left binary modular 
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overcome this, a redundant number system can be used [7][8] or the additions can be performed 
in a systolic array [9][10]. Typically, these methods result in high performance but also in high 
consumption of computational resources in FPGAs as each addition is performed fully parallel. 

As an alternative partitioning supporting compact designs, all the MM inputs can be 
decomposed into n/k digits and the computations performed a digit at a time (digit-serial). The 
method resembles a software approach in which the intuitive choice for radix 2k is the word size 
of the processor [11]. With this partitioning the amount of FPGA resources dedicated for 
computation can be decreased at the expense of performance. Ref. [14] presents an 
implementation in which the multiplicand is in the radix-2 form, the multiplier is broken up into 
k-bit digits, and the computations are performed in the serial fashion. 

Ref. [12] presents an instruction set extension for modular arithmetic that enables computing 
the operation x × y + z + w in one clock cycle and thus speeds up the digit-serial loop of 
Montgomery’s algorithm. The paper reports considerable speedup on a MIPS32-compatible CPU 
when the instruction set extension is used. In addition, the approach scales well to different key 
sizes as well as algorithms. The method can also easily be adapted to FPGA implementations 
based on soft-core CPUs, such as NIOS II of Altera [13]. In this paper we utilize a related 
approach in our MM data path. 

According to our knowledge, the only modular exponentiation implementation efficiently 
exploiting the embedded multipliers of a modern FPGA device is reported in [7]. The 
implementation uses a large number of multipliers in parallel on a Xilinx FPGA, resulting in a 
high-performance design. However, unlike in our implementation, the amount of consumed 
resources is very high and thus the implementation allows integrating only very little other 
functionalities into the same FPGA. 
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4. ACCELERATOR ARCHITECTURE 
This section describes the architecture of our modular exponentiation accelerator. As the 

accelerator is intended to be used as a part of a larger SoC containing also a general-purpose 
processor, it only computes the most time consuming parts of the modular exponentiation. That 
is, the pre and post transformations must be performed outside the accelerator. The features of 
our accelerator design are summarized in Table 1. 

 
4.1. FPGA Platform 

We used Altera Stratix EP1S40 as the target device. It is a modern FPGA containing a large 
number of programmable Logic Elements (LE) as well as RAM and Digital Signal Processing 
(DSP) blocks. In our design the RAM blocks are used as Dual-Port RAM (DPRAM) and shift 
registers, and the DSP blocks are configured to a multiplier-adder mode. Similar building blocks 
can also be found in the Stratix II and Cyclone II devices of Altera as well as the Virtex II, Virtex 
4, and Spartan 3 devices of Xilinx. 

 
4.2. Exponentiation Architecture 

Figure 1 depicts the high-level architecture of the accelerator. Initially, the accelerator inputs 
are stored into the DPRAMs xR-ram, M-ram, and E-ram as k-bit digits. In addition, the number 
of iterations for a single multiplication (n) and the total number of bits in the exponent are passed 
to the control logic. During the exponentiation, s1-ram and s2-ram are used as temporary 
storages, one storing the intermediate result (S(i) of Algorithm 4) during multiplication and the 
other one holding the result of the previous multiplications (P of Algorithm 2). 

The exponentiation control logic, Exp control, manages the four multiplexers. Output of p1 is 
always selected to be the result of the previous multiplication (P) and the output of p2 to be the 
intermediate result of the active multiplication (S(i)). The multiplexers pa and pb select which 
multiplication, xR×xR, xR×P, or P×P, is calculated. The registers before the multiplexers pa and 
pb are used for delaying bi and aj by one clock cycle. 

Clock cycles for a modular multiplication (n+3)(n+4) 
Number of modular multiplications for 
modular exponentiation 

(l+p), where l is the bit length of the exponent and p
is the number of ones in its binary representation 

Required pre processing given x < M, M < 2kn, R = 2k(n+2) calculate: 
xR = xR mod M and M  = MM’ 

Required post processing given P ≡  xeR mod M calculate: 
xe mod M = PR-1 mod M 

Table 1. Summary of accelerator features. 
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Figure 1. Accelerator architecture. 



4.3. Modular Multiplier 
For MM the integers A, B, and the pre-calculated M  are broken up to operands of length k-

bits as required by Algorithm 4. The modular multiplier entity consists of a control state machine, 
MM control, and a data path performing the computations of the body of the inner loop in 
Algorithm 4.  MM control counts the values of the loop variables i and j and uses them for 
addressing the operand memories. In addition, it maintains a delayed version of the counter j for 
addressing res-ram, s1-ram, or s2-ram to write back the results in parallel with operand reading. 
At the beginning of the each iteration of i, MM control loads the values of qi = s(i)0 and bi into 
the data path input and clears the intermediate variable c. During the first iteration of i the data 
path input is cleared. The data path is shown in Figure 2(a). The result of the data path addition 
always fits into 2k+1 bits. 

 
4.4. Mapping to FPGA 

Figure 2(b) depicts the mapping of the data path to our target FPGA device, data path being 
18 bits wide. The intermediate variable c is divided into two registers, r and r', and always 
computed during one clock cycle. The data path is pipelined into five stages for minimizing the 
combinatorial logic delays. However, the pipelining does not cause any stalls in the operation, 
since the only data dependencies between back-to-back operations are due to the intermediate 
variable c. 

Each DSP block in EP1S40 can be configured to support either eight 9-bit, four 18-bit, or 
one 36-bit multipliers. In addition, the DSP blocks contain various other elements such as 
registers and adder/accumulator blocks. We chose to use the data path width of 18 bits, which 
allows us to perform two multiplications, sum the results of the multiplications, and pipeline the 
calculations using only half of the resources of one DSP block. The shift register for the input s is 
mapped into a RAM block and the two additional adders and the rest of the registers into LEs. 

The operand, intermediate, and result memories are mapped into RAM blocks configured to 
DPRAM mode with one read and one write port. This enables simultaneous writing of results and 
reading of the next operands. The DPRAMs of the accelerator interface (E-ram, xR-ram, M-ram, 
and res-ram) are also configured to support two clock domains, allowing running the accelerator 
at a higher clock speed than the rest of the system. The support for different clock domains 
explains also the extra res-ram, which could otherwise be replaced by s1-ram or s2-ram. 
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Figure 2.  Montgomery multiplication data path: (a) architecture and (b) mapping to EP1S40. 



5. RESULTS AND COMPARISON 
The synthesis results of our accelerator implementation including a fully functional, standard 

bus interface to NIOS II are summarized in Table 2. The accelerator was described in VHDL and 
synthesized using Altera Quartus II 5.0. The memory sizes were chosen to be 128 x 18 bits, 
which supports computing full exponentiations with up to 2250-bit operands. The design can be 
scaled for longer exponentiations simply by increasing the amount of memory. As can be seen, 
our accelerator consumes only a very small amount of resources on the target FPGA. 

For the execution time comparison, we measured that a full 1024-bit exponentiation takes 
over a second in the 32-bit NIOS II at 100 MHz with a C-language OpenSSL implementation. By 
carefully hand tuning the software for NIOS II, the performance could be improved, but not to 
the level of our accelerator. Ref. [15] presents a highly optimized software implementation in a 
DSP processor. They report that a 1024-bit RSA signing can be performed in 11.7 ms at 200 
MHz by exploiting the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT), which makes direct execution time 
comparisons impossible. Compared to our data path, the DSP processor data path would also 
very likely map less cost-efficiently to the FPGA resulting in larger resource consumption. 

Table 2 compares our implementation with other MM-based modular exponentiation FPGA 
implementations relevant to this work. It should be noted that a fair comparison is difficult as 
different FPGA technologies are used. All the reference implementations support 1024-bit 
exponentiations. One Xilinx slice corresponds roughly to two Altera LEs. Ref. [9] presents a 
radix-16 systolic array design mapped carefully to slices for high performance. A similar design 
for radix-2 with tuned control on an Altera device is reported in [10]. Ref [14] is a serial 
implementation that exploits the characteristics of slices for compact size. The execution times in 
Table 2 exclude the pre and post processing, which varies among the implementations. We have 
calculated the full execution time for [14] since it has not explicitly been reported. 

The comparison shows that the consumption of the general-purpose resources (LEs/slices) in 
our implementation is considerably lower than in the reference implementations. Whereas [7] 
utilizes 62 multipliers, we only need two, residing in a single DSP block. Our execution time is 
significantly better than that of the most compact reference [14]. Compared to [7], [9], and [10], 
the execution time of our design for the 1024-bit exponentiation is longer but we also support 
longer exponentiations with a single implementation. 

If the target application is parallelizable, its performance can be further improved by 

Design FPGA device Logic 
blocks 

Memory 
bits 

DSP 
elements 

Max. freq. 
[MHz] 

Op. length 
[bits] 

Execution 
time [ms]

1024 28.03 Ours Altera Stratix 
EP1S40 

341 LEs 
(0.8%) 

13 604 (1)

(0.4%) 
1 DSP (2) 
(7.1%) 

198 
2048 212.09 

Ref. [7] Xilinx Virtex-II 
XC2V3000 

14 334 
slices 

- (3) 62 18-bit 
multipliers

90 1024 2.33 

Ref. [9] Xilinx 
XC40250XV 

6 633 
CLBs (4) 

- (3) - 45 1024 11.95 

Ref. [10] Altera EPXA10 13 960 
LEs 

4096 - 63 1024 25.06 

Ref. [14] Xilinx Virtex-E 
2000-8 

1 188 
slices 

- (3) - 86 1024 208 

(1) Memory bits are mapped to 11 M512 (2.9%) and four M4K (2.2%) RAM blocks. 
(2) Half of the resources of the DSP block are free, including two 18-bit multipliers. 
(3) A slice can be configured to two 16 x 1 bit memories. Thus, dedicated memory blocks are not necessary. 
(4) One XC40250XV Configurable Logic Block (CLB) equals to one Virtex slice. 
 

Table 2. Results and comparison (percentages of total resources in parenthesis). 



utilizing multiple parallel accelerators. This is the case e.g. with RSA, in which the modulus M is 
a product of two or more primes [4]. When the primes are known, the exponentiation can be 
divided into smaller, parallel exponentiations using CRT.  

 
6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we presented the design of a compact modular exponentiation accelerator suited 
for a number of cryptographic applications. By mapping the design to the resources of modern 
FPGA devices, we achieved high performance with very low resource consumption. In addition, 
our implementation is effortlessly scalable to exponentiations with larger operands. Due to its 
compact size, standard bus interface, and support for different clock domains, the accelerator can 
easily be integrated into a larger SoC implemented in the same FPGA. 
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Abstract— This paper proposes a new Enhanced Security
Layer (ESL) for Bluetooth. The security level is increased
by replacing the encryption with AES and adding in-
tegrity protection. As ESL is placed on the top of the
standard controller interface, it can be integrated into any
Bluetooth implementation. A prototype implementation of
ESL is presented. The security processing is implemented
in hardware for high performance. The design consumes
fewer resources and has higher throughput (214 Mb/s) than
the standard design. The programming interface supports
straightforward application development.

I. INTRODUCTION

Bluetooth [1] is a technology for short-range wireless

communications developed by Bluetooth Special Interest

Group (SIG). Originally it was intended as a simple,

low-cost and low-power serial cable replacement for any

electronic device. However, the number of application

scenarios has significantly grown from the original pur-

poses. Presently Bluetooth allows ad hoc networking and

access point functionality for Internet connections. The

ongoing development is extending the technology with

new features, such as support for quality of service,

higher data rates, multicasting, and lower power con-

sumption. Currently, Bluetooth can be found in mobile

phones, PDAs, laptops, printers, digital cameras, headsets,

portable payment terminals (e.g. for facilitating credit card

payments in restaurants), cars, and medical equipment.

The application area expands as new products with the

Bluetooth capability are constantly introduced.

In addition to low-cost and robust operation, Bluetooth

applications often require protected communications. For

example, private data transfers between personal de-

vices and transactions with payment terminals have to

be protected. Due to the wireless link, the transmitted

data are available to anyone within the radio coverage

without security procedures. The Bluetooth specification

[1] defines methods for key management, authentication,

and encryption. Unfortunately, researchers have identified

several vulnerabilities in the security design of Bluetooth.

They derive from the usage of Personal Identification

Number (PIN) in authentication key generation, improper

key management and authentication, and the possibility

of tracking Bluetooth devices. The encryption algorithm

has been found to provide lower level of security than

what was intended. The transmitted data should also be

protected with a cryptographic integrity check, i.e., with

a Message Authentication Code (MAC).

This paper proposes a new Enhanced Security Layer

(ESL) for improving the security of Bluetooth technology.

The security level is increased by replacing the original

Bluetooth encryption with a design based on Advanced

Encryption Algorithm (AES) [2]. ESL adds MACs to

the transmitted data for cryptographic integrity protection.

The proposed layer is added on the top of the standard

Bluetooth controller interface, which allows integrating it

as additional module into any standard Bluetooth chip or

as a software layer into a host.

The paper also presents the prototype implementation

of ESL. For high performance and low energy, the security

processing of ESL is implemented in hardware. The

design supports the new Counter mode with Cipher block

chaining Message authentication code (CCM) encryption

mode [3], which is adopted into several new wireless

IEEE standards, e.g., 802.11i. Thus, the same hardware

design can be utilized in other, standard implementations.

In addition to the enhanced security, the ESL implemen-

tation offers an Application Programming Interface (API)

for a Bluetooth device by hiding the low-level Bluetooth

commands from the application.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II the

Bluetooth technology is briefly introduced and its security

vulnerabilities are reviewed. Section III presents the pro-

posed Bluetooth ESL design. The implementation of ESL

is presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes

the paper and outlines the future work.

II. BLUETOOTH OVERVIEW

The Bluetooth technology [1] consists of several pro-

tocol layers. The protocol stack is depicted in Fig. 1.

Host Controller Interface (HCI) separates the stack into

two parts, Bluetooth host and Bluetooth controller. It

provides the host with a low-level, uniform interface to

the hardware capabilities of the controller. The host is

connected to the HCI firmware through a physical bus,

such as UART or USB.

Originally, the nominal transmission rate of the Blue-

tooth radio was 1 Mb/s. The newly released specification

extends the rate to 3 Mb/s [1]. There are two types of

Bluetooth links: Asynchronous Connectionless (ACL) and

Synchronous Connection Oriented (SCO). ACL is utilized

for data transfers and SCO for audio. Both the links have

several network packet types of different lengths. The host

transmits and receives data in HCI data packets. The HCI

packets are fragmented to and assembled from the ACL
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Fig. 1. Bluetooth protocol stack.

and SCO network packets by the Bluetooth controller.

The highest data payload rate is 723.2 kb/s with the 1

Mb/s radio and 2178.1 kb/s with the 3 Mb/s radio over

an asymmetric ACL link with the largest packets [1].

The Bluetooth security design provides key manage-

ment, authentication, and encryption for link level protec-

tion. The utilized encryption algorithm is a stream cipher

called E0. It is based on linear feedback shift registers.

Authentication and key generation utilize SAFER+ block

cipher. The standard security design and its hardware

implementation are presented in [4].

A. Bluetooth Security Vulnerabilities

The security design of Bluetooth has been found vul-

nerable. Ref. [5] was the first to identify several at-

tacks. An attacker is able to recover link and encryption

keys passively by exhaustively searching PIN values.

Impersonation and eavesdropping are possible after valid

communication with a unit key. Consequently, its usage

is deprecated in the newest version of the specification

[1]. Another type of attack enables tracking Bluetooth

devices by passively listening to their transmissions. Ref.

[6] demonstrates man-in-the-middle attacks that can be

implemented during the authentication procedure by re-

laying messages. Relaying is not beneficial if encryption

is applied after authentication. In [7] more advanced man-

in-the-middle attacks are presented.

The lack of cryptographic integrity protection allows

an attacker to manipulate Bluetooth transmissions without

detection. Particularly, the utilization of the stream cipher

makes this applicable. If the transmitted plaintext is

known, the attacker can change the contents into whatever

she wishes by flipping bits. For example, this allows

conveying higher protocol data into a different destination

by altering the higher layer addressing fields which often

reside at known locations in Bluetooth packets. In order to

prevent all the attacks of [7], it is stated that adding MAC

computation into Bluetooth is inevitable. Ref. [8] suggests

a MAC scheme with user authentication. However, the

scheme is not clearly described.

In addition to the protocol attacks, weaknesses in the

Bluetooth stream cipher have been exposed. For example,

[5], [9], [10], [11], and [12] show that the cipher does

not provide as good security as a 128-bit-key algorithm

should. Even though the attacks so far are theoretical

and cannot be benefited from in practice, they may

become practical in the future. Thus, the Bluetooth SIG

is considering replacing the Bluetooth encryption with a

new, probably AES-based design [13].

III. ENHANCED SECURITY LAYER

In order to overcome the shortcomings of the Bluetooth

encryption algorithm and fix the lack of cryptographic

integrity protection, Enhanced Security Layer (ESL) for

Bluetooth is designed. ESL replaces the proprietary en-

cryption with AES and adds MACs to the transmitted

data. It supports four well-scrutinized encryption modes

with different characteristics and processing requirements.

The application may choose the preferred one according

to its security requirements. In addition to the increased

security, ESL hides the security processing and low-

level HCI operations and provides a high-level application

programming interface (ESL API) for straightforward

application development. To further improve the level of

security, the design allows extending ESL to support, e.g.,

enhanced authentication and key exchange techniques.

For the interoperability with devices that do not contain

the enhanced features, the support for the standard Blue-

tooth security is also included in ESL.

The ESL architecture is presented in Fig. 2. As shown,

ESL is placed above HCI. Generally, Bluetooth tech-

nology is provided as fixed chips, which implement the

Bluetooth functionalities below HCI. Application devel-

opers have only access to the Bluetooth controller through

the standard HCI. Therefore, in order to improve the

security, the most universally applicable method is to

add the enhancements above HCI. This way ESL can

be integrated as an additional module into any standard

Bluetooth controller or host.

The same method is used, e.g., in the implementations

of the redesigned 802.11 Wireless Local Area Network

(WLAN) authentication (802.11i). Instead of reimple-

menting WLAN cards, the old authentication is disabled

and the existing cards are only utilized for transferring

higher layer data. The new authentication is performed

above the old WLAN link layer. This requires only

reimplementing the software in the host computers.

Another advantage of placing ESL on the top of HCI

and not into the baseband is that the method results in

lower packet overhead. Added protocol fields are trans-

mitted in the HCI data packets instead of every Bluetooth

network packet.

Fig. 2. Architecture of Bluetooth ESL.
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A. Enhanced Security Design

The AES algorithm [2] utilized in ESL is a symmetric

cipher that encrypts data in 128-bit blocks. It supports key

sizes of 128, 192, and 256 bits. As several other block

ciphers, AES consists of successive, similar iteration

rounds. Depending on the chosen key size, the number of

the rounds is 10, 12, or 14. Each round mixes the data with

a roundkey, which is generated from the encryption key.

Currently, the 128-bit-key version is generally considered

to provide adequate security and it is also utilized in

this work. Decryption requires inverting the iterations

resulting in at least partly separate data path. However,

the encryption modes of ESL only use the forward cipher.

Applying an encryption algorithm alone without a

proper encryption mode is not secure. The counter mode

(CTR) [14] is generally regarded as a good choice and it

is also utilized in ESL. CTR has a proven security bound

[15] and it provides most performance trade-offs for

implementations. In CTR a block cipher produces a key

stream from a secret key and a counter. The key stream

is generated a block at a time by encrypting counter

values until the stream length matches the data length.

After each algorithm pass the counter is incremented. The

stream is exclusive-ored (XOR) with the plaintext to get

the ciphertext and vice versa. If the data length is not a

multiple of the block length, only the required bits of the

last key stream block are used. It is important that the

same counter value is used only once during the lifetime

of a key. Another security requirement is that at maximum

264 encryptions are be performed per key.

The CTR mode requires that the encrypted data is

accompanied with MAC. Otherwise the bit manipulation

attacks of Section II-A still apply. In this work MAC is

computed using the Cipher Block Chaining MAC (CBC-

MAC) method. This allows utilizing the same algorithm

for both encryption and data authentication. CBC is a

feedback encryption mode in which the previous cipher-

text block is XORed with the plaintext block before

encryption. CBC-MAC operates in the same way, except

that only the result of the last encryption is output as

MAC. CBC-MAC has a security proof [16].

ESL supports plain CBC-MAC (MAC mode) and two

combinations of the CTR encryption and CBC-MAC

computation. In the combined modes MAC may be com-

puted over the plaintext (MAC-then-encrypt mode) or over

the ciphertext (encrypt-then-MAC mode). The phases uti-

lize separate keys. In the MAC-then-encrypt mode MAC

is encrypted. The MAC mode is suited for applications

in which privacy is not required. The combined modes

provide both privacy and authenticity. In [17] it has

been shown that the encrypt-then-MAC mode is generally

secure. However, for example, in [18] it is suggested that

it should be the plaintext that is authenticated. Adding the

other mode to a design that implements one of the modes

requires only little additional resources. Thus, both the

modes are supported in ESL.

In addition, ESL supports a special MAC-then-encrypt

mode, CCM [3]. Originally CCM was proposed to the

IEEE 802.11i working group for improving the security

of the IEEE 802.11 WLAN. It was also adopted. Later

it has been sent for the evaluation as a standard block

encryption mode. The described components of the mode,

CTR and CBC-MAC, have been well-known for decades

but CCM is a new definition for their combined usage.

The security of the CCM mode has been proven in [19].

Whereas the CTR encryption can process arbitrary

length data, CBC-MAC requires that the input is padded

to match a block boundary. In ESL the last input

data block is padded with zeroes if required in all the

modes. The padding does not affect CTR. Instead, the

en/decrypted output is truncated back to the original

length. The MAC size can be chosen to be 64 or 128 bits,

which allows trade-offs between the protection level and

communication overhead. If the 64-bit MAC is chosen,

the 64 least significant bits of the MAC output are

discarded. MAC is appended to the HCI payload data.

In order to prevent repeated counter values, the CTR

counter is composed of concatenated nonce and block

counter values in all the combined modes. The nonce

is a constant value for a transmission and the block

counter is incremented for each data block within the

transmission. The nonce is provided by the application.

For example, [3] presents recommendations for choosing

the nonce in CCM. Good practice is to include at least

the sender’s Bluetooth address and the transmission’s

sequence number in the nonce. In this work, the nonce

size was chosen to be 96 bits to allow including sufficient

amount of information in it. Thus, the block counter size

is 32 bits. In addition to the nonce, in CCM there are

fixed flags in the CTR input. In this paper the flags are

regarded as a part of the nonce.

Since ESL is located above the standard HCI, only the

data placed in the HCI data packet payloads can be en-

crypted. However, the application can protect the known

Bluetooth packet header fields (e.g. Bluetooth addresses)

with MAC. In addition, the application must ensure that

the nonce can be generated at the receiving device. The

generation data can be predefined or transmitted in the

HCI data packets. It does not have to be kept secret, as

long as it is protected with MAC.

The format of an ESL packet, placed in the HCI data

payload, is presented in Fig. 3. The maximum size of the

application data per ESL packet depends on the chosen

MAC size. It is assumed that the complete nonce is trans-

mitted in an ESL packet. If a combined mode is chosen,

the ESL payload field is encrypted. The HCI payload is

transmitted in a Bluetooth ACL network packet. If the

HCI payload does not fit into a single network packet, the

Bluetooth controller automatically fragments the payload

into several network packets. In the figure the Bluetooth

ACL packet is the ACL data packet with the largest

payload size.

B. ESL Entities

As depicted in Fig. 2, ESL consists of three entities:

security processing, data transfer, and management. ESL

is accessed through ESL API. The security processing

entity performs the computations related to the security
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Fig. 3. ESL, HCI ACL, and Bluetooth ACL packet formats. The field
sizes without units are presented in bytes.

design of Section III-A, i.e., the AES algorithm itself

and the operations of the encryption modes. It appends

MACs to the transmitted application data and verifies

the received MACs. Failing packets are silently dropped.

It also pads the input data to the block boundary and

truncates the computed MACs into the desired length.

The entity is not utilized if only the standard Bluetooth

security is used.

The data transfer entity conveys application data be-

tween ESL API and the Bluetooth controller by construct-

ing and decoding HCI data packets. If only the standard

Bluetooth security is used, in transmission the entity

places the application data into a HCI data packet payload

field and forwards the HCI packet to the Bluetooth

controller. Upon the reception of a HCI data packet, it

decodes the application payload from the packet and gives

it to ESL API. If the enhanced encryption is utilized, the

payload to be transmitted in a HCI data packet is received

from the security processing entity. Similarly, the payload

of the received HCI data packet is first processed by the

security processing entity.

The management entity controls the other entities and

Bluetooth links. It initiates the Bluetooth controller, es-

tablishes and closes connections, and provides keys and

other parameters (encryption mode and MAC length) to

the security processing entity. The management entity

constructs HCI commands and receives information from

the Bluetooth controller in HCI events. The controller

initiation consists of preparing the device to function as a

slave or a master and, if the standard security is applied,

providing the controller with the security parameters.

The management entity maintains a connection list

which contains handles to the established Bluetooth links

and their ESL parameters, i.e., the encryption and MAC

keys and chosen MAC length. If the enhanced security is

not utilized for a link, the management entity sets ESL to

bypass the enhanced security processing. Otherwise the

entity advises the security processing entity to en/decrypt

the HCI data payload and, if valid, give it to the data

transfer entity for further processing.

The ESL processing and HCI are hidden behind the

high-level ESL API. It provides procedures for device

initiation, connection establishment, sending and receiv-

ing application data, and disconnecting. After the ini-

tialization, the security processing is transparent to the

application. The interface is only requested to transmit

or receive application data and provide nonces. More

details and the implementation of ESL API is presented

in Section IV-C.

IV. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

Altera Excalibur EPXA10 DDR Development Kit,

presented in Fig. 4, was used as the ESL prototype

implementation platform. The main component is the

EPXA10F1020C2 programmable chip, which consists of

an integrated ARM922T processor core and an Altera

APEX20KE-like Programmable Logic Device (PLD). In

the implementation, a 256-megabyte SDRAM was used

as an external memory.

The PLD consists of a large number of programmable

Logic Elements (LE). In addition, Embedded System

Blocks (ESB) are provided for implementing a variety

of memory functions. ARM9 and the PLD are connected

through two Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture

(AMBA) High-performance Bus (AHB) bridges, a shared

Dual-Port RAM (DPRAM), and interrupt lines.

The daughter card of Ericsson Bluetooth Starter Kit

[20] was utilized as the Bluetooth controller. It provides

the host with HCI via UART or USB. The radio transmits

at 1 Mb/s. The card was connected to an expansion header

of the development kit and accessed via UART.

The architecture of the ESL prototype is presented

in Fig. 5. The components implemented in the hard-

ware (PLD) were Direct Memory Access (DMA), UART

and its control, security processing and control , and

processor-PLD communications. The security processing

was implemented in hardware for high performance and

low energy. The hardware design was captured in VHDL

and the software in C.

A. Security Processing Hardware

The iterative, 128-bit-key AES core presented in [21]

was utilized in the ESL implementation. The design

computes the roundkeys on-the-fly and one encryption

round at a clock cycle. It offers high throughput and does

not require set-up time for switching the encryption key.

Due to the feedback loop of the ESL encryption modes,

only the iterative versions are reasonable choices for a

single-core implementation. The on-the-fly key schedule

is well-suited for the implementation since the processing

is constantly altered between encryption and MAC com-

putation with different keys, except in the MAC mode. A

Fig. 4. ESL prototype implementation platform.
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Fig. 5. ESL prototype architecture.

precomputed schedule would require set-up latency and

storage for the roundkeys.

The security processing architecture is presented in

Fig. 6. Input data encoding and MAC value comparisons

are performed by an external entity (i.e. ARM9). The

internal signals are 128 bits wide, except the defined ones.

The parameter updated internally is the block counter.

The load signal setups the module for reading a new

encryption key, MAC key, and nonce values from the

key_in and nonce ports. The keys are stored in Registers

6 and 7, nonce in Register 4. The nonce is concatenated

with the block counter in Register 5. The load port allows

also maintaining the old key values and updating only

the nonce. The block counter is reset by updating the

encryption key or nonce.

Feeding a new data block is done through the data_in

port. The block is stored in Register 3. The signal mode

defines whether the module operates in the MAC, MAC-

then-encrypt, encrypt-then-MAC, or CCM mode and sets

the module to encrypt or decrypt. The pad_len signal

is used for informing the number of padding bytes in

the last input block. This information is required in the

combined modes. The data_out port is used for outputting

the en/decrypted data blocks as well as the MAC values.

In the MAC mode MAC is computed using the MAC

key. The chaining value in Register 1, obtained after

processing the previous data block, is transferred to

Register 2. Initially, the value is zero. After XORing the

chaining value with the data block in Register 3, the result

is processed by the AES core and the output is written

back to Register 1. After the last data block the contents

of Register 1 is output and the register is reset. The MAC

verification are carried out in the same way.

In the MAC-then-encrypt mode, first, the design per-

forms the MAC computation for a block with the MAC

key as described. Then, the operation is switched to the

CTR encryption with the encryption key. In CTR the

nonce and the block counter are fed to the AES core.

Initially, the block counter is set to zero. The result is

written through the mask block to Register 2 and XORed

Fig. 6. Security processing hardware architecture.

with the data block maintained in Register 3. Finally,

the result is output and the block counter is incremented.

After the last data block, the nonce and the block counter

are processed once more and the result is written to

Register 3 (through the mask entity). The contents of

Register 1 are transferred to Register 2 and XORed with

Register 3. The result is output as the encrypted MAC.

In the encrypt-then-MAC mode the processing order of

MAC-then-encrypt is inverted. The only difference is that

after encrypting a data block, the output is also written

back to Register 3 for the MAC computation.

In the MAC-then-encrypt decryption the processing is

mainly the same as in the encrypt-then-MAC encryption.

After the last data block the received, encrypted MAC is

input through data_in to Register 3. The nonce and the

block counter are input to the AES core. XORing the AES

output with Register 3 yields the decrypted MAC, which

is output for comparison with the earlier output, computed

MAC. The encrypt-then-MAC decryption processing is

the same as the MAC-then-encrypt encryption processing.

The received MAC is not input since it is already in the

plaintext form.

The CCM mode operation is similar to the MAC-then-

encrypt mode. The encryption and MAC keys are set to

the same value. The difference is that in the CCM mode

the block counter starts initially from one and the MAC

value is encrypted/decrypted with the block counter value

zero.

If the data length is not a multiple of 16 bytes, the

last output en/decrypted data block has to be truncated to

the original length. This implies the need for the mask

entity in the encrypt-then-MAC encryption, MAC-then-

encrypt decryption, and CCM decryption. Before XORing

the last key stream block with the data block, the bytes

of the key stream block corresponding to the extra bytes

(zeroes) of the data block have to be masked to zero.

This way the XOR result of the input block and the last

key stream block, which is used as the input in the MAC

computation, has the correct padding (zeroes). The mask

logic is implemented with a ROM, containing 16 masking

entries of size 16 bytes, and an AND gate.
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B. Communications

As shown in Fig. 5, the external SDRAM is used

for data transfers between ARM9 and PLD in the im-

plementation. The external memory is larger than the

fixed-size DPRAM and it can be switched, which makes

the ESL implementation scalable for processing larger

amounts of data. By sharing SDRAM, the processor does

not have to transfer the data from the data memory in

SDRAM to DPRAM for the PLD usage. Instead, PLD

can access SDRAM directly, which is faster and lets

ARM9 perform other tasks concurrently. The DMA entity

was implemented for the purpose in PLD. It accesses

the memory via an AHB bridge. An UART entity was

implemented in PLD for transferring data between the

development board and the Bluetooth controller.

The data transferred through SDRAM consists of HCI

commands and data to the Bluetooth controller, HCI

events and data from the controller, and the data to/from

the security processing entity. The nonce, encryption and

MAC keys, and the UART initialization data are also

conveyed through the memory. The nonce and keys are

only transmitted to the security processing entity when

the values are initialized or changed.

After writing a HCI command or data to SDRAM,

ARM9 utilizes the other AHB bridge for initiating opera-

tions in PLD. The control entity receives the processor

requests through the AHB slave in Fig. 5. The slave

contains logic for interfacing the AHB bus as well as

control and memory address registers to which ARM9

requests are written from the bus. Depending on the

request, the control entity begins an UART transmission

of a HCI command or the en/decryption of data. ARM9

is interrupted after an operation is finished. The processor

reads the reason for the interrupt from the AHB slave.

When a HCI data packet is received from the Bluetooth

controller it is written to SDRAM by DMA and ARM9

is interrupted. If the packet payload is not encrypted,

the processor decodes the packet and gives the ESL

payload to the application. Otherwise it provides the

security processing entity with the keys and nonce for

decrypting the payload. When the payload is decrypted

ARM9 is again interrupted. If a MAC scheme is used, the

processor verifies that the received and computed MAC

values match and conveys the data to the application.

Each HCI command has a corresponding event (ac-

knowledgement) with which the Bluetooth controller

replies to the command. In addition, the network oper-

ations trigger events. For simplicity and removing unnec-

essary memory accesses, the PLD control entity filters out

the events uninteresting to the processor.

The communications between Bluetooth devices utilize

the ACL link. The used ACL packet types can be defined

with a HCI command.

C. Software Interfaces

In Fig. 5 Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) imple-

ments the ESL functionalities on the ARM9 side. It

constructs HCI commands and data to and reads HCI

events from SDRAM as well as decodes payload data

from the HCI data packets. It also handles the interrupts

initiated by PLD. HAL controls the security processing

entity and UART by modifying the memory mapped

control and address registers in the AHB slave. HAL

allows utilizing the Bluetooth’s own security features as

well as choosing among the enhanced security implemen-

tations. If an enhanced security mode is utilized, upon the

reception of a HCI data packet, HAL compares the MAC

values. It also pads the input data and truncates MACs.

The ESL API implementation provides procedures for

initiation, connection management, and sending and re-

ceiving application data. A pseudo-code example of the

API usage is presented in Fig. 7.

In the example, first, the Bluetooth device is initialized.

It is defined that the standard security features are not

used. The InitBd procedure returns the unique Bluetooth

address of the controller and the maximum size of the

payload for a single transmission. After the initialization

the device is able to operate in the slave mode. Next, the

role of the device is switched to the master mode. The

PrepareMaster procedure also scans for devices in the

range and returns a list of found device addresses. Before

connecting to a device the parameters for the enhanced

security features are set. Successful connection creation

returns the handle of the created link. Application data

can be sent over the link with a single procedure call. The

data size must respect the maximum payload size defined

in the initialization. Finally, the connection is closed.

Even though not utilized in the example, each proce-

dure also returns a boolean value that informs whether

the performed operation was successful or not. For ex-

ample, if the transmit buffer of the Bluetooth controller

is full, the TransmitData procedure fails. Changing the

security parameters requires closing the link and calling

the InitBd and/or SetEncMode procedures again. The

Fig. 7. A pseudo-code example of using the ESL API implementation.
Values for the parameters in italics are returned by the procedure calls.
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application must implement a separate callback procedure

for receiving data. Upon the reception of a data packet,

the procedure is automatically called by the ESL API

implementation. Similarly to the standard Bluetooth, the

implemented software enables up to seven simultaneously

active Bluetooth connections.

D. Results and Comparison

The hardware entities were tested in VHDL simula-

tion with ModelSim SE PLUS 5.8d 2004.06. The se-

curity processing entity was separately verified against

Brian Gladman’s AES software library [22]. The hard-

ware netlist was generated with Precision RTL Synthesis

2003b.41 and the netlist was synthesized with Quartus II

v4.1. The software was compiled with ARM Developer

Suite 1.2. The complete ESL implementation was tested in

practice with a test application between two development

boards. The hardware synthesis results on the PLD of

EPXA10F1020C2 are presented in Table I.

The throughput of the security processing entity is 214

Mb/s (26 cycles per block) in the MAC-then-encrypt,

encrypt-then-MAC, and CCM modes and 507 Mb/s (11

cycles per block) in the MAC mode. Compared to the

maximum Bluetooth transmission speeds (Section II),

negligible latencies are implied by the added processing.

The maximum size of the data payload that can be

transmitted/received in a HCI ACL data packet is 216

bytes [1]. However, the buffers of the Ericsson Bluetooth

controller support only 672-byte HCI payload. Regarding

this, using 128-bit MACs, and assuming that the 96-bit

nonce is transmitted in the payload and that the controller

transmits at the maximum payload speed of 723.2 kb/s,

it can be computed that the maximum application data

throughput of the ESL implementation is 693 kb/s. In

addition to the buffers, the total throughput is further

limited by the fixed UART implementation of the Ericsson

Bluetooth controller. Its highest speed is 460 kb/s.

Table II compares the hardware part of the ESL pro-

totype with the hardware implementation of the standard

Bluetooth security [4]. In addition, the table presents com-

parisons between the cryptographic cores of the Bluetooth

design (E0 and SAFER+) and ESL (AES). In order to

evaluate the AES core of this paper, the table includes

measures for two other programmable logic designs.

TABLE I

ESL HARDWARE SYNTHESIS RESULTS ON EPXA10F1020C2

Entity Logic elements Memory bits

AHB slave 440 0

Control 2,170 0

DMA 894 0

Security processing 3,527 43,008

UART 208 0

Others 5 0

Total 7,244 43,008

(% of the chip’s maximum) (18%) (13%)

Maximum clock 43.55 MHz

According to the authors’ knowledge, [23] presents the

most compact and [24] the fastest iterative AES design

suited for feedback encryption modes.

All the reference implementations were made on Xilinx

Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA), which differ

from the Altera PLDs. However, the basic building blocks

of the FPGAs, Logic Cells (LC), are very similar to

the Altera LEs. Each programmable FPGA component,

slice, contains two LCs. Thus, a fairly precise estimate

for the number of LEs was obtained for the reference

implementations by doubling the number of slices.

Compared to the Bluetooth security design [4], con-

siderably lower LE consumption and higher encryption

throughput were achieved with the ESL prototype. How-

ever, part of the ESL control is implemented in the ARM9,

which slightly decreases the occupied PLD resources.

On the other hand, the ESL implementation includes the

ARM9 and Bluetooth controller interfaces. The number

of memory bits was increased but this can be significantly

reduced by modifying the AES core according to the AES

reference implementations. Compared to [23] and [24],

the core is an average implementation with reasonable

resources and throughput.

Instead of using E0 for encryption and SAFER+ for

authentication and key generation, in ESL all three pro-

cedures can utilize AES. Table II shows that this reduces

the hardware resources and also implies shorter latencies

due to the higher performance.

V. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

In this paper the design and implementation of a new

Enhanced Security Layer (ESL) for Bluetooth was pre-

sented. ESL significantly improves the Bluetooth security

by replacing the proprietary encryption with an AES-

based design and adding cryptographic message integrity

verification. In addition to the security enhancements,

an easy-to-use API was designed. The API implemen-

tation offers an application developer simple access to

the wireless link and transparent security processing.

The throughput of the implemented security processing

hardware is 214 Mb/s with the modes offering the highest

security level. This implies only a negligible processing

latency, which is also lower than that of the standard

security design.

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATIONS

Security design implementations

Design LEs Mem. Clock Throughput

Bluetooth [4] 39,810 38,272 15 MHz 15 Mb/s

ESL (this paper) 7,244 43,008 43 MHz 214 Mb/s

Cryptographic cores

Design LEs Mem. Clock Throughput

E0 [4] 1,790 0 15 MHz 15 Mb/s

SAFER+ [4] 8,116 6,272 20 MHz 320 Mb/s

AES [23] 292 35,584 123 MHz 358 Mb/s

AES [24] 4,514 0 127 MHz 1,563 Mb/s

AES (this paper) 1,246 40,960 43 MHz 507 Mb/s
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Currently, ESL offers means for the enhanced security

processing. Assuming that devices have earlier reliably

authenticated each other and shared keys for encryption

and MAC computation, applying ESL makes the commu-

nications secure. ESL is further developed and the support

for authentication, key exchange, freshness protection,

nonce management, and input data encoding for the new

encryption modes are added. For example, in order to

be compatible and secure, the CCM mode encoding will

follow its specification [3]. Similarly, the CBC-MAC

mode is extended to automatically add protocol fields (e.g.

the length of the data) required to be secure [16].

ESL is also developed to prevent the known attacks on

the Bluetooth’s own security by allowing only safe com-

binations for its parameters. A key exchange protocol will

be integrated to ESL for automatic PIN exchange. It will

only allow 128-bit encryption keys and prohibit the usage

of the default values. Moreover, to improve the prototype

implementation, the bus between the development board

and the controller will be switched from UART to USB.
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Abstract

Even though enabling electronic betting as an expanding entertainment field, the advanced communication and e-commerce technol-
ogies have not changed the nature of betting itself. This paper presents the novel offline Real-Time Betting (RTB) system overcoming the
online processing and scalability limitations. It changes betting services into interactive sessions by supporting short, unpredictable target
incidents as well as crediting winnings in real-time. The security design specifies reliable methods for time-stamping, storing bets, and
verifying the authenticity of operations. A prototype system has been implemented for WLAN and DVB environments. Its performance
and usability are evaluated and compared to traditional online systems.
� 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Advanced mobile terminals, multimedia networks, as
well as e-commerce technologies have enabled numerous
new applications for business and pleasure. Among others,
betting organizers have begun offering their services
through electronic systems, especially on the Internet.
Instead of placing bets in front of a retail operator at a spe-
cific location, customers can attend betting remotely – virtu-
ally anywhere – with their own PCs, laptops, mobile
phones, and set-top-box devices. The setup time and effort
have markedly decreased and bets can be placed nearer
the beginning of an event. In addition, winnings are credited
online.
1567-4223/$ - see front matter � 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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While the service has become more convenient for the
customers, the fundamental nature of betting itself has
not changed. The targets in electronic systems are still the
same as in manual systems, and often provided in both
ways. ‘Will this penalty kick result in a goal’ is an example
of an unsuitable incident in a soccer match. There is not
enough time or processing resources in user terminals, net-
works, and servers for handling such a bet. In order to
change also the characteristics of betting from a static, slow
procedure into an entertaining, interactive session that lasts
throughout the target event, research on Real-Time Betting
(RTB) has been carried out at Tampere University of Tech-
nology, Finland. The research has especially focused on
providing betting with new characteristics over wireless
user terminals, such as mobile phones, Personal Digital
Assistants (PDA), and set-top-boxes.

Opposed to existing online systems, the developed
system, referred to as offline RTB, does not require uplink
communication from users to the organizer during the
betting session. Instead, the user terminals only receive
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broadcast transmission from the organizer server and
locally time-stamp and store the placed bets. New reliable
methods are required for ensuring the authenticity of the
operations during the session, especially at the user devices.
The solutions presented in this paper allow implementing
the user terminals as dedicated betting devices. Alterna-
tively, the support for the offline RTB can be added to
the existing wireless consumer devices, e.g., as a standard
peripheral card.

Offline RTB achieves two fundamental goals for
enabling interactive betting as a large-scale e-commerce
application. First, it supports frequent bets on quick inci-
dents and gives instant feedback when the incident out-
comes are known. Second, the offline architecture is
scalable, as it does not limit the number of betting termi-
nals attending a session, while supporting the fast-phased
betting. Offline RTB places only reasonable processing
requirements for the system components.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the
related work in the field is introduced. The concept of
RTB and the requirements for a RTB system are defined
in Section 3. Section 4 presents simulation results showing
that current online methods with the existing user terminals
cannot fulfill the requirements placed on RTB. Section 5
introduces the novel offline RTB architecture. Section 6
describes the offline RTB user terminal design. Suitable
terminal and network technologies for an offline RTB
implementation are discussed in Section 7. A prototype
implementation for Wireless Local Area Network
(WLAN) and Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) environ-
ment with PDAs, PCs, laptops, and set-top box devices is
presented in Section 8. The section also includes the results
of real end-user experiments. Finally, Section 9 concludes
the paper.

2. Related work

In traditional betting systems users place their bets in
front of a retail operator. It is easy to take care of timing
aspects: the betting counter is closed before the target event
begins. The winnings are paid out after the event is fin-
ished. The practice for electronic betting is depicted in
Fig. 1. There are numerous companies providing these
so-called online services on the Internet. The betting termi-
Fig. 1. General organization of
nal is a PC or a mobile phone. Also, dedicated devices
operated by an authorized betting agent are used. The main
server and duplicated bet databases are located in the orga-
nizer premises and a supervising third party is included for
controlling the authenticity of operations.

In an online system users place bets with terminals,
which transmit them to the main server. At the closing time
the server stops accepting bets. When the outcome of the
incident is clear, users may collect their winnings. Tradi-
tionally, the money reserved for a bet is paid to the orga-
nizer after choosing a bet target and winnings are paid
out to a person presenting a winning voucher. Users may
also have dedicated betting accounts for deducting stakes
and crediting winnings.

In traditional online systems bet placements have to be
completed early, before the target event begins. Bets are
usually placed on the result of a complete match, race, or
period. In addition, the availability of a certain bet incident
with its exact opening and closing times is accurately
defined in advance. A user placing a bet easily looses her
excitement if incident outcomes become obvious already
at the beginning of the event. The user must decide before
the event starts whether or not to place bets, on which tar-
gets, and how much money to invest. If an incident is very
short (‘will team Finland win the opening face off’), it prob-
ably has a small winning ratio. Thus, users choose not to
participate.

2.1. New commercial systems

At the end of year 2002, Fintoto in Finland released a
tote service on the Internet. It enables betting on horses
online, starting from few days before until the start of a
heat. The betting server is prepared for the high peaks dur-
ing the last few minutes of an open bet. It is capable of pro-
cessing the maximum of hundred requests per second
(10 ms per request). This setup is claimed to be sufficient
for five years. Even though state-of-the-art technology is
utilized, the system still provides traditional betting for a
result of a heat [1].

Global Interactive Gaming (GIG) [2] has developed a
real-time software betting system. The system enables bet-
ting on discrete parts of an event. However, it is also an
online system, in which bets are collected before incidents
electronic betting systems.
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are settled. The main novelties are that the bet announce-
ments are broadcast to terminals and the system constantly
recalculates odds according to betting activity.

Oy Veikkaus Ab, a Finnish lottery company, has been
developing online real-time betting service based on GSM
Short Message Service (SMS). Several experiments have
been carried out in 2003 and 2004. Short bets were intro-
duced during ice-hockey and soccer matches. The tests
have been extremely popular and the limit of a thousand
volunteers has been reached instantly.

As the number of users increases and betting intervals
shorten, the described systems require more processing
resources (network throughput and server processing
capacity) for maintaining the quality of service. Hence,
they are not easily scalable.

2.2. Academic research

In addition to the commercial systems, academic
research on the design of electronic betting and gambling
has been carried out. The research has focused on making
games and monetary transactions fair, secure, and verifi-
able for both users and organizers, not on real-time capa-
bilities and scalability.

Protocols for electronic lotteries and casinos are
described in [3]. The designs remove the requirement to
trust the organizer without resorting to another trusted
party. Instead, users are able to verify the correctness of exe-
cution. Similarly, [4] presents methods for users and orga-
nizers to prove and verify the validity of actions. In [5], a
fair and verifiable gambling scheme is developed for devices
with limited processing capabilities, such as mobile phones.

In [6] a gambling system consisting of an untrusted device
and a smart card is defined. It can be used for gambling on
randomized events (e.g. card games) without communicat-
ing with an organizer. The system does not support betting
on time-limited events or on events the outcomes of which
are defined by an external source, not by the smart card.

Zhao et al. [7] propose a gambling scheme for the Inter-
net. The research concentrates on ensuring the fairness of
games and payments and uses a trusted third party for
resolving disputes. Sako [8] presents a server with which
groups of users can create, participate, and verify their
own lotteries. Similar lottery systems, in which the partici-
pants blindly influence on the values of the randomly-gen-
erated winning numbers, are developed in [9, 10, and 11].

While making the systems secure and verifiable, the
solutions are not easily scalable since they still require
two-way communications before the target incident is
resolved.
Fig. 2. Components
3. Real-time betting

RTB is defined as an activity in which bet targets are
continuously and frequently announced during an event
and users try to predict the outcomes. After the outcome
of an incident is known, users receive their winnings and
invest them on new incidents. Real-time refers to that there
is no limit for the minimum length of a bet, noticeable to
users. A bet may be open only a second and the system is
still able to handle it.

The components of a RTB system are depicted in Fig. 2.
An event is a target happening which contains discrete inci-

dents from which bet targets are chosen. An operator is the
entity which follows the event, announces bets, and defines
results. The announcements are transferred to a betting ser-
ver via a secure channel. The server processes and stores
bet and user information. It informs users about the
announcements through another secure channel. A user
follows the event and places bets with a betting terminal.

In RTB, a suitable incident must be a distinctly separa-
ble occurrence during an event. It must have an unarguable
opening time, closing time, and discrete outcome. When
the event itself is well predictable and sequential, bets are
easier to define. For example, long jumping is an event hav-
ing these characteristics. On the other hand, incidents in a
soccer match are more complicated to distinguish. Com-
monly repeating bet types can be prepared as templates in
advance, which makes it easier for an operator to react
when potential incidents occur.

A key requirement in RTB is fairness. Each user should
get her bets placed independently of the geographical loca-
tion within the service coverage area. In addition, it should
be possible to place a bet just before the closing time when
most information on the probable outcome is available.
How near the closing time the decision is made, should
not significantly affect the bet acceptance probability. Ful-
filling the fairness requirement is important for creating the
excitement of RTB.

When the number of users is relatively small, existing
online systems can be used for implementing limited
RTB. The maximum number of users is set by server pro-
cessing capacity and network throughput. Also, these
define how short bets are possible. Fairness requires pre-
paring for high peak traffic. Particularly, the service cannot
meet the fairness requirement on the Internet since users
with better connections are favored.

An advanced implementation consists of distributed,
trusted time-stamping devices [12]. They communicate with
the terminals appending placements with unchangeable
timing information. At a suitable time, the betting server
of RTB system.
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retrieves the data and computes the results. The main
drawback for RTB is that, for balancing the processing
load, the distribution of the devices has to be well-designed
and the location of terminals known. For example, the
devices by Symmetricom [13] can produce 50–125 pro-
tected time stamps per second, implying a large number
of devices for large-scale RTB.

4. Online performance for RTB

In order to evaluate online system performance for
RTB, a simulation model was developed in Specification
and Description Language (SDL) [14]. SDL is a high-level
description language for implementing entities on different
abstraction levels with parallel extended finite state
machines. The entities can be connected to form a single
system model for design verifications and simulations.
The design tools enable generating application (C code)
from the SDL descriptions.

For allowing the free movement of users, wireless net-
works are preferred in providing RTB services. Being one
of the wireless technologies with the highest capacity and
the lowest delay, IEEE 802.11b WLAN [15] was chosen
for the connection in the model. Several stadiums in Fin-
land already contain WLAN access points with Ethernet
backbone network. The medium access control protocol
was implemented in the Distributed Coordinate Function
(DCF) [15] mode.

A bet was placed by sending a 100-byte packet from a
terminal to the server. If the transmission was successful,
the server responded with a 100-byte acknowledgement
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Fig. 3. Online betting simulations in WLAN: (a) the number of contending te
server processing queue lengths as functions of time, (d) server response times
after processing the request. A bet was regarded valid only
if the server managed to acknowledge it before the closing
time. In order to simulate real wireless environment with
errors bursts, a discrete two-state Markov model was
added to the channel [16]. The probability of transitioning
from the good state to bad was 5% and 30% vice versa,
taken from [17]. A transmission was successful in the good
state and failed in the bad state.

Fig. 3 shows the results for two different simulations.
500 terminals started transmitting placements simulta-
neously at the beginning of Simulation 1. The WLAN
access protocol ensured that the channel did not become
jammed. The server processing time was 11.7 ms per bet
on average, which is in line with the Fintoto system [1].
It was estimated to include all the network and processing
delays outside the WLAN. Despite the heavy access con-
tention and rather pessimistic error model, all the terminals
were able to transmit within 0.57 s. However, the server
became the bottleneck. Its processing queue started
decreasing only after the terminals had finished transmit-
ting. It took 5.9 s before the server had finished processing.
Because of the growing queue, the later a terminal man-
aged to transmit its bet, the longer it had to wait for the
response. The last terminal had to wait for 5.3 s.

The bet placements of the 500 terminals were random-
ized in Simulation 2. The simulation was divided into small
time intervals, during which a new terminal started
attempting to transmit with 10% probability. The server
processing time was 12.6 ms per bet. The other parameters
were unchanged. The terminal transmissions were finished
in 3.6 s. The maximum size of the server queue was lower
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but, due to the randomization, the total processing time
was about 0.5 s longer. Similarly to Simulation 1, the
response time gradually increased as more bets arrived.
At some points the server was able to process the requests
faster than new ones arrived. Hence, the queue and
response time did not grow as linearly as in Simulation 1.
The maximum response delay was 2.7 s.

The WLAN simulations show that the most significant
part in the response delay comes from the processing time.
The terminals were able to transmit much faster than the
server processed, even when all the 500 terminals started
competing of the channel at the same time. The simulations
illustrate that an online system with the used setup is not
capable of providing RTB even for a reasonably small
number of players. For example, if a bet was open for
5 s, the placements from the last 67 terminals in Simulation
1 and the last 112 terminals in Simulation 2 would be
rejected. The tests with real audience in Section 8 will show
that this is in fact the case: a decision to place a bet is often
made during the final 10 s even if the bet is open for 30 s.

In Simulation 2, the terminals which placed their bets
last did not get them through. As an opposite, in Simula-
tion 1 the success was randomized by the WLAN conten-
tion. Thus, the later a bet is placed at a terminal or the
more WLAN terminals are competing for the channel
access, the higher the rejection probability is. These
remarks on an online system break the fairness and real-
time requirements earlier set for RTB.

The simulations did not take into account possible
retransmission due to acknowledgement timer expirations.
Because most terminals wait several seconds to receive a
response, it is likely that their timers expire several times
resulting in unnecessary traffic. This would significantly
increase the network load as well as keep the server pro-
cessing queue growing. By decreasing the processing time
it would be possible to decrease the response time. How-
ever, increasing terminal count would eventually cancel
the gain of increased processing power. Consequently, the
online solution is not easily and inexpensively scalable.

For comparison with other common wireless networks,
GSM and GPRS data transfer delays were measured. The
Fig. 4. Offline RT
connection was created through a modem pool to a desti-
nation computer in the same LAN as the pool. In the test
a 100-byte packet was transmitted 1000 times. The average
delay was 999 ms for GSM and 742 ms for GPRS. The
delay in a WLAN via an access point was only 3 ms on
average.

5. Offline architecture for RTB

In order to overcome the real-time processing problems
of online betting systems, the novel offline RTB system has
been developed. The key idea is to time-stamp and store bet
records locally at terminals instead of transmitting them to
a server. The server collects the records after the target
event is finished and incident outcomes already revealed.
The offline RTB avoids high processing peaks and supports
scalable, fair electronic betting in short time cycles regard-
less of the number of participants and betting frequency.

The architecture is illustrated in Fig. 4. The data and
broadcast networks can be separate or the same. The
two-way data network is utilized for user registrations
and bet record collections whereas the broadcast transmis-
sions convey bet announcements. The term offline refers to
the bet placement phase in which terminals only receive
broadcast downlink data and locally store bet records gen-
erated from user inputs.

Participating betting in the offline RTB comprises of
three stages: registration, betting session, and bet record col-

lection. This section presents the general principles of the
stages. Section 6 describes the security and timing related
processing at a terminal in more detail.

5.1. Security challenges

The offline solution adds new constraints especially for
terminal security and timing. Reliable methods are
required for ensuring that accepted placements are made
before outcomes are known and that they have not been
changed afterwards. Due to the application, the operation
environment of a terminal is considered hostile. It is
required that the most critical parts of security and timing
B architecture.
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operations are protected from external parties, including
users. Thus, the RTB terminal includes a protected area

as depicted in Fig. 4. Only an authentic server can access
it through the data and broadcast links. Unauthorized
access must require much more effort and expenses than
it can pay off.

Local time-stamping requires that the terminal time is
synchronized to the server time and that the synchroniza-
tion is maintained throughout a betting session. The syn-
chronization has to be protected from the intervention of
external parties. Also, since bets are opened and closed
via the broadcast link, a terminal has to receive the broad-
cast in time. A user should not be able to postpone the clos-
ing time of a bet or modify the terminal time. These would
allow betting on an incident after its outcome is already
known. The server and/or the terminal must be able to rec-
ognize if the synchronization or the timing of the broadcast
is tampered with. On the other hand, reasonably fixed,
standard network delays should not prevent operation.

In order to guarantee that only an authorized user has
access to the betting account and can attend betting, the
user has to be reliable identified at the server during the
registration. In addition, the two-way data link must be
protected from outsiders. Similarly, it must be possible to
verify the origin of the broadcast to disable packets from
a fraudulent third party. A user should not be able to fal-
sely deny placing bets.

5.2. Registration

Registration is possible before an event begins and also
any time during the event. The two-way communication of
the registration is depicted in Fig. 5.

In order to create a connection, the user is authenticated
with the server (user authentication). After the authentica-
tion the user gets access to her account and the lists of
upcoming events. Event information includes an event
identifier, description, start time, types of target incidents,
and a limit for acceptable stakes. Once an event has been
chosen, the terminal transmits the server a registration

request. The request consists of the event identifier and
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Fig. 5. Offline RTB registration.
the amount of money to be reserved. The monetary trans-
actions are carried out as in online systems. The reserved
sum is deducted from the account and stored in the termi-
nal with the rest of the registration information.

To guarantee valid operation during the betting session,
the protected area and the server have to agree on certain
parameters secretly from the user. Upon the reception of
the registration request, the server initiates an authentica-
tion procedure with the protected area (terminal authentica-

tion). Next, the server transmits parameters for verifying
the validity of the broadcast transmission. The server also
requests the protected area to synchronize its wall clock
time to the server time and to initialize its local storage
for storing data during the betting session. Finally, the ter-
minal closes the two-way link and starts waiting for the
event to begin.

5.3. Betting session

The betting session utilizes only the broadcast link. Each
broadcast packet contains data for both the protected and
unprotected areas. The unprotected area contains the bet-
ting application and the protected area ensures the validity
of the betting session. The RTB session communication is
illustrated in Fig. 6. Upon the reception of a broadcast
packet, the unprotected area copies and forwards it
unchanged to the protected area. The protected area veri-
fies the authenticity and timing of the packet. The unpro-
tected area is informed about the result with a status

message. If the packet is valid, the unprotected area contin-
ues processing it.

The broadcast packet types and contents area shown in
Fig. 7. All of them contain protocol, event, and packet
identifiers (ID), size, type, and a server time stamp and sig-
nature. The event, packet, bet, and tick IDs are sequence
numbers. The server ensures that each event has a unique
event ID and each packet, bet, and tick ID is unique during
an event. The open, close, and result packets of a bet share
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Fig. 6. Offline RTB session.
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the same bet ID. Before a target event begins, the server
starts transmitting periodic tick packets, which are used
for timing. The active field defines whether the event has
started or not.

As a suitable incident emerges, the operator opens a bet
at the server and an open bet packet is broadcast. It con-
tains a bet ID, textual target information, result options,
odds, and an estimate of available betting time. The user
may choose a stake and place a bet. The placement infor-
mation is given to the protected area for time-stamping.

Before the outcome is settled, the operator sends a close

bet packet. It contains close time, a time instant after which
placing a bet for the incident was not allowed. Already the
close bet packet disables placing the bet at a terminal
(placement C in Fig. 6). In addition, the protected area ver-
ifies that the bet was placed before the close time (place-
ment A). This guard period ensures that the broadcast
delay, the slow reaction of the betting organizer operator,
and synchronization inaccuracies do not allow placing bets
after the outcome of the incident is already known (place-
ment B). The protected area informs the unprotected area
with a status message whether a placement was accepted.

When the outcome is clear, the terminal receives a bet

result packet. The unprotected area compares the received
result with the user’s prediction. If they match, it adds win-
nings to the local balance. Bet info packet is a periodic
information packet. The open bets list of the packet con-
tains the bet IDs of last few open bets. Similarly, the closed

bets list includes the bet IDs of last few closed bets and
their close times. The bet results list carries the results of
last few bets. The lists allow users to stay up-to-date even
if they miss bet packets. An operator may transmit addi-
tional information to users in the info field.

The betting continues until the active field in tick pack-
ets is cleared or the user decides to stop betting. A terminal
continues receiving tick packets until betting is stopped.

5.4. Bet record collection

The bet record collection utilizes the two-way data link.
At a suitable time, the server reuses the previously negoti-
ated data link session or reinitiates the user authentication.
It requests the terminal to transmit its stored betting ses-
sion data consisting of the bet records and the trace of
the session. The session data are stored in the unprotected
storage shown in Fig. 4. As described in Section 6, they are
cryptographically protected with the keys of the protected
area. Hence, the session data are not compromised in the
storage or during the transmission to the server.

The server checks that the data are valid and computes
the final outcome for the session. Winnings are added to
the betting account and the user is informed about the final
result.

6. Offline RTB terminal design

The betting terminal plays the key role in ensuring the
authenticity of the offline RTB session. In this section the
design of the offline RTB terminal is presented. The secu-
rity rationale for the design choices is given in each subsec-
tion. Many of the utilized components, such as the
cryptographic algorithms, are well-known as well as widely
used and trusted in other contexts. According to the
authors’ knowledge, in this work they are combined and
utilized in a novel way and for a new application purpose.
In addition, the methods for ensuring the secure timing at
the terminals using the broadcast and combining them with
the time-stamping of the protected storage are novel.

Compared to existing distributed systems, the time syn-
chronization problem is different in the offline RTB. Usu-
ally, the user wishes the synchronization to be as accurate
as possible. On the contrary, in the offline RTB a malicious
user wants the synchronization to be inaccurate so that bets
could be placed after the results of target incidents are
available. The offline RTB also changes the synchroniza-
tion requirements and possibilities from existing systems.
The absolute long-term synchronization accuracy does
not have to be very high since the synchronization has to
be maintained for a fairly short period of time. In addition,
the timing resolution can be moderate as only the timing of
actions performed by human users is considered. However,
the synchronization should still be rigid and respect certain
limits for the trustworthiness of betting sessions.

The broadcast synchronization methods of common
technologies, such as Global Positioning System (GPS),
the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) time service [18], and the de facto computer net-
work synchronization standard Network Time Protocol
(NTP) [19], are not suitable for the offline RTB betting ses-
sions, although their accuracy can be very high. Typically,
in those systems the synchronization is a continuous pro-
cess that lasts throughout the operation time of a device.
Contrarily, in the offline RTB the synchronization can only
be performed before the target event begins, as explained in
Section 6.2.4.

The functional entities of the offline RTB terminal are
shown in Fig. 8. The protected area contains components
for broadcast security, terminal data security, storage man-
agement, protected time control, tick control, and a counter.
The unprotected components are network and user inter-
faces, user data security, game engine, and data storage.



Fig. 8. Offline RTB terminal architecture.
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The game engine in the unprotected area contains the
functionality of the betting application. It communicates
with the user data security entity, User Interface (UI), data
storage, broadcast interface, and protected area. The game
engine generates bet records from user inputs, computes
outcomes, updates the balance, and returns the session
data to the server. The protected area makes decisions
about bet placement acceptance, verifies the validity of ter-
minal operations, controls the authenticity and timing of
broadcast, time-stamps bet records, and creates a complete,
protected session trace.

In the following, the applied cryptographic algorithms
and communication protocols are considered secure, mean-
ing that either they have been proven secure or it is not
known how to break them. For example, it is assumed that
it is not possible to find a collision for the utilized one-way
hash, fabricate a digital signature, or eavesdrop on message
exchanges of a protected link. The assumption is typical in
security designs in which a specific cryptographic algorithm
is not important but rather how and for what purpose it is
used. If the properties of an algorithm are not found suffi-
cient, it can be switched to another one. A similar assump-
tion is often made in theoretical cryptography, e.g., about
the underlying algorithm when proving a security bound
for a data authentication scheme [20].

6.1. Communications

The protected and unprotected areas share the two-way
data link by creating their own logical connections to the
server. It is required that both the connections are mutually
authenticated and fresh session keys are generated between
the communicating parties. In addition, the utilized secu-
rity protocol must ensure the confidentiality, freshness,
and authenticity of the communications following the
authentication. Commonly trusted secure channels, such
as the Transmission Layer Security (TLS) protocol [21],
are suitable for the purpose.

The user data security entity performs the user authenti-
cation over the data link. The mutual authentication is
required for preventing the users from revealing their login
information to a fraudulent party and for ensuring that the
server only allows authentic users to access their accounts
and register to betting sessions. The authentication gener-
ates a shared master key Km between the unprotected area
(user) and the server. The session key Ks is computed using
a cryptographic hash algorithm (H) for the key separation

Ks ¼ Hð‘‘SessionKey’’jKmÞ; ð1Þ

where j stands for concatenation. For instance, SHA-256
[22] is a suitable hash algorithm. After the authentication
the connection is protected with Ks. Another key is also
computed from Km in Section 6.3.

The user authentication allows only communicating
with the unprotected area. The authentication can be based
on user name/password pairs, public key certificates, as
well as smart cards. The TLS handshake [21] using both
the server and client side certificates is a valid method.
Another suitable technique is the Secure Remote Password
(SRP) protocol applied for the TLS authentication [23].
SRP provides password-based mutual authentication and
session key generation without requiring Public Key Infra-
structure (PKI).

The communication between the protected area and the
server is protected in the same way by the terminal data

security entity. In order to decrease the processing require-
ments of the protected area, an authentication protocol
that does not require public key operations is preferred.
Kerberos [24], which has been widely employed and ana-
lyzed, is such an authentication system. The authentication
material is pre-installed in the protected area. The fresh ses-
sion key generated during the authentication must be long
(128 bits) and it is used for protecting the protected area
initialization from outsiders, including the user.

In contrast to the two-way link, broadcast packets pre-
sented in Fig. 7 carry data for both the protected and
unprotected areas. As the packets do not contain any con-
fidential information, it is enough to ensure only the
authenticity of the data, which is provided with a digital
signature in each packet [25].

The broadcast packets are processed by the broadcast

security entity of the protected area. In the registration
the server transmits its public key to the entity for verifying
the authenticity of the broadcast. The signing key is only
valid for a single betting session. Therefore, the signature
does not have to be extremely strong, which results in lower
processing requirements. During a betting session an inva-
lid signature does not trigger any other actions except for
dropping a packet. However, it may later disable the oper-
ation due to failing in the timing checks of the following
sections.

Alternative, the signatures can be verified in the unpro-
tected area, which further decreases the cost of the pro-
tected area. This is enough for convincing the user that
the broadcast is coming from an authentic source. How-
ever, as the protected area and the server cannot trust
the unprotected area, the protected area must store the



Table 1
Offline RTB timing parameters

Parameter Unit Description

b seconds Pre-defined reception interval for tick
packets

ci cycles Read counter value
d seconds Minimum broadcast delay
ei cycles Measured error between ri and ci

f Hz Fixed protected counter mapping
g seconds Allowed deviation for the broadcast time

stamps and the terminal wall clock
estimate

h seconds Allowed error for the reception times of
tick packets

m seconds Minimum data link round-trip delay
o seconds Offset of the wall clock estimate
p seconds Limit for the data link round-trip delay
ri cycles Precomputed reception time for tick i

s seconds Wall clock time stamp of the server
t seconds Terminal estimate of the server wall clock
T seconds Time elapsed from the previous

synchronization
Tmax seconds Maximum allowed value for T before

betting session
u ppm Protected counter drift rate
v seconds Standard broadcast delay variation
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complete contents of each received broadcast packet into
its betting session trace. When the trace is returned to the
server, it can verify that the received broadcast data are
the same as the transmitted data. The drawbacks of the
solution are the increased storage size and the fact that
broadcast tampering by the user is only detected after
the end of the session.

The broadcast security entity also verifies that no pack-
ets have been missed or replayed. This is carried out by
checking the event ID, packet ID, and tick ID fields. The
event ID is unique and a packet or tick ID should always
be one greater than the previous one. Packets with passed
IDs are dropped. Packets with higher IDs are accepted
but the actions of Section 6.5 are performed.

6.2. Timing

The procedures of this section address maintaining a reli-
able relationship between the time of the protected area and
the time of the server and detecting attacks on timing. An
attack against these procedures is considered successful if
an attacker (a malicious user) manages to place a valid bet
after the result of a target incident is known. For a success-
ful attack, the human attacker must have enough time to
first observe the result of the incident and then place the bet.

6.2.1. Protected counter

All the time-related processing in the protected area is
based on the protected counter. The main purpose of the
counter is to provide time stamps for bet records. The
requirements are that the counter is monotonic, relatively
stable and accurate (its drift rate from the server clock is
small during a betting session), it does not roll over
between the registration and the bet record collection, its
precision is at sub-millisecond level, and its frequency can-
not be significantly affected by changing the operating con-
ditions (voltage, temperature, electromagnetic fields etc.).
In order to transform counter cycles into seconds, a fixed
mapping value (frequency) f is stored in the protected area.
The server requests and stores it in the registration for the
final verifications of the bet record collection.

The counter is implemented in hardware. Preferably, the
protected area contains several parallel counters imple-
mented in different technologies, which makes it extremely
difficult to modify all of them in the same way. The rates of
the counters must remain constant relative to each other.
The drift rate requirement is not very strict as the counter
is used for timing actions performed by human users and
the length of a betting session is typically limited to a few
hours. An attacker can only attempt exploiting the counter
inaccuracy if its drift is negative from the server clock. A
positive drift only means that the user has less time for
placing a bet.

In the following sections the counter drift rate is referred
to as u and the time the counter has been drifting as T (i.e.
T is the time elapsed from the previous synchronization).
For example, with a typical oscillator stability of
±15 ppm (parts per million) the rate u is ±15 ns per second.
When T is 5 h, the total drift is at most ±270 ms, which is
definitely too little for a successful attack. Oscillators with
much better stabilities (0.5 ppm) are generally available
[26]. Because of the guard period, bets are also closed ear-
lier, e.g. 1 s before, than exactly at the time of the result res-
olution and much larger errors can be tolerated.

The tick control entity employs the counter and the tick
packets for controlling that broadcast transmission is actu-
ally received and it is not delayed. Each tick packet has a
predefined time window, inside which it must be received.
Even though it is difficult to tamper with the protected
area, the tick packet verifications are used for detecting
changes in the counter rate.

The counter is used by the protected time control entity
for maintaining an estimate of the server wall clock time
during the betting session. The estimate is required for
time-stamping bet records and verifying the timing of
broadcast packets, which prevents recording and replaying
a complete session. The entity also controls that the error of
the wall clock estimate does not exceed set limits. The tim-
ing parameters of a betting session are defined in Table 1.

6.2.2. Counter verifications

The relations of tick packet parameters are presented in
Fig. 9. The server defines an interval b for successive ticks
during the registration. When the protected area receives
its first tick after the registration stage, it records the coun-
ter value of the reception time r0. Then, the tick control
computes an estimate for the reception time of the next tick
packet

ri ¼ ri�1 þ fb; ð2Þ
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where i = 1, 2, . . . is the sequence number of the received
tick. Thereafter, upon the reception of the next tick packet,
an error value is computed

ei ¼ jri � cij; ð3Þ
where ci is the real, read counter value at the reception
time. The tick control compares

ei < hf ; ð4Þ
where h is the allowed error in seconds between the real and
the estimated tick reception times defined in the registra-
tion by the server. If the condition does not hold during
a betting session, it is deduced that either the counter rate
has changed or part of the broadcast transmission is inten-
tionally delayed. A violation is recorded (Section 6.5). If
the condition of Eq. (4) fails a certain number of times be-
fore the event has started, resynchronization is triggered as
described in Section 6.2.4, the value r0 is refreshed, and
computing Eq. (2) is restarted.

The size of the error limit h depends on the quality of the
utilized broadcast channel. If the channel has a well-
defined, constant standard delay, h can be small and
already small violations are detected. However, because
the reception time of the first tick packet r0 is used as the
reference point for the rest of the ticks, the limit h should
be larger than the standard delay variation v of the broad-
cast channel. Otherwise, if the standard delay of the first
tick packet is coincidently at the maximum level, the next
packets may not satisfy Eq. (4), even if their delay was also
inside the standard variation. By choosing h = 2v, this sit-
uation cannot occur, as clarified in Fig. 10.

After the first tick, the broadcast transmission can inten-
tionally be delayed at most by h + uT. This means that in
addition to h, an attacker can cumulatively delay the
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Fig. 10. Choosing the limit h for tick packets.
broadcast at most by uT. The term cumulative delay refers
to the total delay that is constructed by delaying each
packet with a small, non-violating amount. With the exam-
ple of Section 6.2.1 the maximum cumulative delay after
five hours is only 270 ms, which is not enough for a success-
ful attack. The cumulative delay is limited to the counter
drift because the reception time estimates (ri) are computed
from the reception time of the first tick after the synchroni-
zation. An exploitable delay could be caused if the next
estimate was always calculated from the real reception time
of the previous tick (ci�1). This would enable postponing
the broadcast by nh + uT, where n is the number of
received tick packets. For example, if tick packets were
transmitted in 30 s intervals and h = 20 ms, after 5 h the
cumulative delay would be over 12 s, regardless of the
counter stability.

The verification of Eq. (4) does not trigger countermea-
sures if the complete broadcast is delayed with a fixed offset
(shifted), because it only verifies the tick reception times
relative to each other, starting from the tick received first.
This type of a complete session replay is prevented with
the wall clock estimate methods described in the next two
sections.

6.2.3. Wall clock estimate

The local estimate of the server wall clock time main-
tained by the protected time control entity is

ti ¼ ti�1 þ f ðci � ci�1Þ; ð5Þ
where i = 1, 2,. . . is the sequence number of the estimate up-
date operation, ci is the value of the protected counter at the
time of performing the update, and t0 = c0 = 0. The update
procedure is performed every time the estimate is read.

The wall clock estimate is synchronized to the server
wall clock time in the registration through the two-way
data link. In the basic method [27] the wall clock offset at
a terminal is

o ¼ ðsr � ttÞ þ ðst � trÞ
2

; ð6Þ

where tt is the terminal wall clock estimate when transmit-
ting a synchronization request, sr is the server wall clock
when receiving the request, st is the server wall clock when
replying, and tr is the terminal wall clock estimate when
receiving the reply. For better results, the message ex-
change is performed several times. The offset is added to
the wall clock estimate

tn ¼ tn þ o; ð7Þ
which is the value of the first wall clock estimate after the
synchronization. The value tn on the right side of the equa-
tion is computed according to Eq. (5). The offset o is also
recorded by the server for the final session verifications.

For better accuracy, the two-way wall clock synchroniza-
tion can utilize more advanced methods, such as NTP and
IEEE 1588 [28]. For example, NTP estimates the dispersion,
frequency error, and stability of the local clock as well as
handles discontinuations. The newest NTP version also
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includes cryptographic methods for authenticating the syn-
chronization source [29]. In the offline RTB registrations
these cryptographic features are unnecessary as the same
protection is already provided by the created two-way
connection.

Regardless of the used synchronization method, it is
required that the protected time control reasonably accu-
rately knows the network round-trip delay of the message
exchange and discards messages exceeding a certain toler-
ance level. Otherwise an attacker can try to delay the mes-
sages to make the wall clock estimate loose time. Before the
offset computations, the protected time control compares

ðtr � ttÞ � ðst � srÞ < p; ð8Þ
where p is the limit for the data link round-trip delay de-
fined by the server before beginning the synchronization
procedure. If the condition is not satisfied, the values are
discarded.

The smaller p is chosen the better synchronization is
achieved. However, p cannot be smaller than the real mini-
mum round-trip delay, since in that case none of the mes-
sage exchanges satisfies Eq. (8). A similar delay tolerance
has been introduced in [30] in order to ensure precise syn-
chronization in distributed systems. NTP also sets limits
for the round-trip delay in its clock selection and adjustment
algorithms. In this work the limit serves for two purposes:
ensuring precise synchronization for benign users and limit-
ing the advantage (offset error) a malicious user can achieve
by delaying the synchronization message exchange. Assum-
ing that the protected counter drift rate compared to the ser-
ver clock is negligible during the message exchange, the
maximum offset error over a symmetric link is

p � m
2

; ð9Þ

where m is the real minimum round-trip delay [30].
If the counter satisfies its requirements, resynchroniza-

tion is not required after the registration since a betting ses-
sion is fairly short, typically few hours (cf. Section 6.2.4).
For example, when considering p = 10 ms and m = 3 ms,
which was the average round-trip delay for WLAN in Sec-
tion 4, with the typical counter stability of Section 6.2.1 the
wall clock estimate error is at most ±273.5 ms after 5 h.
This is still too little for enabling a successful attack.

6.2.4. Wall clock verifications

The protected time control entity uses the wall clock
estimate and the server time stamps of the broadcast pack-
ets for verifying that individual packets arrive at the right
time, bets are placed before closing times, and the complete
broadcast transmission is not intentionally delayed, includ-
ing the first tick packet. The relations of the wall clock ver-
ification parameters at the protected area are illustrated in
Fig. 11.

In the registration the server defines the estimate for the
minimum broadcast delay d and the allowed deviation g for
the server time stamps of broadcast packets and the local
wall clock estimate. A similar broadcast delay estimate
can be used in NTP. The deviation limit g includes the stan-
dard broadcast delay variation v. Upon the reception of a
packet, the protected time control compares

jti � ðsi þ dÞj < g; ð10Þ
where i = 0, 1, 2,. . . is the sequence number of the received
packet, ti is the value of the local wall clock estimate at the
time of reception, and si is the server time stamp of the
packet. If the condition is not satisfied during a betting ses-
sion, the protected area performs the actions defined in
Section 6.5. The verification detects packets that have been
delayed more than g + uT.

In addition to limiting individual packet delays, the ver-
ification ensures that the broadcast transmission can inten-
tionally be shifted at most by g. Here the coefficient uT is
negligible because T is very small at the time of receiving
the first tick. After the first tick the cumulative delay is lim-
ited as described in Section 6.2.2. Hence, the total inten-
tional delay an attacker can cause without detection is
limited to g + h + uT.

If the target event has not begun and Eq. (4) or Eq. (10)
fails a server-defined number of times or T exceeds a server-
defined limit Tmax (e.g. 2 h), resynchronization is
performed over the two-way data link. This ensures that
betting is not denied from benign users during the upcom-
ing session because of the instability of the protected coun-
ter. It also limits the advantage the counter instability can
provide to a malicious user. The cumulative delay is limited
to u(Tmax + w), where w is the elapsed time from the bet-
ting session start and the last synchronization was per-
formed Tmax before the start. Therefore, the maximum
undetectable delay during a betting session is limited to
g + h + u(Tmax + w). The resynchronization reuses the pre-
viously negotiated data link session or reinitiates the
authentication procedures for a fresh connection and it is
carried out as the original synchronization. The server
records the new offset.

When a close bet packet is received, the protected time
control entity verifies that the corresponding bet has been
placed before the close time. The close time and the time
stamp of the bet record are directly compared.

The wall clock verifications cover other timing attacks
except the modification of the offset or the counter rate
at the same time with the intentional delay of the broad-
cast. The offset modification with delayed broadcast is
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detected by the counter verifications. The counter verifica-
tions can also be more precise since the limit h must only
include the variation v. The limit g must contain both v

and the allowed wall clock estimate error. In addition,
the comparison of Eq. (10) includes the estimate d. The off-
set change is also detected in the bet record collection since
both the counter value and the corresponding wall clock
estimate are recorded with each entry in the bet storage
and the server has recorded the negotiated offsets.

If broadcast time stamps are available, they are usually
utilized for adjusting local clocks in other systems. How-
ever, it is not secure to use the broadcast time stamps as
they are typically used, e.g. in GPS, the NIST time service
[18], and NTP, instead of resynchronizing over the two-
way data link prior to the session. Because the limit h is
stricter than g, Eq. (10) only fails before Eq. (4) if the com-
plete broadcast transmission is shifted more than the
amount of g or if a broadcast packet other than a tick
packet is delayed outside g + uT. Therefore, if the pro-
tected counter, which is used for maintaining the wall clock
estimate, has drifted too far from the server clock after the
synchronization, it is already detected as a failure in Eq.
(4). Without the protection against the cumulative delay,
the broadcast time-stamps could be utilized for maintain-
ing the wall clock synchronization for a benign user.
Unfortunately, at the same time a malicious user could uti-
lize the cumulative delay for postponing the end of the bet-
ting session. The cumulative delay would automatically
make the adjusted wall clock estimate loose time by
g + uT per packet without detection, and thus, allow a suc-
cessful attack.

The combined counter and wall clock verification meth-
ods detect all the possible attacks when only the protected
counter rate or only the broadcast delay can be tampered
with. The detection accuracy depends on the chosen timing
parameters, the stability of the counter, and the accuracy of
the knowledge of the utilized network technologies. Suc-
cessful attacks can only be implemented if the attacker is
able to modify the counter rate unlimitedly and delay the
broadcast transmission simultaneously. Such an attack
can technically be prevented by randomly reopening the
two-way data link during the betting session, integrating
the wireless network transceiver or, e.g., a reference GPS
receiver inside the protected area. In that case, tampering
with the counter rate also prevents the synchronization to
the wireless medium, which is detected as a connection fail-
ure of the betting terminal. As a non-technical protection,
the betting organizer should keep a log on winnings so that
if a user starts succeeding suspiciously often, the authentic-
ity of her activities can be verified.

6.3. Storage management

The accuracy and correctness of timing alone is not
enough for ensuring the security of a betting session. It is
also required that the stored bet records are authentic
and their information, including the time stamps, has not
been tampered with. An attack against the storage proce-
dures is successful if a malicious user manages to fabricate,
modify, or delete a bet record without detection.

In order to reduce the resource requirements and cost of
the protected area, the storage for the session data is
located in the unprotected area of the terminal. The storage
entries are cryptographically chained in the protected area
by the storage management entity. The chaining is based on
[31] in which a method for creating protected audit logs in
untrusted environments is designed. In this work the design
is simplified as the stored data does not have to be kept
secret (encrypted) from the user and there is no need for
supporting partial access or verification of the stored data.
In addition, in this work it is defined how the chain is
bound to both the user and the protected area. The format
of the storage contents are defined as well.

The chain is computed using a keyed Message Authen-
tication Code (MAC) algorithm [32]. The chaining could
also utilize digital signatures. However, a MAC algorithm
requires less processing power, and thus, it is favored to
decrease the processing requirements and cost of the pro-
tected area. The widely utilized HMAC [33] using SHA-
256 [22] or Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [34] in
the CMAC mode [35][20] are well-suited for the purpose.

A storage entry consists of data and an appended chain
value. The chain value is computed from the data, the
chain value of the previous entry, and the current chain
key Ai with the MAC algorithm

chaini ¼MACðAi; chaini�1jdataiÞ. ð11Þ
The previous chain value for the first entry is chosen to be
zero [31].

The initial chain key is generated from the master key
Km of the user authentication and from a unique seed q,
which the protected area receives from the server in the
storage setup of the registration. The parameter q can also
be derived from the session key between the protected area
and the server using the key separation as in Eq. (1). It is
required that q is long, at least 128 bits, in order to thwart
brute force searching for the initial chain key. Using the
key separation, the initial chain key is

A0 ¼ HðHð\StorageKey"jKmÞjqÞ. ð12Þ
Km of the inner hash ties the identity of the user to the
chain. On the contrary, since q is defined secretly from
the user, it protects the chain against user modifications.
After this, q is irretrievably destroyed at the terminal.
The server computes the same initial key and stores it with
the user registration data for the final verifications.

Thereafter, a different key is used for each stored entry
[31]. After storing an entry, a new key is computed

Aiþ1 ¼ Hð\UpdateKey"jAiÞ. ð13Þ

The previous key is always irretrievably destroyed.
Hence, even compromising a terminal will not allow chang-
ing entries that have been generated with a used key. Reset-
ting or shutting down the protected area must also destroy
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the chain key. This prevents a malicious user from attempt-
ing to turn back the protected counter through a restart,
e.g., if the counter starts every power cycle from zero. If
the chain key is lost, the user must reregister and resyn-
chronize for the event to be able to continue the session.

The chain ensures the authenticity of the data, since
altering or deleting an entry makes also the rest of the stor-
age invalid. Since each entry is protected with a different
key and the keys are generated with a cryptographically
secure one-way hash function, an attacker can only attack
a single entry alone. The amount of available data per key
is minimized. Furthermore, since each key is used only
once and each storage entry has a strictly defined format
(next section), the attacker cannot exploit the protected
area for requesting additional MACs for a key or for freely
chosen data.

6.4. Stored data

To create a complete, verifiable trace for a betting ses-
sion, a new entry is written to the data storage for each
received broadcast packet and placed bet. Each entry gen-
erated by the storage management contains event ID, entry
ID, size, type, protected counter value at the time of entry
creation, protected wall clock estimate at the time of the
entry creation, entry data, and chain value. The entry ID
is a per-event sequence number for the storage entries
maintained in the protected area. The value of the type field
is initial entry, broadcast packet, bet record, or final entry.
The contents of the entry types are presented in Fig. 12.

At the end of the registration, the storage management
opens the storage by creating an initial entry with the initial
chain key [31]. The entry data are user ID, terminal ID, and
initial balance. The user and terminal ID are the same that
were utilized in the user and terminal authentication. When
the terminal receives a valid broadcast packet, the entry
data copied from the packet are event ID, packet ID,
packet type, and tick or bet ID (zero for a bet info packet).
For a placed bet the entry data are bet ID, identifier of the
chosen option, stake, and current balance. The identifiers
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are copied from an open bet packet. The stake is given by
the user and the current balance is computed by the game
engine. When a betting session ends or when the user deci-
des to stop betting, the storage is sealed with the final entry.

Each stored entry has unique contents (unique event ID
under which the entry IDs are unique) and defined format.
In addition to the unique keys, this further restricts an
attacker not knowing the chain key to attempting the mod-
ification of very limited number of entry fields. When a
secure MAC algorithm is used, it is not possible to change
those fields – especially into anything meaningful – without
also changing the MAC value. The purpose of the initial
and final entries is to prevent the user from restarting the
storage or wiping out the complete session data [31]. After
the initial entry has been created, data can only be added to
the storage. After the final entry, the storage management
destroys the chain key to disable further additions.

After collecting the session data, the server verifies that
the storage chain is valid, based on the recorded registra-
tion data. It also checks that the time stamps and counter
values of the entries are consistent with each other and with
the broadcast timing information stored at the server dur-
ing the session.

6.5. Violations

Since during an offline RTB session terminals only
receive data over an unreliable broadcast link, it is proba-
ble that some packets are missed. Casually missing an
open, close, result, or info packet is not crucial for the secu-
rity of the organizer. If a bet packet is missed, a user misses
the information related to a bet target. The missed infor-
mation is received in the next bet info packet. The user only
has less time for betting or receives the placement accep-
tance notification or the bet result later. A tick packet miss
or failing in tick timing verifications at a terminal is consid-
ered more severe.

The protected area maintains two separate counters, vio-
lation counter and severe violation counter, for logging fail-
ures during a betting session. A bet or info packet miss or
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timing error increment the violation counter. A tick packet
miss or timing error increment the severe violation counter.
The server defines thresholds for both the counters in the
registration. If a threshold is reached, the data storage is
sealed with the final entry and betting is disabled. The bets
placed so far are valid. By defining the limits to one, any
violation disables continuing betting.

7. Technologies for offline RTB

There are several alternatives for offline RTB implemen-
tation technologies. In set-top boxes DVB can be utilized
for the broadcast data delivery whereas the two-way com-
munications utilize an available return channel (e.g. IP net-
work, analog modem). The set-top box carries out the
unprotected processing and the protected area is imple-
mented in an additional expansion module. Currently, a
new standard, DVB-H, for handheld devices is emerging.
It expands the DVB coverage from set-top boxes to small,
portable devices with less processing capacity. For instance,
a PDA or a mobile phone with GPRS/UMTS and DVB-H
support is a suitable platform for the offline RTB. Most
mobile phone producers have already built DVB-H termi-
nals. Another solution for advanced multimedia terminals
as well as small hand-held devices can utilize Digital Audio
Broadcasting (DAB) as the broadcast technology.

As supporting both the broadcast and the two-way traf-
fic, WLAN technology is suitable for localized RTB ser-
vices, e.g. in a stadium. When WLAN terminals only
passively receive broadcast traffic during a betting session,
the limit for the maximum number of terminals in one net-
work is unrestricted. Depending on the terminal type, the
protected processing can be implemented on a PC-card
or some other dedicated expansion card.

Currently, smart cards are utilized in a wide range of
e-commerce applications for authentication and storing
private information. Due to their tamper-resistance and
support for cryptographic operations, they have suitable
characteristics for the implementation of the protected area
of the offline RTB terminal. The protected area control can
be implemented in the smart card processor and the rest of
the processing as special functional units. However, current
smart cards do not contain fixed, internal counters for
time-keeping. Instead, they support variable operating fre-
quencies supplied by an external oscillator. It is also recom-
mended that smart cards randomly vary their internal
clock cycle length during the operation in order to prevent
timing and power attacks against cryptographic operations
[36]. These features make smart cards in their current form
unsuitable for the offline RTB.

In addition to dedicated solutions, the technology devel-
oped by Trusted Computing Group (TCG) [37] has poten-
tial for the protected area implementation. TCG is defining
hardware-based solutions in order to increase the level of
security and trust in various computing platforms, such as
PCs and mobile terminals. The devices are specified
to include a tamper-resistant Trusted Platform Module
(TPM) that provides cryptographic operations and verifies
the integrity of the computing environment of the main
platform. The TPM specification also includes a hardware
counter that can be used for time-stamping with digital sig-
natures. Of existing technologies, TPM is the closest match
with the protected area design of this work. However, TPM
does not define any method for ensuring the relationship
(synchronization) between its counter and an external clock
([38], p. 114), which makes it inapplicable as such for offline
RTB terminals. For the offline RTB, TPM should also pro-
vide a method for securely chaining the data (i.e. bet
records) it has time-stamped and signed to prevent erasing
them afterwards. The main purpose of TPM is to protect
user data against software attacks. It has also been criticized
for supporting digital rights management.

If smart cards or TPM included all the features required
by the protected area, they would be perfect solutions for
the offline RTB. Smart cards are already widely deployed
and the TPM technology is emerging in the newest PCs
and laptops. The authors believe that the features required
by the offline RTB would be useful in other applications as
well. They are especially beneficial in applications in which
a choice made by a user and the time instant at which it was
made are important.

8. Offline RTB prototype

In order to test offline RTB in practice, prototypes for
WLAN and DVB environments have been implemented
[39]. They enable evaluating design alternatives, network
technologies, UIs, and end-user behavior in real environ-
ments. The prototypes have been experimented by several
test groups. Valuable information on the attractiveness of
the concept as well as its usability and applicability has
been collected. Main aspects have been to investigate
how near the closing time bets are placed, what kinds of
bets are suitable, and what a suitable interval for announc-
ing bets is. From the technical point of view, user behavior
places requirements on the system performance. The cur-
rent WLAN implementation can be directly applied for
providing localized betting services. It has been tested in
an ice-hockey stadium.

8.1. Implementation

The offline RTB prototype developed for WLAN envi-
ronment is illustrated in Fig. 13. The main functional parts
of the terminals and the betting server have been imple-
mented in SDL. SDL is connected to the environment
through user and network interfaces. The implementation
does not limit the number of terminals accessing the service
and it supports several operators and parallel events as well
as parallel bets.

The prototype consists of a betting server, one or more
operator terminals, an odds server, and several betting
terminals. The server can be located in a place with the
best network capacity and physical security whereas the



Fig. 13. Offline RTB prototype in WLAN environment.
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operator in a suitable place for following the event. The
server and operator software run in Windows XP envi-
ronment. The betting terminal is implemented for Win-
dows XP, Pocket PC, and DVB set-top boxes. The
prototype utilizes UDP/IP for the broadcast and TCP/
IP for the two-way data connection. The broadcast link
for set-top boxes is DVB. An additional PC is used for
receiving the WLAN broadcast and converting it into
the DVB broadcast.

The operator uses predefined bet templates, which can
be used as such or the texts and odds can be modified.
The operator can also employ a separate server for
dynamic odds. The odds are automatically adjusted
throughout an event, utilizing game time, current scores,
and expected final scores. When an operator announces a
bet with dynamic odds, the offline RTB server transmits
a request to the odds server. After the reply, the server
replaces the odds provided in the template and broadcasts
the announcement to the terminals.

8.2. User interfaces

Suitable UIs for both the RTB users and operators have
been evaluated using the prototype. The UIs have gone
through several generations and various improvements as
well as optional features have been developed, based on
the feedback of real end-users.

In general, the usability tests with different implementa-
tions have shown that the displayed information must be
very clear and concise. Otherwise betting disturbs following
the event instead of adding entertaining value to it. Also,
because the time for placing a bet is strictly limited, com-
pact and comprehensible information leaves more time
for making the actual decision and increases the usability.
Incidents should preferably have only few (two or three)
outcome alternatives in order to make the information
effortlessly manageable for the users as well as for the oper-
ators. It has also turned out that during a betting session
the users prefer making all selections with the minimal
effort, i.e., with a single keystroke or tap. According to
the feedback, the RTB service has been found inspiring
and entertaining.

Fig. 14a shows the betting UI of the RTB prototype for
the Pocket PC touch screen and Fig. 14b for a set-top box
in their current forms. Because current set-top box remote
controls are fairly slow to use compared to a touch screen,
the set-top box UI has been made simpler. The set-top box
UI is semi-transparent and it can be hidden to free the full
screen for the video. In addition to making a choice, the
UIs allow the user to change the stake, discard a bet, view
previous bets and their results, and finish the betting
session.

When a bet is opened or a bet result received, the UIs
show the information immediately on the screen. If the
set-top box UI is hidden, only a small notification symbol
is shown on a corner of the screen. An optional sound noti-
fication can be generated in both UIs so that the user does
not frequently have to check the screen while waiting for
announcements. Vibration can also be used as another
way to notify the user in portable betting terminals, espe-
cially in noisy environments (e.g. stadiums). As the bet text
is large, the user can quickly decide if the shown informa-
tion is interesting. In the Pocket PC a bet is placed by sim-
ply tapping on one of the provided options. In the set-top
box the choice is made with the remote control. The same
stake is used for the bets as long as the user changes it. The
user can also turn on optional confirmations to prevent
accidental placements.

According to the usability experiments, even though the
betting screen must be concise by default, the users should



Fig. 14. Offline RTB user interfaces for: (a) Pocket PC and (b) set-top
box.
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also be able to get more information when they desire. Spe-
cifically, it should be easy to browse through previous bets.
For the purpose, the UIs maintain lists of passed bets. The
user always sees the states of previous bets (open, closed,
placed, waiting result, won, or lost) represented as symbols
below the bet text. She can check the information of a spe-
cific bet by selecting its symbol. Uninteresting bets can be
removed from the list. In addition, the user can view a ses-
sion summary and more detailed information on the bets
by choosing the summary view.

In addition to the Pocket PC and set-top box UIs, a sta-
dium screen interface has been developed and tested with
the RTB prototype. The bet announcements are shown
on the stadium screen, which releases the users from fre-
quently checking their personal betting terminals in the
noisy and crowded environment. The operator can choose
whether the bet information occupies the whole screen or
only parts of it. Similarly to the set-top box UI, the notifi-
cation can be a small blinking logo or a sound and the
detailed bet information is shown on the user terminals.
On the other hand, when the stadium screen is utilized
for providing the full information, the terminal UI can be
made simpler. For example, the UI can consist of a small
screen and few buttons just for making a choice.
The main screen of the operator UI is presented in
Fig. 15. On the top of the window the operator starts
and finishes betting sessions. The bets for a session are
managed using the left half of the UI. As the states of
the bets are changed, the bets flow from the top to the bot-
tom of the UI. A new bet is defined using empty or pre-
filled templates as well as static or dynamic odds. The right
side of the UI is utilized for reporting real-time session data
(number of bets, registered users etc.). The operator can
also broadcast textual information to the user terminals
and choose the view for the terminals supporting multiple
views (e.g. the stadium screen).

The UI tests have shown that the operator should not
announce bets too frequently, again, not to interrupt fol-
lowing the event itself. On the other hand, limiting the
announcement frequency for all the users in the same
way is too restricting. Some users want to have more
intense betting sessions than others. Thus, the RTB proto-
type is being further developed to support different bet
announcement patterns. The users will be able to choose
the intensity of their betting sessions and also to change
their preferences during the sessions. The intensity level
affects the announcement frequency and the time to make
a decision. The bets are categorized according to their char-
acteristics and the UI chooses which announcements to dis-
play based on the chosen level.

8.3. User behavior

In addition to the usability tests, the offline RTB proto-
type has been utilized for collecting data related to the tim-
ing of bet placements during real betting sessions. The
target events for the experiments have been ski jumping
and ice-hockey, which have different characteristics related
to RTB. Ski jumping is strictly periodic with predictable
closing times whereas in ice-hockey it is difficult to distin-
guish discrete incidents. The tests presented here were
arranged for two small groups of volunteers, the first one
had 21 members and the second one seven. The ski jumping
test was performed for both the groups and the ice-hockey
test for the first group only.

The results of the timing behavior experiments are
shown in Fig. 16. The graphs present how long a bet was
open and how near the closing times users placed their bets
on average. At the beginning of the ski jumping session, the
behavior of new users follows closely the opening times.
However, as the users become more familiar with the bet-
ting, they start delaying placements nearer the predictable
closing time. On the contrary, in ice-hockey the placement
times follow the opening times throughout the session
because of the unpredictable closing times. It was also ver-
ified that defining an estimate for the closing times changes
the user behavior in the second test closer to the first one.

In Fig. 16a, the bets 5–11 are especially interesting. The
users made their decisions about 5 s before the closing time
on average, even though bets were open up to 27 s. This
supports the performance simulations and analysis pre-



Fig. 15. Offline RTB prototype user interface for operator.
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Fig. 16. Results of the timing experiments with the offline RTB prototype: (a) ski jumping and (b) ice-hockey.
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sented in Section 4. Another interesting aspect is that even
though both the test groups attended the RTB sessions for
the first time and without any prior knowledge or guidance,
the anticipated timing behavior started to show already
after the first four bets.
9. Conclusions

The rapid development of communication systems as
well as e-commerce technologies has enabled electronic
betting to become an important field of e-commerce and
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entertainment. However, the fundamental nature of bet-
ting itself has not changed. There are not enough process-
ing resources in electronic betting systems for changing
the services into interactive sessions with full scalability
support. This was also shown in the simulations and
experiments of this work.

In order to provide large-scale electronic betting as a
new type of interactive, real-time entertainment, a new
approach was presented in this paper, referred to as off-
line RTB. The offline architecture enables betting in short
time cycles while keeping processing requirements low. It
results in new challenges for security and timing as the
operation environment of a betting terminal has to be
considered hostile. Thus, reliable methods for verifying
the timing and the authenticity of the terminal operations
were developed. In addition to the reliable protocols and
algorithms, the critical operations are implemented in a
protected area which the user of the betting terminal can-
not access.

Regardless of the dependability of the technical protec-
tion, the offline RTB still requires agreed rules, which can
be applied if malpractices are detected. A trusted supervi-
sor is required for ensuring the authenticity of the orga-
nizer operations. Limiting the stakes makes the service
less appealing for break attempts with financial goals. Also,
instead of providing bets on which large sums would be
invested, the goal of the offline RTB is to offer frequent,
short bets with small sums. This way the service can be
applied for adding entertaining value to various events.
In addition, the design is applicable for other types of con-
tests without monetary goals.
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